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OLD RELIABLE

Hancock

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

County Savings Bank,

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
has paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
$201,811.01
33,303.70
Surpius above all liabilities
on
names
unquestionable security (not
alone).
Loans only
John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
N. I!. Coolidok, President,
F. C. Hrrrux, assistant treasurer.
C. C. Bobkili., treasurer,
.....

MOTE Tlio-e desiring Home Savings Hanks will l»e supplied with
them on application.

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.
In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at llaltimore and the financial condition of
fire insura ice companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
all of our companies that the recent losses will not
we have been advised
impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
We suggest that you look over your policies at this
all their
time, and if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our

by
policy-holders.

Yours respectfully,

office.

C.

W.

&

F.

Baltimore

The

L.

MASON.

Fire!

The following telegram was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., Feb. 8:
“Following the honorable course pursued by the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company in all precious conflagrations, it is already

Kxec notice—E«t Jeremiah Weseett.
Kxec notice—K»i Amanda Smith.
Kxec notice—K.st Sarah J Rlchardton.
Kxec notice-Eat Eliza J Whiting.
Probate notice—Eat Parker H Hooper et als.
Geo M Warren—Administrator’* tale.
II C Shute—Farm hand wanted.
In r>ankrn »tcy—Kst Chaa E Sinclair.
Manning hall —Piano recital.
Lont—Silver Chatelaine bag.
Mrs P 8 Bowden—Home cooking.
Hancock hall—Looping the Loop,
8 L Lord—Carriage repository.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
8urry, Mk:
David C Hale—Donkey for sale.
Worcester Mass.
Puritan Mfg Co—Ladies and
gentlemen
wanted.

Pittsfield, Mk.
Woolen cloth.

....:--

%-~

scratched

weeks’ cruise

a

ni

and 5.30 p m.
and 5 and 9 pm.

waters

to

is

with

expected

Ellsworth next week.

come to

On

Monday, May 30, the steamer service
leaving Mt. Desert Ferry at 8 a. w. will be
extended through to Seal Harbor, NorthHarbor and Southwest Huibor.

Saturday, May 21, a
sleeper will run between
Desert Ferry, the first car

Pullman

in. on

that date.

exercises at commencement time.

a m

Sunday Train arrives from the west at 7.16,
and departs for the west at 5.36 p. m.
Mall
closes for the west at 5 p. m.
No eastern mall
received or dispatched Sundays.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of

$1.50

southern

George Parcber, of the sophomore class
at Bowdoin, has been selected as one of
the twelve speakers to participate in the

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT roST-OFFICE.

Going East—6.80 a
Going West—11.20

in

Secretary-of-the-Navy Moody,

Boston slid Mt
leaving Boston at 7.40 p.

and 6.18 p m.
m. 6M and 9.46 p

in

was

Miss Berths L. Giles left last Saturday
for a visit 10 New York and Philadelphia.
Later she will go to St. LjuIs.
^8be expects to be gone all summer.
Senator Halt, who has been on a three-

through

effect October 12, 1903.

cap-

leg

loose shoe.

a

Commencing

AT ELLSWORTH TOST OFFICE.

Going East—7.16 a
GOING Wert—11.86

by

was

per year in advance.

Andrew J. Larkin, wife and daughter, of
who have been guests of Mr.
Larkin’s sister, Miss
Frances Larkin,
for the past week, returned to-day.

Portland,

Harry L.
a

Crabtree

and F. 8.

are

away

tishing trip in Franklin, tenting
Donnell’s pond. Mrs. J. A. Crabtree

a

week

Rev. J. P. Simonton goes to Trenton toto officiate at the funeral of Capt.
Allen McFarland.

day

Mrs. H. P. Blaisdell, of Franklin,
in this

was

city Friday.

almost

a year ago, and who has
months In tbe hospital at

has returned.
first

After

vlsiling friends in Franklin village.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Pembroke, has
beeu invited to become pastor of the Baptist cburcb.
If be accepts be will probably not begtu his work here until August.
pleasing entertainment aud party for
the Sunday school children was given at
the Congregational vestry last Friday
evening by Mr. Adams’ and Mrs. Exery’s
classes.

Lodp”, w hich will ha Beau
hall, Monday evening, is an
entertainment lull ol luu and enjoyment.
There U hardly spy plot to it, he Bole
object of the author being to produce a
play thut shall amuse. This he has done,

for

Portland,
set

was

some

improving
Through

the

at Haacock

tbe

and thenrult is that the mrge audie ices
which have greeted this pln3' have thor-

manner

hospital, and here it wmb found necessary to saw tbe ends of both bones before they would join. Mr. Pierce is now

joyed

er

every moment.
i.

r—-...

fast.

misunderstanding,

a

the rates

from Ellsworth during tbe music
festival at Bangor ou June 2, 3 and 4 were
erroneously stated last week. Tbe following Is a correct statement: One round
trip ticket, including admission to auditorium, good to return at any time, fl.40,
instead of $1 60; same, good any day to return tbe following morning, $1.25, instead
of $1.40; same to any one showing a reserved seat ticket, 50 cents less than above
prices. A special train will run from
Bangor to Ellsworth after the concert ou
of

tare

Saturday evening,

June 4.

DROWNED HERSELF.
Mrs. E. S. Means

Takes Her

Mrs.

Everett

S.

Means

committed

suicide

into

yesterday afternoon by jumping
well in tbe cellar of her borne on

a

upper Main street.

She

fifty

about

was

years of age.
For

a

year

or

at times

a

Means

Mrs.

more

been troubled with

bad

which

nervousness

bordered

while in

ou insanity, and it was
of these moods that she

one

sister with

her

down street

together,

her

Own

Life-Mind Unbalanced.

pleasantly entertaining

of

LOOPING TUB LOOP.

“Looping

to tbe

committed tbe act.

party

leg

In

been

AMUftEM ENT NOT K8.

slipped by and refused to knit. After suf- oughly
fering to a great extent Mr. Pierce went

Holmes, daughter of R. B.
Holmes and wife,observed the seventeenth
anniversary of her birth last evening by
Miss Hazel

a

bis

bones

time, tbe

is

A

Charles Harrimtn Is home for
from Brockton.

This is the second defeat th«
Ellsworth high has suffered at tbe handf
of the Bmt Harbor team, tbe first being al
that place two weeks ago. H. B. Willej
was umpire and gave good satisfaction.
Charles W. Pierce, who broke bis leg
of rooters.

some

No. 20

I^-‘™*!

on

week’s

on

18, 1004.

MAY

On May 25 the students of the high
school will give an eutertaininent at Hancock hall.
All the participants will be
members of the school.

east

C. H. Leland, J. A. Thompson
and
H. W. Estey.
and
Baltimore
losses.—GEO.
/..
Brest.
CHASE,
Single copies,
adjusting
payin'j
cents;
The “Hartford” is represented in this vicinity by O. \V. TAPLEY. 5
subscription price
....

He
pace that made the dust tty.
tured at the
foundry. Oue

SCHEDULE OF M AI L8

7n

merfran.

v

j

Tuesday

afternoon she

was

to call

on

her

The leading role of “Happy Hooligan”
by that clever comedian. Hobs
Snow. His performance is said to equal
anything be has ever done before. His
make* up is capital, being an exact facsimile of the funny cartoon pictures of
“Happy Hooligan”, this being Mr. Snow’s
third season in this part which he created,
“Looping the Loop” is a show full of fun
is assumed

and

lively

hits.

The other

principal parts are “Foxy
Grandpa”, by John, “Chinese” Leach,
“Mrs,. Katzenjammer”, by Ed. Begley,
Payne E. Whitney, of New York, who Miss Carrie
Mrs. E. P Jarvis, of New York, is the
going to her work, and Mrs.
with his family will occupy the Emery
“Tumbling Tom,” by Charles H. Boyle,
guest of Mrs. H. J. Joy.
Means
was
to
have
to
her
gone
The Policeman, by Carl W. Saunderson,
supposed
residence this summer, has leased the
Capt. B. O. Moore, of Prospect Harbor,
Hagertby stables on Pine street for his sister’s. Instead Bhe went down through “Lady Bountiful,” by Emelle Benner,
was in the city Tuesday on business.
coachman and horaea.
Pine street, and up acrosa tbe railroad to while the other funny characters of
The Thimble club met yes erday, after“Alfonse and Gaston”, “Gloomy Gus” and
J. H. Donovan has sold his restaurant her home.
M. Austin is expected home

Miss Addie

from

Boston to-morrow.

noon

evening, with Mrs. John H.

and

Brimmer.

Shirt Waist Sets, ITat Pins

[
1!

and Stick Pins, with old

<

initial

■

][
]|

or

are

monogram

the

mode.

I have them all

>

low

at

:i

|

English

prices.

j [LOOK!
}
«
•

^
«

J

|

—

A. W.

♦

Qreely,

5 MAIN ST.

s

|

F"0 R

CASH

pound of Tea,
1 pound of Coffee,
1

C. Moore, of Bangor, who has
been seriously 111 with typhoid fever, 1b

1
1

package of Power,
package of Graham.

All for 50 Cents.

work.

Crown and

L M. HOPKINS,
^^^Mai^Street^llsworUn^

FREE

Bridge

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY

The painless extraction of
of teeth when others are
needed.

DENTIST.
Main Street,

All work guaran-

teed for ten years.

Ellsworth.

four and

e..g:nt? pin

in bis

yacht.
Fred E. Cooke, the well-known actor,
arrived home yesterday, aud will
spend
summer

F. O.

Dr.

BKOWNE,

Manager,

M. Hopkins for some years. Charles W.
Eaton will enter Mr. Hopkins’ employ.

here.

chapter, O.

tord to attend tbe

grand chapter

city to-day and

to-morrow.

H.

The schooner

Henrietta A. Whitney is
loading staves for Whitcomb, Haynes &
Co. for Kondout, N. Y.
Lord is home after a
visit of five weeks among relatives and
friends in Boston and vicinity.
J. S. Johnson, of Plattsburg, N. Y.,
will preach at the Baptise church next
Rev.

IL.

I

W.

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,
ELLSWORTH.

Dental Parlors,

The machine is of modern make and
turn out about
old

Harry C. Mason, who has been
a few days with
his parents,
Charles W. Mason aud wife, returned to
Or.

spending

X

Granite and Marble
Dealer and manufacturer of Monuments, Tablets
and all kinds of
cemetery and building work. A large
stock of finished
work of
newest
A new
designs.
and up-to-date polishing machine run
by electric power,
and every facility
for doing nrst-class
work promptly and
at lowest prices.
Lettering a specialty both In shop
cutting records
on stone In cemetery.
Cor. 1*1 ne and
Water Streets,

C8X>C8^30CHaOBOO^^

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
-AT-

*and

E. J. DAVIS’
Oriental

Rug

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussel* or Velvet Carpet*.
Carpets cleaned clean.
Send for

KLLSYYOUTH

clroular.

7

packages

For

sale

for 25c.
at the

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 5-12.

A young man can button bia sister’s
“Do yon think there are any men angels
glove In laaa than ball tbe time It take* In heaeenT" “Sore thing! Many a henhim to button any other girl’s.
.pecked husband ban died.’’

is

by electric

run

motor.

Nokomis Rebeksh lodge of Ellsworth
has received

and

accepted

invitation

an

tbe Southwest Harbor Rebekabs to
attend their next regular meeting which
from

be

will

All members who

expect

to attend shoutd

notify the noble grand.

we

has

is marvelous.

i head first.

Many song hits are introduced and the
music is bright, timely and pleasing.
The advance select seats will begin at
Wiggin & Moore’s Thursday morning.

supposed that this happened about
4 o'clock in tbe afternoon, but nothing
definite is known, as her absence was not
discovered until about 8 o'clock.
Coroner D. L. Fields was summoned,

inquest

an

Besides her

was

WALSH’S CRY8TALPLEX

unnecessary.

in Hancock

husband, Mrs. Means leaves

Allan, of Minneapolis, Minn., a
daughter, Carrie, two sisters—Mrs. Josephine Farrell and Mrs. Addison Mada

son,

Ellsworth,

dox, of

and

John

L.

Minn,

anu

of

M.

Aitkin,
Min-

DeLaittre,

Charles

of

ending of a useful life is a
not only to her stricken
of
but also to a large circle

The sad

Sbe

most

a

was

pleased

with

and

drawing
everybody seems

a

from 10.30 to 1130 with music by the
orchestra which, by the way,
is au excellent one. Each evening a souvenir is offered for either the best lady or
gentleman dancer. This entertainment
Is new to Ellswortb, and seems to be taking. There is also a voting contest for
the handsomest baby in Ellsworth.
Carroll Grindul was at the head of the list
last night.

shock

friends.

houses,

the entertainment.
Each
high-class vaudeville is presented with an entire change of proAfter the vaudeville acta the
gramme.
glass-blowers give exhibitions in booths
along the side of the hall, and Mr. Walsh
himself conducts a sale of the articles
made. Each evening a social hop is held

and three brothers—

Howard

CARNIVAL,

hall all this week is

good
evening

neapolis.
severe

re-

in the second

act, consisting of wooden-sjbo# waltz, clog and jig
dancing, featuring
whistling solo that

It is

but said

specialty

fined

ing a key, she entered by a window, went
up stairs, changed her clothes and then
went into tbe cellar and plunged into tbe

family,

week crushed rock

are in competent hands.
The sisters Lamonte Introduce their

others

Thursday evening, June2.

held

company’s

estimable

At this concert tbe incomparable
Schumann-Heiuk will sing—her last appearance In this country for three years.
June 4.

Branch pond

evening

was

was

to have

hall

last

been

given

Wednesday

indefinitely postponed

on

account of the storm.

soon move

a

little

this afternoon by
coming
Bridge hill without any wagon at a

excitement

We Make Our

6wn

CREAM.

ICE

It’s made right. It can’t be made
better.
Ice Cream can’t be made
richer or purer than ours, liy making
it ourselves, we are able to give big

“Heap

dishes.

in the Cream”—that’s

order.
Plain Ice Cream, lOc ; Fruited
Ice Cream, lOc: Ice Cream Soda,

10c. Plain Soda, Be.
All the popular soda water drinks of
the

day.

Wiggin & Moore,
DRUGGISTS.
Corner

opposite postoffice.

where

the

are

the fish

pond
luck

prevails

very slow and
at Green lake.
are

the

was

held at

Wiggln & Moore’s drug store.
Thursday, May 19, at Manning hall—
Plano recital by Maurice C. Rumeey, of
Bar
Harbor, assisted by Miss Mabel
Monaghan, soprano scloist. Tickets, 50

sale at

Republican Caucus.
A

of

caucus

republicans

the

worth will be held at

Hancock

of

Ells-

ball

next

candidate for representative to the legislature to be voted

Saturday to nominate
for

tbe

at

The

polls

a

cents.

Monday, May 23, Hancock hall —The
big comedy “Looping Vhe Loop”. Prices,
Advance sale at Wlggin &

September election.

check

list

will

be

will be open from 3 p.

used,
m.

25. 35 and 50c.
Moore’s.

and the

to 8 p.

m.

Wednesday, May 25, at Hancock
pupils of the

Entertainment by
worth high school.

same

CHURCH NOTES.

quarterly conference of the Methchurch

odist

the parsonage

Saturday evening, aud was presided over
by Rev. S. L. Hanscom, of Bar Harbor.
Sunday morning and evening, Mr. Hanscom preached in exchange with Kev. J.
Iu
he
the afternoon
P. Slraooton.
preached at the Bayside schooihouse.

Rev.

at 7 p. m.
Trenton— Preaching

Moore’s.
Dr

Harry A. Pike, of 36 Main street, Bangor,
the Relay house, Franklin, for the
| next ten days, and test all eyes free of charge.

! will
Sunday

at 2.30 p.

m.

I

Mr. Simonton.

Ells-

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, May 26,
27 and 28. Hancock hail—Garside, Coudit
& Mack Stock Co. in repertoire
Prices,
10, 20 and 30c. Advance sale at W iggin &

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday, May 20—Prayer meeting.
Sunday, May 22—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11 45.; preaching

hall—

be at

—Advt.

------*

mill

stave

burned
chinery

a

progressing rapidly
at Green Lake, which
on

the

Fitts

Fitts employed
ble in rebuilding.

as

Mr.

bb

many

as

possi-

The west side grammar school baseball
nine defeated the Surry road nine by a
score of 21 to 12, at Black’s field last Saturday. The batteries were: West side,
Fields and Donovan; Surry road, Mocn
and Patten. This is the first of a Berks
of five games which Managers Fields and
Bellatty have arranged. The next game
will be at East Surry next Saturday.
The

iUiberttBcmenta.

was

The new mashort vvhilj ego
has begun to arrive and will be

pu in position as soon as possible. Few,
if any of the bauds have been out of
employment since the burning of the mill,

team
_

only pond

to be the

biting well. Howard Hooper has
taken thirty-two fish out of the pond in
four trip*, and several other gentlemen
At Patten’s
have made good catches.
fish

Work is

'ftimrrtisrmtntg.

6eems

vicinity ofiEllsworth

the

The

W.

Burton B. Walker’s horse made
down

in

in.

Packard, who has been employed in Boston for several years, has
returned to Ellsworth aud is employed at
the Enterprise office.
Alonzo

our

Works. Burpee’s Sweet Peas

1. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.

The dance that
in Odd Fellows

aud will

H. W. DUNN,

It

separated,

Finding tbe bouse locked and not hav-

will

three times tbe work tbe

would.

one

a

shop.

machine in his stone

but later

came

During tbe past
Sunday morning and evening.
her loss will be keenly felt.
been placed on Church street from Oak to woman, and
Mrs. Mary I. Newman has gone to Bar
School streets. This week rock is being
Harbor, where she will be employed as
Piano Recital.
placed on Pine street. On Pine street the
bookkeeper for Max Franklin.
Lovers of good music should not forget
old plank ditch crossings are beiDg reWyman H. Weitney has left for New placed with tile culverts, making a great the recital to be given to-morrow eveniug
York to join a yacht as assistant engineer
“The Real Widow Brown” by the A. Q.
at Manning ball by Maurice C. Rumsey,
improvement to tbe street.
of which Harry H Austin Is chief.
of Bar Harbor, assisted by Miss Mabel Seammons company at Hancock hall last
VV. F. Aiken has just completed a sportThursday evening was well received in
Mrs. A. P. Harden has returned to Ellssoprano, of Ellsworth.
ing camp at Patten’s pond. The camp is Monaghan,
This is Mr. Rumsey’s first appearance in spite of the fact that it bad been hers
worth, after spending several months located on laud owned by Benjamin Davis
Ellsworth as a piano soloist. This will twice last year. The widow was, of course,
with her son Leon in Hartford, Conn.
and is betweeu the Jordan camp, so-called,
Miss the leading feature, but the remainder of
be the only occasion
John A. Peter9 and wife have returned and the Eldridge camp. It sets about probably
Monaghan’s friends will have to bear the company was not far behind in up-tofrom Boston. They were accompanied by fifty feet from the pond. It is well finher this summer, as she is to return date specialties.
Mrs. Peters’ mother, Mrs. A. W. Cushman. ished and the model of convenience.
to Boston to fill other engagements.
Dr. E. M. Montgomery, of Boston, was
It can now be definitely stated that a
COMING EVENTS.
Tbe rehearsal of the festival chorus,
in Ellsworth last week on his way
to special train will ruu from Bangor to Ellswhich is usually held in Manning hall on
Hancock
hall, one week beginning May
Surry. He will spend the Rummer there worth after the closing concert of the Thursday evenings, will be held this Week 16—M.
Henry Walsh’s Crystalplex Carwith bis family.
festival at Bangor on Saturday evening, this
tbe
same
nival.
Prices, 10, 20 and 30c. Advance
evening at
place.

John Q. Adams has rented the house at
the corner of Court and Pleasant streets,
recently vacated by F. A. Stockbridge,

1

will

She

W. Dunn has recently Installed

polishing

new

F. M. Qaynor and wife left Monday for
Northeast Harbor to reopen the Hotel
Uaynor lor the season.

In that

visit relatives in Saco before she returns.

Htonlngton to-day.

ELLSWORTH

Ella A. Dunn, matron of Irene
E. 8., left Tuesday for Btdde-

Mrs.
a

Miss Annie Louise

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental

improving.
Martin Starkey is having
one*half horse-power Walker

the

Davis and Patrick E. Kearns,
in the employ of Albert

to Hollis E.

who have been

Vernon

SIGNET

young friends.

They

daughter.

Ellsworth high school baseball
defeated by the Bar Harbor high

was

a wall-fought game at Wyman
park Saturday afternoon, by a score of S
to 12. Both teams played good ball, but

school in

little too much for tha
was a good attendance, the visitors bringing a good crowd
the visitors

Old
i
Clothes!
m

Would not pick up nearly so many
not for moths. We sell

Pure

bargains

Camphor Gum,
Naphthaline Balls.

Artificial
■

P
■

Those who do not
second-hand clothes.

of these will soon have “a bargain” in
We make a liberal offer; does the “ol’ clo’ many”

buy

one

l George A. Parcher, Hioths
f rioths
Apothecary.
|
rioths

There

The

Ellsworth American

—

only COUNTY

■

Z

2

Calnphor 0um

were a

home team.

if it were

paper.

P

f
Z
J

CHRISTIAN
grayer Meeting

r'c»r

UvKinuiiiK

Topic.—False and
Bx.

fllutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.
l!

e

Week

KDITtD

BY “ACNT

FOR THE TEST

MADGE**.

.'ia>

trc

Matt.

20-28.

In the incident before i- Salome,
the mother of James and John an
probably the sister <>f Mary, the mother of Jesus, asks the Master that her
Bonn might sit “one on Thy right hand
Bud one on Thy left hand in Thy king
pom.” The request was suggested by
the sons (Mark x. &"»». Relieving that
t> ;
Christ was about to e< Misti
poral kingdom, where there would b«
and power.
no differences in rank
I of tbei:
Pamrr and John solicit the
Mother, probably because of her near
relationship to Christ, i> secure for
them the highest pla< —s of honor.
Which would give them speHal authority. This desire and request were from
B human standpoint very natural, and
yet the request was eased upon ignoand prompted
rance
by ambition
Jesus at once pointed out Its falsity
and impossibility. These Platt's meant
what they did not understand. They
Were not similar in character to ranks
in civil and political life and were not
besto wed after the same fashion. “To
■it on My right hand and on My left
hand is not Mine to give, but it is for
them for whom it hath been prepared
On earth one place
of My Father.”

Its Motto:

“Helpful

and

Hopeful"

_

Jerseys

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated Id the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
co m mu iiK-at Ions, and Its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications mu»-t be signed, but the name of
writer will not be pilntcd except by permission.
Communications wtii be sub«ect to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thk American,
Ellsworth. Me.

pec ted

(

thy life of gladness;
ft parr thy tears;
cherish
thoughts of sadness?
Why
neat not

"

by

court

fears?

So free the sunshine falleth
Take thy s..are

the World’s

to

Superior
!

Show

That

Fair Are Ex*

They

Are

to All Other Breeds.

The herd of Jersey cows assembled
the World’s Fair at St. Loafs to represent the Jersey breed in the universal
dairy test has l>eeti inspected and lias
at

been pronounced iu perfect condition
and ready to start upon their six
months' grind on a day's notice.
W. H. Spann of the Burr Oak Jersey
farm, Dallas. Tex., was the inspector.
I and he was thorough in his work. lie
I passed a week on the Exposition
grounds, and much of the time was

Seventeenth Annual Convention to be
Held at Winter Harbor.
Tbe seventeenth annual convention of
tbe Hat cock county W. C, T. U. will be
Held wlih tbe Winter Harbor local

case of Miss Frankie
Orser, of Boston, Mass., is interesting to all women.

The

“Dear Mna. Pinkiiam

:—

I suffered

misery for several years. My back ached !
I had bearing-down pains, and frequent headaches. 1 would often wake
from a restful sleep in such pain and
misery that it would be hours before
and

spent in and around the Jersey cattle
barn, and the coudition of each Individual of the herd of forty cows was
< i eti n i
tely a see rm i ned.
Never was more intelligent and careful treatment lavished on animals.
No
athlete was ever better trained for a
contest requiring the development of
speed, skill and endurance than has
l»een this herd of Jerseys. When it is
known that this herd is to compete
with selected herds of I Iolsteins. Shorthorns. Brown Swiss and t>evons. nnd
the herd making the best score for the
production of butter, milk nnd cheese
is to establish the standing of the
various breeds, the importance of the
cows being in perfect condition may
be understood.
For a solid year the Jerseys have
been in constant training.
Twentyfive cows will participate in the con
test.
Cows were selected from the
best herds in the United States.
Dr. J. J. Richardson, president of
the American Jersey Cattle Club, under whose auspices this entry is made,
toured Europe and visited the famed
Isle of Jersey, where the breed originated. He was seeking the best cows,
but returned satisfied that Europe
could show no cows that were better
than those bred in America.
Though only twenty-five cows will
participate in the test, forty cows were
selected.
They were assembled at
Jersey ville. 111., a year ago. This Is
near St. Louis, and the cattle have l>eIaist December they
eorne acclimated.
The cows
were removed to St, lx>tiis.
are the property of Individual members
of the club and are loaned for the term
of the test. C. T. Graves, a breeder
at Maitland. Mo., was selected ns the
superintendent to have charge of the
cattle, and he has been highly complimented by Dr. Richardson and Inspector Spann for the wonderfully fine
condition iu which he has placed the

union

25.

Tuesday and Wednesday, May
been
An attractive programme baa
arranged and will include many protni24 and

j nent temjerance speaker* from all parti
j <>f tbe county. Tbe principal speaker at
tbe

convention, however,
Klirabtth Upham Yate*.

wilt be Mia*
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May 24—Kvrning.
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Executive Council, General Officer* mad
Superintendent*
7 30 Scripture Ruling and Prayer »>y Presiding Officer
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Welcome,

Response.......Mr* Carrie K Porter
$ CO

Sclwi Music
“V” Recital, Ml** Susie Swan, MU*
Su*l* Houston
Introduction
and
from
Greeting

Speaker—Ml** Elizabeth
Recitation........M!«*
Collection Speech
Selection by tbe Choir
Benediction
May 26— Morning.
00 Devotional Meeting, led by

$30
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The Y« met with Ml., Kva
May0 „ *T
0.
There wm an attendance
„( ,b
the
eight,
target number we have
*"*
bad. Several visitors were
present ,
them joining. Refre.hmenls

reported

were’*,™

mo.l

■

enjoyable time
with Min
Freeman.
Nineteen were pre.ent
joluii g. Refreshment, were served
The Ya have decioe I lo hire
a room
the Masonic hall at a
place for
*
during the coming year. We are
pn
nlng for a social aoon to raise
money „
we are greatly In med of
funds.
Phkhh Ht pr
13

met

we

Katheiln.
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ineetlo’

ftlcliical.

Cpham Yate*
Sophie Baker

I could close my eyes again. I dreaded,
the long nights and weary days.
I
could do no work.
1 consulted differ9
Have cheer of thine own making
ent physicians hoping to get relief,
was given to a dying, unrepentant
Mrs A W Clark
Day by day;
but.
that
their
did
medicines
finding
9 13 Convention called to RuMneto
thief and the other to a repentant
by PreBliss of thine own free taking,
not cure me. I tried Lydia E. Pinksiding Officer
thief dying also by crucifixion. In the
Thine alway.
ham*s Vegetable Compound, as
Appointment of Committee* and Page*
•ndgn lent day* the saved will stand on
it was highly recommended to me. I am
Bliss of unselfish living
Roll Call, CousUlutlou read by RecordChrist's right hand and the lost upou
glad that I did so. for I s*x»n found
won;
Nobly
ing Secretary
How
little the apostle’s
His left.
that it was the medicine for my case.
The joy of generous giving
R* porta of Secretarle*, Treasurer and
was rid of every ache and
mother knew of what she was asking!
skid
I
Very
Like the bub.
Auditor
Would she have had her sons crucified
pain and restored to perfect health.
—The 7Ynnscupf.
9 4i President’* Address
|
I f *el splctidid. hare n fine appetite,
on earth and one of them lost in etorQuery Box open
and have gained in weight a lot.**
■ItT?
Dear M. B Friends:
Report of Credential Committee
Mias Frankie Orskk. 14 Warren too
In tbis Incident, however, we have
10
00
1
send
couldn't
Reports from Local Unions
Certainly
yon anything j St
Boston. Mass. -$5000 forfeit If original
10 15 Department Reports by Superintendents
IPeiy clearly and strikingly pointed out better than “gool cheer” for bou«e- of above letter proving genuineness cannot be proWork Among Soldiers and Sailors,
■That constitutes a false and what a
cleaning time; from “Aunt Jana" ’way j duced
Mrs A 8 Powers
Surolv yon cannot wish to retrue Christian ambition.
around the fraternal ciro’e, the slaters !
Temperance Instruction In Sunday
1. In the kingdom of Christ the am
doubtless are directly or indirectly wag ng ! main w eak,sick and discouraged,
Schools.Mrs
A
M l*awton
Mtlon to have rank or power superior waragainst the du^ty accuruulaiiona of a and exhausted with eaeh day's
Social Purity.f. Mri Inez L Small
work. Some dernnsremeut of the
to the other members of the kingdom long, cold winter.
ioso Temperance Literature,
feminine orurnns Is responsible
hi a false ambition. Christ teaches us
One of the Lappie*t
faculties In the
Mrs Ruble J Tracy
for this exhaustion, following
fihds very clearly in this incident. Such world is the ability uot to see dirt if you
Narcotics.Mrs M K Holmes
any khid of w ork or effort.
ambition
of
James
and
the
John.
tpaa
don’t want to; but when, having your I.ydia K. IMnkliam's Yecetnbio
Legislation and Petition,
•Ikd Christ rebuked it.
Moreover, II1
Mrs Caroline (iuptlll
glasses on some morning, there comes a Compound will help you just as
declared that His kingdom was unlike rude MWtokeuiug—and the dust on mould- it bus thousands of other women.
Prison and Jail Work.Mrs Frazier
arorldiv kingdoms in this particular, ings and picture frames, aud the
10 00 Lighthouse Work.Mrs Fred Phillips
huger
rre know,” he said, “that the rulers of ! marks on the doors are
Evangelistic Work,
plainly sien—-ah, cocoa enough to make a chocolate cake for a
Mrs Joarphlne Stanley
the gentiles lord it over them, and their then!
change.
Homes for Homeless Children,
If
hare
not
I
this
think
Securing
exercise
over
cac
ones
them.
you
receipt.
you
authority
great
Some time ago I received a very interestMrs Bertha Robbins
not fall to like It when you try It.
Mot so shall it be atitona you.” I>i»
ing letter from “Sister B” and near the
Discussion on Press Influence
Mrs. U. II. W.
tjpetions of rank, of pov r, are out of close she wrote: “If at any time you a.e
Announcements
A good chat with each and all of you
gfaioe In the kineilom of f!o<l. for In It short of cjpy, r: d can pick out a kernel
Noontide Prayer
Aunt Maduk.
■C are brethren, and one is the I/ord of of w heat from a>t this chaff that you think would be enjoyed by
Adjournment
ftll even Christ Himself. Certain Chris
will in any way cheer or help another, you
Afternoon.
Man denominations have ignored this are welcome to
The Conductor and the Orchestra.
1 80 Executive Meeting
it
either
in
the
pass
along
We have bad the honor of grtetlng tbte
2 00 Memorial Service, led by
teaching of Christ and have set up ee- column, or, as 1 often do, pass along a
•leaiastieal distinctions as to rank and thought or the
winter
such
as
eminent
conductors
Mrs W T Holmes
report of acme kind act to
2 20 Convention work Resumed
power, but it is no less true that the those whom I meet in social intercourse. Edouard Colon ne, of Paris; Gustav F.
Flower
Missions,.Mrs Della Small
ambition for such positions Is a false I
get many good thoughts and helpful Kogel,ot Frankfort-on-the-Maln; Henry
Young Women's VA ork,.. Mrs Cora Ciupllll
one.
J. Wood, of London; Victor Herbert, of
Therefore, “in honor preferring ways of doing from you and
your co2 40 Loyal Temperance Legions,
ace another,” let us guard against false
Pittsburg; Felix Weiugari ner,of Munich;
workers in the M. B. co umn.”
Mrs L M Robbins
herd.
desires for place and power in the
Wasiii 1. Bafonoff. of Me scow; and last,
In this letter she told me of a sad expeBel Temp Ins in Schools, Miss M A Carroll
A series of model dairy barns have
thurch of Christ.
rience the had one day last winter which but not least, Richard Strauss, of Berllu,
Mercy Department.Mrs Violet Uom
been built for the breeds competing In
2. In the kingdom of Christ the ambi- was
3 00 Courtesies Extended to Visitors
brightened by the kindness of a sayB Joseph Bohn in the Forum.
the test. The barns are octagonal in
tion to be of the greatest service is the
the
merits
of
School
Savings Banks.Mrs Rose Arey
Regarding
comparative
stranger, and as Aunt Madge is so fortuform, and are so arranged that the
true ambition. “Whosoever would be- nate as to
Parliamentary Drill...... ..Miss E U Yates
count that “stringer” a personal these gentlemen there seems to have been
the
center and a wide
cows arc in
come great among you shall Ik* your
Question Box Opened
friend, she knows howr giadly and sin- some diversity of opinion; and economy
promenade permits visitors to pass 3 80 Franchise.Dr A M Fulton
minister, and whosoever would be first
of space will not admit of a lengthy discerely the deed of kinduess was done.
cows ns
the
and
view
they
around
Report of Resolution Committee
among you shall be your servant, even
“Sister B” had been a long distance cussion of this subject. Upon the whole, stand in their stalls.
4 00 Election of Officers and Appointment of
as the Son of Man came not to be minthe
wrl
er
is
inclined
to
believe
too
that
from home to attend the funeral of her
Superintendents
The milking and feeding are to be
Mtered unto, but to minister, and to
brother. After the church service there much praise is to-day bestowed upon conAdjournment with Mlzpah Benediction
view of the public, and
give Ills life a ransom for many.” was still a ride of four miles to the “hill- ductors whose attitude toward the or- done In plain
Evening.
of the various herds
representatives
“Christian greatness is greatness of
chestra
is
that
a
and
cf
dictator,
7 80 Scripture Reading and Prayer
who,
side cemetery”, and then a homeward ride
will at all times have access to all the
aervice.” It is therefore a closed door
instead
of
under
the
of
the
Music.
Resolution of Thanks.
being
Special
sway
of twelve miles or more. Let me quote
barns to see that uo sharp practices g00 Methods of
to none, for all can serve.
Work In Local Unions, by
music, seem to convey by their deportthe rest from “Sister BV’ letter:
are indulged in.
Local Presidents
BIBLE READINGS.
ment that they stand upon an emiuence
After we left the cemetery I knew no one In
me test not only consists in sunn8 13 Address.Miss Elizabeth
Gen. xi, 1-9; xxvii, 15-27, 41; Nuin. the
of objectivity which is simply InconceivUpbam Yates
part of tne town through which we drove.
the amount of butter, milk anil
Choir Music or Solo
ing
II
Sam.
able.
Xll, 1-15;
xv, 14>; Prov. xvii.
1 plucked up courage and called at a bouse and
of
cost
Collection Speech. Northeast Harbor
cheese produced, hut the
pro19; Isa. xiv. 12-20; Matt, x, 42; xviU. asked for the privilege of coming in, getting
Accuracy of ensemble, precision of
duction is taken into consideration.
Recording Secretary
warm and putting on my extra
1-4; xxiii, 1-12; Rom. xii, 10.
wraps, and very rbythin, perfect tone, and dynamic shad9
30
is
County Song and America
Every ounce of food given each cow
kind people we found the family to be. You ings, Implying a
scrupulous attention to
Benediction
.Rev (i Mayo
When
and carefully recorded.
An Evangelist Endt'avorrr.
know Christ’s words
"Ask and it shall be
technical details, are all very well. But weighed
The officers are: President, Mrs. Lillian
the cows are milked, the milk is conNo speaker in all the many who ad- given unto you,” and 1 have proved that we they are, after
all, merely the means to an
veyed to a model creamery In the Ag- May Robbins; vice-presidents, all local
dressed the Denver international cou- often get the good measure, pressed down and end; and it is
very frequently question- ricultural
over, lor we got not only what we
building, where it is tested presidents; corresponding secretary, Mr*.
running
vent
ion
was
able whether that end has been attained.
Ruble J. Tracy; recording secretary, Mrs.
f—
asked for, but a cup of hot tea. and a lunch and
and made into butter and cheese and Jennie M.
inure attentive
Mason; treasurer, Mrs. A. W.
Although some Improvement in regard
a hot plank for our feta, as whoever brought
records are carefully kept.
where
all
Clark.
ly listened to around our sleigh at the church did not think to to technical details has been noticeable
The Jersey cattle participated in a
than Rev. I)r
put in the "square of granite that is finished off daring our recent season, let ub not be
HINTS FOK BRIDEGROOMS.
similar test at Chicago during the CoJohn F. Carson like a soap-stone and holds the heat full better”. hasty in
accepting what are oTten euphem- lumbian Exposition and curried off
of Brooklyn. 1 wonder if the sisters all know that?
istically designated as “standards of first honors.
l’l«*ut> of Advice* For llrid«*n, but Sot
Weweutonour way, cot only warmed and orchestral
Dr. Carson is a
a
Word For tin* Men.
interpretation”, even though
Is sanguine
Graves
comfortable
In
Superintendent
but
with
a
warm
body,
warm friend of
big,
spot they
A thoughtful young man of Wash
may have met with approval abroad. over the result of the
lie
test,
in our hearts, and a new resolve to seize every
present
Christian
EnOne of the greatest handicaps to a
iugton was heard To decry the other
to give, if not the cup of cold
says that the Jerseys have always
deavor and has opportunity
however gifted, is a lack of sufday the fact that, while there is a delwater, a cup of hot tea and a hot plank to those leader,
demonstrated their superiority over all
served one term who need them. And
ficient preparation on the part of tbe
another good resolve I
uge of “don’t” and “do” for the bride
other breeds when placed In competias
vice
presi- made in riding with a sad heart over the lonely orchestra which he Is called upon to conto follow, the bridegroom must shift
and this time they will show to
dent of t he New road, and 1 came right home and put it in prac- duct. ft is but necessary to consider the tion,
for
himself.
better advantage than ever. Not only
York state un- tice.
tremendous technical difficulties which a
“There la absolutely nothing to guide
is the Jersey inilk richer in butter fat
Now, Aunt Madge, don't laugh, and I will tell mere pianist must overcome
ion. lie is beto-day, in than the milk of any other breed, says n man but his own awkward self. It
you what it is. 1 resolved that when my sitting
order to present an adequate
Interpreta- Mr. Graves, but it can be produced at isn’t fair.” he said. “F’roin the time
room lamps were lighted the curtains should go
lster and pastion of a classical work, to form a cona girl is old enough to detent sound
The Jersey cows are the
a less cost.
ttV.J. F. CARSON, D.l).
up about two thirds the length of the window,
^ ^ h(,
ception of tbe amount of preparation re- smallest of the standard breeds, and she understands the importance of
so that the light can shine out and cheer the sad
on
Joys a large reputation as an evangel- and weary passer-by.
tbe
quired
part of an orchestral body he asserts that they consume less feed.
having things done projHTly at u wedfat
Three houses we passed, and the one we to bring each instrument up to the
They assimilate their food, nud it is ding. while the prosia*etlve groom Is
where
we
found
such helpful friends, requisite standard in order that all may
entered,
only something necessary to complete
converted into milk and butter and is
A Sturdy Reality.
was letting Us light shine out, while all the
be capable of responding as a unit to the
the picture,
not used in building up and sustaining
othiug short of inspiraAny unperverted mind will conceive rest had the shades drawn as If they were keep' baton of the
tion can get u man through a marleader, upon whom no pre- a large carcass.
of the Scriptural idea of prayer as that lng all their brightness and happiness to themparatory work in a strictly technical aeuse
riage ceremony gracefully.
“We are going to make all other
of one of the most downright, sturdy selves.
should rest at all.
“In order to impress the bride and
breeds take to the woods after this
So I just try "to bury my sorrow and hide it
realities in the universe. Right in the
The task of the leader, If ho follow a
spectators that he is enthusiastic about
test,” said Mr. Graves. “A few days
heart of God’s plan of government it with care” and let my light shine out. Just
notice the difference when you are riding out truly high artistic aim, is difficult enough; ago I was testing some of onr Jersey ! it be appears with a sort of frozen grin
Is lodged as a power. Amid the con
It invariably makes me think of the and be should be relieved of as much of milk, and
on his face that you
expect to melt at
my hands were all sticky
filets which are going on in the evolu- by night.
"city set on a hill whose light cannot be hid” the drudgery as possible. To a certain and greasy from the enormous amount
any moment and run down his coltion of that plan it stands as a power. when I see the home
lights shining.
extent, his position should be analogous of butter fat the milk contained. Mr.
lar. If he is too frightened to res[H»iul
Into all the intricacies of divine workTell "Aunt Marla” that I vote for the pretty to that of tbe
in a loud voice some of the bride’s girl
pianist who sits down Von Heyne. who is in ehurge of the
ing and the mysteries of divine decree home gowns, wrappers, aprons and good shoes, before a
friends will whisper that *it was plainperfect instrument. At the pres- IIol8teins. sent over a quantity of his
it leaches out silently as a power. In as I think every good house mother will.
ent day, the drudgery of mere technical
ly evident he was unwilling from the
milk for me to test. Of course, from a
the mind of God, we may be assured,
You will all find wheat in "Sister B’s”
start.’
practice, often undertaken amid most dis- commercial standpoint, there was no
Again, if he replies in a l^ud,
the conception of prayer is no fiction, letter. I think it is a nice idea for us to
couraging circumstances, very frequently comparison between the milk, but It stern voice another bunch in another
whatever man may think of it. “More report some of the kindnesses done us—
weighs heavily upon the director, lower- was a pleasure to test his milk, for direction of the church will huddle tothings are wrought by prayer than exhibitions of kindly sympathy warm the ing his standard and
making him Incap- when I got through there was no gether and express how glad they are
this world dreams of.”—Austin Phelps. hearts of those who hear or read of such
able of
that they are not marrying him, while
discharging the high artistic grease on my hands.
After this I
make
and
us
more
things
thoughtful of responsibility which rests upon him.
the attitude of many is that they are
will have a bucket of Holstein milk
Fop Every Young Feriton.
others’ comfort and happiness.
signing away their life aud aii worth
around handy to wash my hands in
A true society of Christian Endeavoi
There fa no harder work than
living for. So I. for one, think it high
doing lifter testing our own rich Jersey milk.”
should reach every youug person In the
Yhe friend in Castlne who asked for the
nothing.
time that somebody wrote a few hints
The test begins May 16 and contincommunity, either through Its active poem given last week sends the following:
on how to behave, that we men may
“What is your favorite opera?” "Faust,” ues 120 days.
membership or its associate memberI have a very nice receipt for a cake which is
appear enthusiastic about being maranswered
Mr.
Comrox,
promptly,
ship.—Dr. Clark.
and
so
nice
after
easily made,
being made, that
ried without being ridiculous.”—WashUnique California Map.
I am going to sepd it to you to try, and if you “although,” ho added confidentially, “I
ington Post.
A unique exhibit nt the World’s Fair
think it all right, perhaps you might have it put can't help
wishing that the Mikado
The Urgent t o Inn.
charged |10 a seat, so that mother and tbe was prepared by the agricultural deThe largest Christian Endeavor un- in the M. B. column.
partment of the University of Califor- “You talk about poster* and your ads. upon the
1 have tried this and it is simply de- girls wouldn't be ashamed to go.”
ion In the world is that of London.
fence,
It Is a large map. so colored as to
Small
than
was
more
so
1
can
700
societies.
Philarecommend
and
Tommy
Melons,
With
heartily
it,
entertaining his sla- nia.
But they alnt the kind o* mediums that
appeals
will Mrs. Q. M. W. please accept many ter’s beat beau in the parlor. Finally he show the character of the various soils
delphia Is aecond with 025 societies.
to common sense;
thanks? The very name of the cake is an be said: “You and sister are going for a of the state. It gives a clear Idea of the
You may talk about your dodgers, and yonr
situation and the extent of the arable
Two Briefs.
encouragement even to beginners in onU- walk this evening, ain’t you?”
“Year
circulars and such,
The Presbyterian Endeavor societies nary art to try their skill on It:
Tommy,” answered tbe young man. and untillable sections. In the locali- But 1 calculate they don't assist an advertiser
that
ties
cannot
be
cultivated
at Winnipeg. Manitoba, five In number,
are
“But
how
did
know
it?”
much;
you
Xkvek Fail. Cakb—One and one-half cups
“Bister went
recently gave $800 for missions In In- flour, X cup sugar, 1 teaspoon cream of tartar, jf to see the corn doctor this morning,” ex- Bhown the Sierras, the lava beds and And especially 1c winter, when the snow Is on
the ground,
the desert. The map Indicates the lodla.
of soda and X of salt. Put these together and claimed Tommy.
cation of the cultivable portions of the I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
India baa a new Christian Endeavor sift three times; \ cup melted butter, break an
can
be found?
mountains and Mohave plateau and
Its name la Masihl Karlgar egg into the butter and fill up with milk; stir
It’s folly to Buffer from that horrible
paper.
plague of
But within the coxy homestead, when the
this into the flour and sugar, and beat. Then the
parlor
which is the nearest equivalent for
night, ItchlDg piles. Doan’s ointment cures shows the nature of the foothills and
stove’s aglow,
break 4n another egg and beat again. Use any
quickly and permanently. At any drug store, valleys of that wonderful state.
ChrWtlan Endeavor.
The
"Keep heart; keep heart,” hope cailcth,
“Cease thy care.”

jvz

May

Mr*
Caroline
Gupttll, Local President
Welcome to tbe Church, Rev Gideon Mayo
Welcome to the Town,
it K Tracy
Countv Attorney

Greeting

ColniunT

White rlbboner* <rrner.il,,
column report* of meettnjrt or
ot Intern,
worker,
county. tVe wo a Id like tbl.tab*
but It need, some effort „„ the
i,,,
0. women to moke It so
|t |, ,
maklliK. not our., mol will be
It.
Item, and communication,
'M,urWl

and all

Choir Music
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GOOD CUE*.R.

Is cheer of thy own making?
Tlien make more.
Is joy of thy own taking9
Take a store.

at

IU. €. i. II

W. C. T. IT.

i COWS TRAINED

I lie True Test.
Tried

in

Ellsworth,

it

has Stood

the Test.
Tb« hardest test Is the test of
time, mo
Doan’i Kidney Pill* bare Hood It
well la
Fllswortb. Kidney sufferers can

hardly

a*k for

stronger proof than

tbe

fallowing..

Mrs. George W. Day, (Geo. W.
Day,nil.

Hoad, Morrison District, says;
“The statement I made In 1SR7 about
procuring Doan’s Kidney Pills at
ori Shore

Wigging

Moore's drug store and taking

a

course ol

lbs

treatment, which stopped an attack
Of backache, many of which I had
.offered
from

for five yeara,

lutely true. bu.

It

was

not

only abso-

has had my approval

since.

I

catarrh

of tbe kidneys, and the dull
drag-

ging

told yeara ago that 1 had

waa

pain

constant

showed

that there

tion If not

a

neighborhood

Intense InflammaDoan’s

I said above, slopted the

as

Since then when symptoms

severesttack.

have

a recurrence

appealed

that

catarrhal condition.

Kidney Pills,
of

In
was

to the

taken place 1 have

medicine

on

more

than

occasion, thereby preventing serious

cne

complications.’’
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mllburn

Co.,

Price 60 cents,

Buifaio, N. Y.,

sole

agents for the United State*.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and taka
no substitute.

Banking.

la what your money will
invented In share* of the

earn If

Ellsworth Loan and Bnlldinfi Ass’ii.
A
le

now

NEW 8EKIE8

open, Shares, tl each; month%
payments, $J per snare.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on
your
a first mortgage an<i
reduce It every month- Monthly
payment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 ye\rs you
will

shares, five

.-

_

flavoring

desired,

it is also very nice to add

90 cents.—Advl.

newspaper U read aloud to everyone
know.”

we

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W.
A

particulars Inquire of

HK;MKY W. (. L’HHMAN, 8©r*7
First Nat'l Bank Bid*.

Kino, President.

Proftssstonai

J)R.

Carbs.

BUNKER,
OK

BAB HABBOB,

wishes to announce that hereafter he will Kl«
special attention to the tiealiucut of diseases of
the

Eye, Nose, Throat

and Ear.

Office equipped with all the modern lii.irameuta and appliances for the examination ind
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the beat of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

F

PHYSICIAN

and

SUBGEON.

OKKICEH.

MANNINO
Besldeuce, No. 9 Hancock St.
Tai.itrttovr.

BLOCK.

Strfjfrtisemntts.

Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.
TIME-and
MONEY

(’ballen’s

BY USING

Record

Rooks.

Subscription Record,
Advertiser's Record.
Job Printer’s Reoord,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
14 Dover Street.

New York.

BXaXj0WOHTH

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
“MO

PAY, NO

W ASH KB/*

All kinds of laundry worn done at abort aoIce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

Pauper Notice.
THE

undersigned hereby gives notice that b

has contracted with the cllv of Ellsworth
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, and has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his aecouDt, as without his written order he will pay
for ao goods so furnished. HaJUtY 8. JobBS-

after the $1.*)00 and the applause
of the community. They worked.
Masterson. on the contrary, gave his
team a rest.
Everybody wondered
why, but Masterson was czar, and
they left him alone. Now, Masterson
was
the graduate of a college whose
name Is a household word
a college
which battles with another college on
the football field every fall, upon
which battle hangs the Interest of millions. It Is Invariably the game of the
But this college team stands
year.
up to be defeated, except upon ocMasterson himself had once
ruslon.
redeemed it by kicking a goal from tile
Masterson thought of tlds colfield.
lege team which bowed to none other
than to Its successful rival.
“All,” muttered Masterson to himself, “Is fair In love.” Then he wrote
a letter to the captain of the college
team.
“Send me one or two good men,”
"There's $1,000 In It, and
he wrote.
yon can have the bigger part of It.
I am working for something else, and
McClenaI want to win this game.
han has a new man or two that I’m
afraid of. I won’t take chances.”
The president of the college club,
with an eye on tlie $1,000, Immediately replied, and favorably too. Masterson, who had been to this time
somewhat uncertain, now rubbed his
The day arrived—
hands with glee.
and the hour. Miss Betty Pennington,
with sparkling eyes, wearing a composite bouquet made up of two, sent
to her by Masterson and McClenaban,
was seated In the front row on the
grand stand. Masterson came out and
looked the field over and waved at
Miss Betty.
“My Betty,” he said to
himself. McCleuatfan did the same.
The air was filled with a vague unrest.
The stands were filled with stranger*.
There was an air of mystery abroad.
Suddenly a door where the Frankfort
men were quartered opened, and eleven
men filed out, clothed in the Frankfort
colors. As they came across the field
there was a gasp from the Ignorant
and an uproarlons laugh from the
Suddenly a man on the
knowing.
stand stood up and shouted. ‘‘Helm“Ilelmstaedter!”
staedter!’’ he cried.
Everybody looked and then huzzaed,
for tlie first man of the team was
were

Miss Betty Pennington was a bit too
a bit too buoyant and she
had had too many chances to ihlnk
lei',
too seriously of marrying. She had
the youth of Frankfort Plains n merry
chase. There was not perhaps a man.
not nindc
an eligible man. who lmd
love to ber or who had not attempted
IL But she bad led them on and then
—had sent them off.
They went.
There was too much humor In Miss
Betty, too much of wit and laughter,
to make litem essay a second time proposal. One by one they stood rejected.

young and

merely toss her
youthful head and laugli and laugh
and laugh.
Miss

Betiy

would

Two of them, however, would not
Mr. John Masterson was one.
down.
and Tommy Mrt'lenahnn was the othMasterson clung to her with a
er.
bulldog tenacity. He did It because he
had many of the characteristics of the
Miss Hetty would laugh at
bulldog.
Masterson until he began to growl, ami
then she would watch him rage and
stone, with wide open eyes.
“Do that again.” she would suggest,
and Masterson would do It. He could
He gnashed his teeth with
not help It.
But he always came back.
rage.
Tommy McClenatuin didn't cling to
He simply followed her
Miss Betty.
about, watching her with frank, honest eyes.
They walked the fields one
day. and Miss Betty. In a spirit of misShe
chief. ran away from Tommy.
hadn't a ghost of a show at that, but
Tommy let her run until she was well
tired out; then with that easy spurt of
his. which has won him medal after
medal In collegiate games, he sprang to
her side and, obeying a sudden Impulse, caught her In his arms. Ordinarily he would not have dared to do
this, but there was something about
Miss Betty's color and ber sparkling
eyes that just made Tommy do It.
“I—l couldn’t help it,” he gasped.
And .then he stopped.
For she was
looking straight into his eyes, with an
expression that he had never seen liefore.
Tommy thought It was worth
while. He braced himself ami spoke.
“Betty—Betty—Betty.” he implored.
“I’ve asked you now for the fifteenth
I
time, and I'm asking you again.
can't help it.
You must marry me.
I won’t tuke no for an answer.”
Miss Betty drew herself away. She
still looked at Tommy MeClemjhan.
"I—1 have promised Mr.—Mr. Masterson,” she said slowly, "that I would
murry him”—
Tommy touched her on the arm.
"You
“No—no. Betty.” he exclaimed.
can’t mean it."
Miss Itetty went on: "That I would
him if ills team, the Frankforts.
won the tournament game at the county fair. I will he fair and scjnnre.
Tommy. I will go further. I promise
to marry you if your team wins out
and gets the prize. No—no. that's all.
You know what
I .won't discuss it.
I'll do and 1 shall do nothing else.”
"But. Betty.” pleaded Tommy MeClemihau. "you—you know my team
It never has and it can’t
can't win.
now.”
Miss Betty smiled.
“Then." she said
archly, "so much the better. Tommy,
for
Mr.
Masterson."
Tommy said
nothing further. lie strode along by
her side with his glance upon the
marry

ground.
“It’s the man whose team wins the
game. Tommy,” she said at parting.
“By George.” muttered Tommy to
himself, later, “she knew we couldn’t
win. I thought she liked me better
than to”—
The town of Frankfort Plains was
the county seat of Frankfort county.
Frankfort I’lnlns was a fashionable
residence place and the county fair
was one of the fashionable events of
the year. Indeed, at all seasons the
Plains was a lively place and the two
athletic clubs helped to make It so.
The two athletic Hubs supported, by
grace of Hie pocketbooks of a few
millionaires, two good football teams.
The Franfort Plains club team was
captained by John Masterson, Esq.,
and the Wayside Athletic club team
MasterMcClenahan.
by
Tommy
son had peopled his team with hulldogs like himself; Masterson's team
had Invariably won. Both men were
college graduates. The county fair
Judges, also by grace of the Aforesaid
pocketbooks, lmd offered this year a
$1,000 cash prize to the team that
won the footfall game In the county
fair tournament. There was never any
restriction as to what teams should
compete, but as the Wnyslile could
lick anything In the county except the
Frankfort and ns the Frankfort could
lick the Wayside there was little
doubt which teams would play, and
there was little doubt also which team
would win. In the midst of the preparation for the fair Mr. John Masterson had proposed to Miss Betty Pennington for the thirteenth time, and
Tommy had proposed for the fifteenth
time, and her ultimatum had gone
forth.
Now, It Is just ns well to state right
here that Miss Betty had a small
brother who hated Mr. Masterson and
who was n crony of Tommy McClenahan's and that this small brother
carried to the latter all the news he
gathered during the course of the days
This may or may not
and weeks.
have some hearing on the ease.
McClenahau got his team out and
had them In practice at every available hour of the day. lie had to do
He could not tell
the best he could.
them why. But they worked, for they

other

none

than

me

(piariermater team.

ramoua

bnck of Masterson's alum
But the applause had not died down
when a dozen men In the field—strangers they were—went mad with exciteRah!
Hah!
•‘•Itah!
Qulncement.

Quince!” they
everybody knew.
For not only Helmstaedter, but every,

town!

yelled.

Qulncetown!
And

then

man on the Frankfort team, wns none
other than one of the regular Quincetown college team disguised In FrankMiss Betty turned pale.
fort colors.
Masterson. across the field, smiled.
“All's fair,” he assured lilmself.
Another door opened and Tommy
The WayMcClenahan stepped out.
side team followed him—eleven Wayside stalwarts. They rushed into the
field pellmell.
Kverybody, realizing
the trick that Masterson had played,
knew that the Wayside team were goNot a
ing out to certain destruction.
word was uttered, however, until the
At that
two teams began to line up.
instant, however, the two teams gazed
into each other’s faces, and the Quinectown team blanched and stepped back.
Then pandemonium broke loose.
Yalevard!”
Yalevard!
''Yalevard!
cried half a hundred strangers. The
whole stand arose and yelled. “YaleAnd then everybody
va rfl!” It cried.
knew, for Tommy McClenahan had
been kept informed of certain thing'
by Miss Betty's small brother and had
had
Tommy
profited accordingly.
checkmated Masterson for sure.
And accordingly the Yalevard team
carried off its share of the $1,000 and
a goodly portion of the gate receipts.
And as the Qulncetown-Y'alevard official game approaches It is no wonder
that the odds have been fixed at 4 to
1 on Yalevard. for the Frankfort
Plains score was 38 to 0.
"You don’t mean to say, Miss Betty,” said Masterson, “that you would
let your marriage hang on the mere
score of a game';”
Miss Betty sudlid. “All's fair,” she
answered.
“You asked me thirteen
times—what could you expect?”
Later she lifted up her face to Tommy's to be kissed. “I knew you'd win
that game some way,” she remarked.
She shuddered. "It would have been
uwful if you hadn't.”

MAINE

MUSIC

FESTIVAL

about

Nicolai—Overture, Merry

Wives of
Orchestra

l

Chorus

Wagner—Aria .RienzI

4.

AND

great Maine Music Festival is ouly
two weeks away—June 2, 3 and 4 at Bangor; June 6, 7 and 8 at Portland.
Eastern Maine Is, of course, more directly interested In the festival at Bangor.
Below is printed the programmes for
The

the entire five concerts.

Hpecial

rates will be made

by

ail

trans

portation companies leading to Bangor.
On Saturday night a special train will
leave Bangor after the concert, and run
through to Calais, stopping at Ellsworth.
FIRST CONCERT.
Thursday evening, June 2.
PART I.

Third Movement of SymTschalkowsky
phonic Pathetlque,
—

The Festival Orchestra

Handel—Hallelujah Chorus.Messiah
The Festival Chorus
Ambroise Thomas—Mad Scene.Hamlet
Mroe. Maconda
Reinhardt—Waltz..... Sweet Maidens
Chorus

Tschalkowsky,
(а) —1The Pilgrims Song,
(б) —Don Juan Serenade,
Gwilym Miles
Pinsutl (a) Spring Song,
Ncldlinger— (6) Serenade,
Mine. Maconda and Chorus
rABI

li.

Gaul.The Holy City
Madame Macomla, Mr Barrow, Mr
Miles, Miss Drlnkwater
Tenor boIo—No shadows yonder
Air (tenor)—My soul Is a thirst for God
Chorus—They that sow In tears
Air (altoj—Eye hath not seen
Chorus—For thee, O dear, dear country
Chorus—Thine la the kingdom
Air (bass)—A new heaven and a new earth
Choral Sanctum—Holy, holy, holy
Chorus—Let the henvens rejoice
Air (tenor)—To the Lord our God
Air (alto)—Come, ye blessed of my Father
Air (soprano)—These are they which came
out of great tribulation
Duel (soprano and alto)—They shall hunger
no more

Quartet and chorus—List! the cherubic host
8olo (bass; —And f heard the voice of harpers
Chorus
Great and marvellous are Toy
works, Lord God
—

SECOND CONCERT-ORCHESTRAL
MATINEE.
Friday afternoon ^June 3.
PART I

Orchestra
Haydn—Achieved to His Glorious Work,
Chorus
Golterman—Concerto In E Minor,
Hans Kronold
Richard Strauss.. Don Juan
Orchestra
PART II.
—

Und

Gralsecene

aus

Orchestra
Weluzlerl—Vanished Dreams,
Chorus
Saint Saens—(a) Le Deluge,
Rubinstein-(6) Melodle in F,
Orchestra

Popper—Hungarian Rhapsode,
Hans Kronold
Eaton Fanning—The Miller’s Wooing,
Chorus

Berlioz—March*Hongrolse,
Orchestra
THIRD

CONCERT-OPERA OF CARMEN
Friday evening, June 3.
By Bizet
Mme. Isabelle Bouton, Carmen and Mercedes;
Miss Marguerite Lemon, Mlchacla and Eras
<iulta; Francis Archambault, Escamlllo and
ZuDlga; Edward P. Johnson, Don Jose and
Remendado; Edward Barrow, Morales and
11 Dancalro.
PRELUDE.
ACT I.

Sccna and chorus
Chorus of boys—When the Soldiers

Recitative
Chorus of

Mount,

etc.

Cigarette Girls

A vanera

Scet a
Recitative
Duet—’Tls of Her Thou Art speaking
Chorus—Whence Come These Angry Shriek*
Canzonet and Recitative
Seguldllle ami Duet—Down Near the Walls,
Finale

etc

Intermezzo
ACT II.

Gipsies’ song

Hark, the Zither's Joyous
Sound
Recitative
Chorus
The Toreador’s Song-Here’s to You
Recitative
Departure of Escauatilo
Recitative
—

Quintette
Duet—Now I Will Dance
Song—This Flower you Gave Me
Finale
Intermezzo

Chorus

Group of Songs,
George
the

Miss Lemon

F
Root-How
Flag of the Union,
Chorus

Key—Star Spangled Banner,
Chorus

It 3

St Paul
Mme Schumann-Helnk
PART II.
aus

Parsifal,

Orchestra

Leoncavallo—Punchinello.II

Pagllaccl

Mr Barrow

Slreleskl—Dreams
Chorus
Saint Saens— Grand Aria, Samson and
Mme Schumann Helnk
Rhelnberger—Stars in Heaven,
Chorus
Gounod—March of the Marionettes,
Orchestra
Gaul— Let the
Heavens
Rejoice,

Delilah,

The

Holy City,
Double Chorus
T*f liny* of P.wt.r,

Pewter played an important domestic
part in tfce days of our distant ancestors. A peep at some of tile household
books of the Stuart days is quite a
revelation on this point. In 1004, for
Instance, Sir Miles Stapleton, a Yorkshire baronet, took it into ids head to
replenish his stock of pewter, and here
are a few of ills many purchases as recorded in his own handwriting: “It.,
paid for six iardge puter platters or
dishes at Is. 7d. a pound, and they
weighed 57 pound and a half, which
comes to £04.01.05; paid for two dozen
of puter places at Is. Od. a pound and
they weighed 37 pound, £02.15.00; paid
ttien more for two puter stands for the

John

The

William Hutchinson of Yorke, for 17
new puter dishes for the table weighing 74 pound at 12d. a pound £03. M,09.”
And among other psrchases at
the same time are two dozen new pewter plates for 32 shillings, another two
dozen at 15 shillings a dozen, and a
large quangfty of spoons, basins and
candlesticks.—Westminister Gazette.

One need not overlook the enormous
shortcomings of Louis XIV. as a man
and as a king to admit that in some
important respects he “tried to do his
duty.” He was a hardworking sovereign both In the sphere of administration and in that social sphere which
was, to his mind, no less important.
So courteous that he never passed the
poorest woman about the palace without lifting his hat, he carried polite
consideration to the level of a fine art.
In the way of courteous speech there
are few things nobler than his remark
to the grcWit Conde as the old hero was
slowly ascending the great marble
staircase at Versailles. Conde apologized for being so long in mounting
the steps, at the top of which the king
stood waiting. “Ah, cousin," Louis replied, “one moves slowly when one is
laden with laurels!”—Longman’s Magazine.
SIn&insr Birds.

Among birds the females do not sing,
and although many species have musical call notes and agreeable tones in
conversation which are shared in by
both sexes still the true song is only
rendered by the male bird. I am sincere in saying that the lady bird talks
more than her mate about the house,
but I will admit that when away from
home she is very discreet in this reIn attending to her duties of
spect.
Incubation she is very quiet, and it is
seldom that a note is heard from her
while on the nest. It has even been
said that all birds are silent when incubating, so as to avoid observation.
However, although most species are
quiet when sitting, there are a few
which chirp loudly when so engaged,
and some even burst into exuberant

is

a business man; the other, a
Both have achieved large results,

one

banker.

by widely different methods.
From the very beginning of this sevenyears-of-wizards-Ioose upon the earth,
Mr. Rockefeller has been a pessimist.
“That’s not business; that’s a mere
banker’s proposition,” be has been quoted
as saying, whenever one of those large
combinations has been brought to his
attention for criticism.
While he has reluctantly approved sevbut

Did you ever hear the story about
the little pig who ate his big sister's
dinner? I know you have not, for the
story has never been told.
Well, there was a little pig who loved
to tense his sister, just as rnauy and
many a boy loves to tease his sisters.
Now, this Httle pig had one sister
who was very particular about her
manners, which, you wlH admit, was
an excellent trait.
She wouldn't think
of sitting down to a meal without a
nice clean apron on.
At the dinner
hour she would hurry to her room,
fasten on her apron and then go to the
trough in which her food was served.
“Wliy is it that you only half till my
trough?” asked she of her mother.
"I always till it,” was the reply.
“But it is always only half full," declared the littie pig's sister.
And the little pig laughed, for he
knew very well why the trough was
only half full. Whenever he saw his
sister start off lo get her apron lie

eral of

them and

he has done

has

simply

so

to erated

others,

because he has

seen

of transforming the “banker’s
proposition” into one which his business
no

way

instinct could approve.
The “combine” has

seemed

to

him

sbsolute'y

necessary; but the various
“interests” to be placated would not be
placated unless each got many times the
actufcl value of its property.
“Dar is

limit to any

a

man’s

supersti-

tion,” said Uncle Eben. “If you dreams
’bout a special race hoss, you feels like
bettiu’ on him, but if you dreams ’bout ft
picken’ shovel, you don’t have to hoi’
yobse’f to keep f’um goin’ to work.”
now and then,” said the relentman, “the corporations are reminded
by the courts that they can’t do as they

“Every

less

pitasa.” “1 don’t know about that,”
Answered Senator Sorghum.
“They are
merely reminded that they will have to
find some new way of accomplishing the
same

result.”

healing, balsamic virtues of the Norare concentrated In Dr. Wood's Non.
Pine Syrup, nature’s own remedy for
and
colds
Acvt.
coughs
All the

way
way

pine

—

SUrfjcrtiarmmta.

Your husband will never
again mention “mother's
”
bread jf,you will use

table, £00.08.00; one gallon puter can
and six porringers £00.19.06; paid to

Some Virtue* of Loula XIV.

Beethoven—Overture.Egmont

Glocken
Wagner
Parsifal,

Mme Schumann Helnk
Saint Saens—Le Deluge,
Violin Obligato, by Mr Kraft,
String Orchestra
Lohr—81 umber Song,
Chorus
Mendelssohn—But the Lord Is Mindful,

Wagner—Glocken IJnd Gralsacene

Rockefeller and Morgan.
D. Rockefeller jm an Industrial
leader; J Pierpont Morgan is a financial
leader, says D. G. Phillips in Success,

Por

Why the
Little Pig Was Whipped

Bizet—Here They Come.....Carmen

FAVORITE ARTISTS—THE DATES

2, 3

Little

stcry
FolHs

Windsor,

THE GREAT SCHUMANN-HEINK—OTHER

ARB JUNE

AohTta!

PART I.

ONLY

TWO WEEKS AWAY.

large

so bad a day’s work.
Oh,
those fish on the bank.
yes,
Well, we went back the next day and
barreled up twenty-four barrels of the
beet of those trout. The rest were left
to rot In the sun.—Maine Woods,

$40—not

AO

Only appearance of Mme Schumann-Helnk

ACT III
A Modest Fish Story.
We were fishing on one of the Kes- Ensemble—As for the Guards
Aria—Here Must the Smugglers Dwell
wick lakes one spring, and our catch
Recitative
had been enormous. About 3 o’clock Duet
in the afternoon we heard a peculiar Finale
noise on the bank of the lake like tear- Intermezzo
act IV
ing of roots. So we went to investigate Chorus
and on nearing the shoro were sur- March
and Chorus—Here They Come
prised to find a large black bear dig- Duet and F’lnale—’Tls Thou
ging up the ground to beat nine of a
FOURTH CONCERT
kind. We lay low to watch, and what
Saturday Afternoon, June 4
do you think he was doing? Why, he Five Hundred Children from the
Public Schools
was digging worms, and after putting
of Bangorand Brewer, through thecourre-ty
nice fat angleworms on each of his
of C E Tilton, superintendent,
instructed by Mrs C K Tilton and Miss
forepaws he ventured out in the lake
E F Merrill
on an old sunken log, put down his
part
forefeet in the water and actually
Jubilee
Weber—Overture,
scooped out huge trout so thick uud
The Festival Orchestra and Chorus
fast that he almost darkened the sun.
Elkberg—To Thee, O Country
After awhile, thinking there was
Chorus
enough fish for us, we put an ounce Glllet— Loin du Bal
Orchestra
bt !1 In his head. Talk about fish!
Great heavens! There lay trout two Plnsutl—(n) 1 Sing Because I Love to Slug
Festival Song
feet deep on which two young cubs Abt—(6)
Chorus
were gorging tbemselvea.
Well, we
Selected—Grand Aria
skinned that bear, and, wishing to seMiss Lemon
cure the cubs alive, I Just threw the
James Wight—Maluo Festival March
bearskin over me and got down on all
part II.
fours, and those cubs followed me Wagner— Pilgrim’s Chorus •.Taunhauaer
Chorus
right Into camp, thinking it was mother bear.
The cubs I afterward sold for Gounod—Ballet Music from Faust,
Orchestra
$25 each, and the hide of the mother,
Gounod—Soldiers' Chorus. Faust
which was a very
one, brought

me

FIFTH CONCERT.
Saturday Evening, June 4.

MUSICAL TREAT.

A

HR

KNEW

VKUY

WELL

WAS HALF

WHY THE

THOUGH

FULL.

would slip slyly up to the trough and
eat as much of her food as he could
before she could get back.
One day the sister decided to watch
him, and she actually caught him in
the very act of gulping down tier meal.
"I was only fooling,” laughed the little pig.
“I shall tell mamma on you.” replied
his sister, "and she will puddle you
with a shingle.”
"You would not be a telltale, would
you?” asked the little pig. who did not
relish the idea of a whipping.
“No. I don't believe 1 would.” replied the sister thoughtfully. ‘T shall
not tell on you.”
“That's a good girl,” laughed the lithe

pig.

‘‘But 1 shall paddle you myself.”
added the sister. Then she caught the
little tease and grve him a good sisterly thrashing, and he never touched
her meals again after that.—Detroit
Journal.
An

WASHBURN CROSBY'S

GOLD MfM FLOUR

Opportnnifit.

The bride and bridegroom sat side by
side.
“Dearest!” lie said, locking up
into her eyes, for he was the smaller,
so that he really and truly look'd up
and into her eyes.
Yes. love,” she responded in soft, frightened ruoese
■;e*
“If 1 had known Cat
tones.
-.>•?
was that long
I would have
you.” “Didn’t yov kiss me?”
ed with much surprise'. “No."
plied. “Well, somebody did.”—Cleveland Leader.

FREE TO HOUSEWIVES.
Cut out this advertisement and mail to
with name of your grocer and we win
send you free of charge one of our GOLD
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing
If your
1U00 carefully prepared recipes.
dealerdoesnot handleGold Medal Flour,
please mention it in your letter.
Address

us

■

The oldest person and the youngest child
use Brown’s Instant Belief with perfect
talnty of being benefited.

BROWN &

JOSSELYN,

Portland, Maine,

ci.n
cer

Mention this

til

Paper.

anfcntimmnrt*.

song.—Science.
All the Bargain* Were Gone.

An American of hitherto undoubted
veracity tells this story of a restaurant
in Berlin to which he and a friend went
one evening: The fare and the music
about
were so good and the people
them so amusing that they lingered on
When at last they rose to go
and on.
the American’s hat was not to be
found.
“What sort of bat was it, mein
herr?’’ inquired the stolid person in

For

Quick Relief from Pain,

apply

CALDWELL

charge.
“It was a new top hat,” said the
American briskly.
“Aeh, but, mein herr, all the new
hats have been gone for half an hour!”
said the German placidly.

LEE’S

LINIMENT

The doctor cannot nlwnyi come at once. A bottle of LEE'S LINDfEST
kept handy in the house is always ready for immediate soothing; and pain*
assuaging. You get BEST quality and EXTRA quantity when you buy LEE’S*
Price Sl.lc. at all traders.

SWEET,

For all Head

26

MAIN

Boston’s World-Renowned Hotel.
It’8 the
It’s the

Jupan'N Camphor Tree*.
camphor tree of China and

JaThe
pan is a large evergreen, not unlike a
linden, with a white flower and red
berry. The gum is taken from chips
out of the root or base, which yield 5
The Japanese
per cent or more of it.
government owns large forests of camphor trees, able to keep up the average
supply of the gum for twenty-five
years, and the young plantations are
growing up. These are under the Japanese

forestry department.
Red

Snow.

Captain Ross discovered on the shore
of Baflln’s bay a range of cliffs extending for eight miles, which were covered with red snow of a brilliant hue,
and sometimes as much as twelve feet
Careful examination with
In depth.
the microscope revealed that It was
due to the presence among the snow
of a very minute plant called Palmella
nivalis.

ST., BANCOR, ME.

Pains, Sweet’s Headache Powders, 10c.

|

place to sleep,
place to eat

WHEN YOU VISIT THE HUB.
THE

r

were
BOW DO I N

Houge

square:.

Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station.

In

a

central section of the

city, near the theatres and wholesale and retail stores.
Pleasant rooms 81 and upward; with bath 82 and upward.
The best hotel table d’hote in America. Cuisine unexcelled.

Marine and

Mianus

Stationary Engines

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Fully guaranteed
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodsawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
are

pumps,

bilge,

cargo, etc.

Simple, safe and

sure.

Marches,
Brown—There’s a seedless apple out.
Jones—You can’t jolt me; haven’t I been
betting on a seedless watermelon tor the
last ten years?

Mianus Motor
29 and 33 PORTLAND PIER,

Works,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

SltK &Usu)cntb American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

will not only
strengthen the faith his friends have
in him, but it wili also confound those
of his opponents for the nomination

tory law—and all laws

for governor who have been attempting to make political capital out of the
silence he has until now maintained.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
months; M

ball

00 a year; fl.OO for six
cents for three months; if paid
advance, #i 50, 75 and 38 cents
All arrearages are reckoned at

of $2 per year.
AdvertI*ing Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be matle known on application.
addressed
to The
Ells
Co.,

Business communications should
Publishing

Hancock county
worth Maine.

I

be

payable

mails

nominee of the democrats of Eden for
representative to the legislature. Hia reopponent ia Dr. C. C. Morriaon.

MAY

Fr.

The announcement of the withdrawal
of P. W. Richardson from the contest for
'■'ounty commissioner leaves the field clear
for new men. Capt. S. O. Moore, of Pros-

| and

Sa.

o:o«
a.m.

^New

^PMood

1
10

a.m.

rim

00

$ Quarter

5:88

Full
vi/Moon

nQ
<Gv/

w

1

owe to

S:®4

McKinley, May 16.1904.

a.m

OBITUARY.
OWEN
Owen

Byrn,

BYRN.

respected citizen

s

of Ells-

worth, died at his home Tuesday night,
aged sixty-five years.
Mr. Byrn bad been In failiog health for

American is
2,500 copies.

than

more

year, and

a

his

death

was

for four issues in Jan., 2,425. not unexpected.
for four issues in Feb., 2,594.
He was a native of Ireland. He came to
for five issues in March, 2,650 this country alone when but twelve years
for four issues in April 2,600. of
age, and learned the tailoring trade
with a brother-in-law in Boston.
THE REPUBLICAN
In 1854 be came to Ellsworth and took
charge of the custom tailoring department
of Lewie Friend & Co.
FOR THE
Mr. Byrn remained with this firm for

Average
Average
Average
Average

COUNTY CONTENTION
COUNTY OF HANCOCK.

tbtrty-foor years, with tbe exception of
about

WILL BE HELD AT

HANCOCK

HALL. IN

ELL1WORTH,

Thursday, June 2, 1904,
AT

10

O’CLOCK

A.

M.,

for the purpo&e of nominating candidates for
two senators, sheriff, register of probate, one
county commissioner, county attorney and
county treasurer.
At the conventions of 1884 and 1888 the following resolutions were adoped:

Resolved,

That hereafter the delegates in
shall be voters in the town which
they represent.
Resolved, 'That a nomination to any office
to which any person may have been elected
cannot be claimed as a muter of custom and
usage, personal fitness alone being the test.
Resolved, That in future calls for County
Conventions, the committee is requested to
make the foregoing resolutions a part of the
all

cases

same.

The bases of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate; for each furty votes
cast for the republican candidate for governor in 1902, an additional delegate; and for
a fraction of twenty-five votes in excess of
said forty votes an additional delegate.
The following list shows the number of
delegates to which each city, town and plantation in the county is entitled in the convention:
2 Orland,
Amherst,
8
1 Otis.
Aurora,
1
5 Penobscot,
Bluehill,
3
3 Sedgwick.
Brooklin.
4
3
1
Brooksviile,
Sorrento,

Bncksport,
Castine,
Cranberry

Dedham,

Sullivan,

7
4
1
1
5
1

Isles,

Deer Isle.
E&stbrook,
Eden,

17

Ellsworth,

14

Surry,

Stonington,
Swan’s Island,
Treroont,
Trenton,

3

Franklin,
Gouldsboro,
Hancock,
Isle au Haut,

Lamoine,

3
2
4
2
5

Verona,
Waltnam.
Winter Harbor,

1
1
2
1

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

Long Island,

4
3
1
3
1

7,
8,
21,
38,

1
1
1

Mariaville,
Mount Desert.
5
The county committee will be in session at
Hancock hall on Thursday, June 2, at 9
o'clock a. m., to receive the credentials of the

delegates.
Per order of the
mittee.

republican county

comKINDLE,

R. L. G
Chairman.

J. O. Whitney,

Secretary.

_

ISAAC

WILL BE HELD IN

City Hall, Bangor.

June

29, 1904,

O’CLOCK, P. M.,
for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Governor to be supported at the Septem1.30

ber election, and for the transaction of such
•ther business as may properly come before it.
i'The basis of representation will be as follows: Each City. Town and Plantation will
ue entitled to one delegate:
ami for each 75
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1902, an additional delegate; and
for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
a further additional delegate.
Vacancies in
the delegation of any City. Town or Plantation can only oe filled by residents of the
County in which the vacancies exist.
The State Committee will be in session in
the receptiou room of the Hall at 12.30 o'clock
P. M.t on the day of the Convention, for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to
participai,. u the Convention, must be elected
subsequent to the date of the call for this
Convention.
All electors of Maine, without regard to
past political affiliations, who believe in the
of the Republican Party, and enorse its policies, are c rdially invited to
unite under this call in electing delegates to
this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee.
F. M. Simpson, Chairman.
Byron Boyd, Secretary.

Srinciples

Bangor, Aprils.

1904.

The withdrawal of

Perry

W. Rich-

ardson, of Tremont, from the race for
county commissioner will be heard
with extreme regret by his host of
He has

proved

of the
most capable men who ever held that
office, and he will take with him to
private life the beBt wishes of the
public for long life and continued
friends.

BRIDGES.

E.

expected

large circle of frleuds and acquaintances will be pained to learn of tbe death
of Isaac hi. Bridges, which occurred at bis
home on the Hancock road this forenoon,
A

pneumonia. He had been ill but a few
days.
Mr. Bridges followed tbe sea for many

the most

is

Tuesday

curred

noon

Isle avenue, after a
ness of pneumonia.

Clark

at her home

little

over a

on

oc-

N.

Conners,

was

Boston,

of

Des

sons

and

She

was

a

one

large circle of

understood

that

the

court

time tbe will

was

made tbe testatrix

for eleven years.
A year ago he resigned and became head
cook at tbe American bouae. He left a

position

held tbe

few weeks ago and went to farming.
He leaves a wife and four children, tbe
oldest of whom is

a

member of tbe grad-

uating class of tbe Ellsworth high school.
Tbe bereaved (amity have tbe sinceresl
sympathy of the community.
Fuuerai arrangements have not yet been
_

PORTO RICANS COMING
To this Country to Study Educational
Methods—Ellsworth Boy in Charge.
Everett W. Lord, an Ellsworth boy, son
of Capt. S. L. Lord and wife, is tbe asof

commissioner

education

Mr.

time

Borne

Lord

has

been

one

prosperity.
The straightforward and manly letter of Hon. William T. Cobb, made
public this week, stating his position
as to the enforcement of the firohibi-

June with 600 teachers.

100 will be

placed

at

family, riage
anu out
cation.

Pendleton.

Tne first yacbt of tbe
tbe auxiliary yawl

season

to arrive

Huzzar

21,

:

of

Among tbe prominent visitors to Bar
Harbor this summer will be Count Cas-

w

ill be

obliged

office in

an

to

spend

most of

MONDAY,

and friends here in Ellsworth.

23

THE
LOOP

Cumralnga

Mrs. A. 8
ton

Saturday

last

on

from

Bos-

White

Star

sailed
the

p' Foxy Brand pa, Tumble
raKatzenjamOCC Ton'iner. Lady Bountiful and
r'

Happy Hooligan.

SULLIVAN.

PRICES, 25, 35,
Advance sale

at

50c.

Wiggln A Moore's.

steamer Romanic fora three-months’

trip
abroad. She will visit Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, Holland, France, England and
Scotland.

Earthquakes
Franklin.
four shocks

were

Written for The
are

felt there last week.

American.

A
What

alii) disturbing West
correspondent writes that

are

Our

Soliloquy.

we?

Simply clods of earth, and

w-en some

dread

disease
Shall master this frail frame
And lay us low.
Shall we be lost In the dust
From which these bodies were created?
A “something* tells us “No.”
A “something” dwells within us
That sprung not from the dust,

spark divine,
Given to all by a great Creator, emblem of
A

life sublime.
That spark by virtue of good deeds,
And pure, noble thoughts,
Will brighter glow,
Until at last our very lives, illumined
In themselves, will show
That soon they must break forth
From this vile house of clay.
And hasten on toward
The fountain from which first they sprung,
A great and living God.
—Mr*. Grace M. Li me burner.
Brooks vllle, Me.
A

Apply

is the best shoe in the world.

Sold by

M. (lallert

Good place
rustiM. D. Cook. Lamoiue. Me.

to

Men’s, Boys’
and Children’s

One new 3-spring Baggage Wagon
or without top.
Capacity 1000
lbs. One second-hand 3-spring Baggage Wagon; soo lbs. One side spring
Delivery Wagon, soo lbs. Our own
build. Also others at low prices to

The best

close._

haven’t visited

Shoes.

C

~~

yet, please do

the

our new

so.

city.

If you

shoe store as

We carry shoes at

prices, iu all styles, and suitable for
all conditions!
Our Dry Hoods store is full of goods
all

SPECIAL^ NOTICE.

suitable for the

not treapaaa in Canicuiocua Park. 1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
m»hv c. Pian ApsTtat.

DO

season.

stores combined and

Take

they

are

our

two

the best

iu the state.

title is established

to undivided

half of
UNTIL
property in Latnoine.
wood, camping, boating, fishing,
my

or

ting

cut-

tak-

M.

ing possession in any *av is forbidden.
By order of

Mary C. Frktz Austin.

Etgal Xoticcs>.

DRV

Toali persons interested in either of the es
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court heid at Eden, in and
for the county of tlancock, on the third
day of May, a. d. 1904.
following matters having been pre
rpHE
JL seated for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in gaid county, that they may upP'-ar at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the seventh day
of June. a. d. 190!, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

Soprano.

50 CENTS.

2'SSrrusrmmts.

HOME COOKING!

Bag

E Kub*criber hereby gives notice that
p H he
has been duly*appointed executor of
X
the last will and t»*tan» n of 8arah J Richardson, late of Mt. Deceit, In the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate ot said deceased are desired
to present the same lor settlement, and all indebted thereto ate requested to make payment immediately.
John K. Binkmh, Ju.

containing small sum of money and
May 3. 1801.
postoffice key. Kinder will be reward- rpHK subscriber residing out of hr male
Edward R. Bowen, of
of
to wit:
.JL
ed by leaving at the AMERICAN Newton,Maine,
in the county of Middlesex and ComOFFICE.

monwealth ot Massachusetts, her by gives
notice hat he has been duly appointed execuof the last will and testament and codicil of Elisa J. Whiting, late of said Newton,
deceased, and given bona* us the law directs,
and that he has appointed Haunibal E. Ham
lin, of Ellsworth, in the conuty of Hancock,
and State of Maine, his agent in said 8 ate of
Maine. All persons having demands against
the estate of M-id deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and ait iudebted
thereto are requested to make payment imKbwahd B. Bowen.
mediately.
Dated this fourteenth day of Mav. a. d 1904.
tor

83 intrt).

-Wc7i»J

ADIHS AND OK.NTLBMKN
*15
a thousand cash copying at home.
No
mailing or canvassing. Bend stamp. Puritan Mra. Co., 98 Frost 8t., Worcester, Mass.

I

VitARM HAND—Practical hand to work on
Good wages.
Jl
farm.
Apply to H. C.
Shuts. Box 293, Ellsworth. Me.

by

Miss Mabel Monaghan

ETC.

Urgal Xottcrc

Silver Chatelaine

Rumsey,

Harbor,

NOTIONS,

LOST!

Piano Recital

Maurice C.

GOODS,
Host.

cause.

l'arker fl. Hooper, late of Brooksvi le. in
«aid county, deceased. Petition that Frank
L. Hooper or some other suitable person be
WAY 19. at * O'CLOCK.
appointed administrator of the estate ef said
deceased, presented by Frank L. Hooper, a
boh and heir of said deceased.
Stephen 11. Dow, late of Tremont. in said
Peti ion that Wills E.
county, deceased.
Dow or aouie other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Wills E. Dow, brother
and heir-at law o! said deceased.
J1Y
Alhelaine M. Hearin. minor, of Tremont, in
*aid county. Petition filed by Nathaniel H.
Young, guardian, lor license to aell certain of
the real estate of said minor.
Frederick M. Eldridge, late of Bucksport,
Petition filed by
in said county, deceased.
of Bar
assisted
Frank F. Smith, trustee under the will of said
deceased, for license to sell certain real estate
described in said petition.
Alfred C. Butler, an insane person of
Waltham, in said county. Hixth account of
A. F. Burnham, guardian, filed for settlement.
Christopher L. Lethugwell, late of Fiden, in
Second account of
said county, deceased.
tlary Mutter Letfingwell, Douglass Leffingwell and Luere B. Deasy, executors, filed for
settlement.
Nicholas F. Curran, late of Eden, in said
On sale at CunnigUam's.
county, deceased. First account of Frank E.
Sherman, administrator, filed for settlement.
Asenatb Chipman. late of Bucksport. in
said county, deceased. First account of Leland P. Lowell, administrator, filed for settlement.
Emma £. Kimball, late of Mt. Desert, in
Third and final acsaid county, deceased.
count of Daniel E. Kimball, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Arthur L. Hale, late of RUsworth. in said
Mrs. P. S. BOWDEN announces that she is
deceased. Petition filed by Frank W.
!
prepared to take orders for cooking at home. county,
Rollins,
administrator, to have collateral in*
Bread, Cake, Pies, etc., of all kinds.
j herilance tax assessed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of said Court.
Mrs. P. S. BOWDEN,
A true copy of the original.
WATER STREET,
ELLSWORTH.
Attest:—CHas. P. Dorr, Register.

GALLERT,
ELLSWORTH.

Manning Hall, Thursday Evening,

TICKETS,

stock m

ONLY,

LOOPING

£

3
car-

Sprcial Xcticts.

MAY

ONE NIGHT

time there

i

BluehUl,

water
for anmmer

S. I_LORD.

HAL I
”- ELLSWORTH -*•
of
Charles
P. Halpm
Management

bis

during tbe term.
He will, however, find time during his
stay in this country to visit his parents

ooor*.

———.

Boston,

ever.

FOR SALE.

3mtrwmtnte.

these,

to your foot, and

with

was

Harvard and 200 at

Cornell.
Mr. Lord will have
and

Of

EduiiiuOBurt

best suited

style

ill be ended for-

Cook'a Point. East

—At
acre*

IIANCOCK

working in tbe interest of a plan to bring
the Spanish teachers of Porto Rico to
this country to st udy American methods
of teaching and training.
He bag finally succeeded in securing
povernment sanction aud support, and
Mr.
arrangements are now perfected.

we

select the

will

land, Da story house, stable,
FARM
in bouse
house, hennerv; good

Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph TilBowen, of Chicago, Mr and Mrs.
E. C. Cushman, of Newport, Mr. and Mrs.
George Robbins, of Philadelphia, and Ed- j

111

little time

us a

I

INONKEY—-At

ton

mund

If you will allow

Your

one-half coat—#2A—donkey
with cart and pung. All in good coudi* j
tion. Address. David C. H*lk, Surry, Me.

York, Mr. and Mrs A. J. Davis,
of Wllke8barre, Penn.,
Dr. and
Mrs.
Frank Freemont Smith and family, of

of

Porto Rico.
For

and

You and Furnish
Homes Free

"

Philadelphia. Tbe yacht is bound for
Toledo, Ohio, by way of the 8t. Lawrence.

made.

sistant

O^den

of New

Shoe

your shoe troubles

Quite a number of visitors Lave arrived,
including Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner 8her
man end Miss Sherman, of New York,
Mr. and Mrs. David B.

our

Department.
j
j

fat Salt.

of

He became steward of the Nlcolin
years.
club when it was organized in 1892, and

Visit

by our plan of selling good*. Write tw at once
for particulars and start a profitable business.
FURNISH
EVERYTHING required,
WE
provided yon are honest and a hustler.
Address Mall order Department, North Sul- !
11 van, Me., Box 14*.

was

mentally unsound and incapable of making a will, and that Mr. MacDonald used
undue influence over ber.
Mr. MacDonald is at present in Jacksonville, andJt is uncertain when be will
return to Bar Harbor.

a. m.

sell

We Clothe

will be set aside.
In tbe petition it is alleged that at the

STYLE «M<
tala Makaw

[for women!

to your friend* and neighbors, then remit us the
mouey, NO TRASH but late, stylish, salable
good* at prices that you can easily sell them.
NO OVERSTOCK of any one article but a va
rlety of goods covering all kinds of merchandise,

tbe

*

RS9

good* In their locality. WE FURNISH
GOODS WITHOUT MONEY. You *eII them

Dodge have filed in tbe probate
at Buckaport a petition asking that

Mrs.

*—4

and the offer will lie withdrawn MAY 2k, providing the quantity named has
not been given away before that date. We will lie glad to have you call at
ourcorset department and learn more about our proposition whether you desire
to take advantage of same or not.

500 Salesmen and Saleswomen
Wanted

reatlvee of

^s.

Sale commenced May 9, at 10

Jijrtp CHaiitrt).

to

■

when the first pair is worn out. This is a Inina fide offer made to introduce
these goods, and will positively not be repeated.

such

her lose.

mourn

It is reported that Rev. Angus MacDonald, pastor of tbe Bar Harbor Congregational church, to whom was left by tbe
will of the late Mrs. Abbte R. Dodge, of
Jacksonville, Fla., property worth something like f100.000, will not get the property without a contest in tbe courts.
It is

no

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Haul's Catarrh Cure.
F. J c HENRY A CO Toledo, O.
F. J.
have known
We, the undersigned,
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly bonor&Me to all business train*,
sctlons.'and financial!* able to carry out any
obligations made by his firm.
Walki.io, Kihham A Marvii,
Wholesale DruggDte, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon ihe Mood and mucous surfaces *f
the pyatem. Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c.
per ooitle- Sold bv all Druggists
Take Hail's Family Pills for constipation.

sixty-nine years
member of the Con-

gregational church, and
relatives and friends will

even

appeared.

about

was a

had

*

te%
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Kalomaioo Coraat Ca.

To every lady who will bring to our corset department a purchaser for one F.
C. or American Beauty Corset at the regular retail price of tl, we will present
a corset of the same make in any style or color, absolutely free of charge. The
corset given you free is the reward for your services in helping ns introduce
these corsets to the lady whom you bring with you, for we know that she will
be so well pleased that she will come hack for another corset of the same kind

author accounts for

toSmtb Montvtlle for interment.
Mrs. Clark

experiments produced

nnpp
I-*

We have just completed arrangements with the Kalamazoo Onset <\|H tlac
makers of the celebrated F. C. and American Beauty Corsets, to give away
the aliove number of corsets free of charge. Our unusual offer, which is very
easy for you to understand and just as easy for you to accomplish is us follows:

effect, which tbe
by suffposin’gthat the
poison bas left tbe general circulation by
acnte
the time the
symptoms have

veloped

the

sister, Mrs. Nathan J. Salisbury, of Bar
Harbor.
Prayers were said at tbe home Wednesday morning an1 tbe remains were taken

of age.

tea
AMERICAN BEAUTY STYLE 989
Kalamaroo Corwt Co. Solo Mtkon

kind

Other

Absolutely

^

marked results, but blood from perin whom fhe dementia was well de-

more

dsughter of tbe late John Conners, of Bar
Harbor.
She is survived by a husband, a son,
William
Clark, one daughter, Mrs.
Stothart Wright, of Saco, four brothers,
Capt. Frank M. Conners, Capt. A. E.
Conners, John W. Conners, of Bar Harbor,
Lewis

Given away

pro-

theory that delirium is tbe result of
of brain-poisoning, due to a
toxin in tbe blood, is believed to have
been confirmed by recent experiments in
Germany. Blood taken from a patient
suffering from signs of approaching
dementia caused, when injected into the
veins of a
healthy person, palpitation,
pressure on the brain, and a sensation of

week’s Ill-

Mrs. Clark

a

compo-

Tbe

fear.
William

Corsets

published.

some

Beauty

|

inde-

an

republican nomination for county commissioner.
T. F. Mahoney, of Ellsworth, a candidate for tbe nomination for register of
probate, was in town the first of the week.
The death of Mrs.

,

sitions, bis latest effort In this line—a
march and twostep, dedicated to the Bar
Harbor band and named the “B. H. B.
March and Twostep’', having just been

candidate for tbe

a

residents.

manager.
Mr. Frost has become knoarn as
ducer of several meritorious band

pendent ticket.
Luther A. Leacb, superintendent of the
electric light station, anbounced Monday
he

summer

^

F. C. and
American

appointed

has been

vigorous campaign for the nomination for
sheriff, and It is probable that be and bis
friends will endeavor to elect a Hanscom
delegation.
Mr. Hanscom, by the way, has publicly
announced that be will stand or fall by
tbe decision of tbe voters at tbe republican convention, and that, if defeated, be

that

prominent

a recent meeting of the directors of
Casino company Osmond Emery tendered bis resignation as manager of tbe
organization, which position be had held
since tbe Casino w ai built, and 4. A. Frost,
formerly of Eistport, the talented
musician, leader of tbe Btr Harbor band,

candidates for delegates to the connty
convention.
Rev. 8. L. Hanscom is
conducting a

on

Ten Doz.

ar-

tbe

lively

a

contest lu the caucus, as there la every
Indication that there will be two lists of

will not oppose tbe nominee

to

expected

At

7 to 9o’clock.

from

that there will be

is

Army

Grand

tbe

Roberta avenue, and

rive early in the season, accompanied
by tbe entire Russian embassy.
The coant spent t ~e summer here two
years ago, and was much entertained by

Lord will leave San Juao about the mid-

A Republican Slate Convention

AT

to tbe

months when he went

Co F, 19th Maine volunteers.

In 1890 be opened a store on Water
street, where he conducted a successful
business until April, 1908, when, owing to
falling health, be retired.
He was a man of retiring disposition, of
strict Integrity, and wide information.
He leaves a widow, one son and three
daughters.

dle of

Wednesday,

eight

front with

at

Thursday evening

It is

morning

P. w. Richardson.

of The

edition

the

Faithfully yours,

myself.

a.m

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1904.
This week’s

issued

has

This certifies that I shall not be a candidate
for county commissioner at the coming county
convention. A term of six years brings me to
an age where travel and other duties of the
office in all kinds of weather make U extremely
wearisome, as well as Injurious to my health,
and the Increase of business at home seems to
demand my presence and attention.
Thanking my republican friends for their
very cordial support and confidence, I retire
from the ca nvasa, feeling that It Is a duty which
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following:
To the Republicans of Hancock County:
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He will now have for company M. L Alien, of Mt. Desert, Luther
A. Leach aud G
Raymond Joy, of Bar
Harbor, Capt. O W. Foss, of Hancock.
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Politics Astir—Hanscom Will Not Bolt
—Death of Mrs. Win. dark.
Bar Harbor, May 17 (special)—County
politics ha* engaged the attention of
many republicans of Edeo during the
past week, and tbe leaders have been busy
arranging tbeir plans for tbe cancus
which will be held

POLITICAL NOTES.

Habscrlption Price—$2
Strictly In
respectlvelv

|

a&brttiacinrnt*.

slni, the Russian ambassador *o tbe
He has leased the new
United States.
cottage of Mrs. George H. Cuptill on

FROM BAR HARBOR.
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IRL for general housework.
box 418, Ellsworth.

Address
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subscriber hereby
r|^HE
A
she has beeu

gives notice that
duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of Jeremiah
of
Weseott, late
Castine, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
•11 indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Lucy Anr Wbscott.
May 3.1904.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of Amanda
Smith, late of Biicksport, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and'
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Thso. H. Smith.
May a. 1904.

THE

AKMlMMKAKiKS SALK.
to a license issued to me. the

PURSUANT
i

undersigned, by Hon O. P. Cunningham. Judge of Probate for the county of Hancock, I shall sell at public auction, at my
office in Castine, in said county, on Saturday,
the eighteenth day of June, at No,'clock p. mu,
the following real estate of the late Henry W.
Hawyer, to wit: Uegiouiog at an iron rod in
the earth, southerly from the old earth works
and twenty-six feet northeasterly from the
northern line of
land occupied by Chas.
Bates; thence southerly on a line parallel

with said Bates line thirteen and one half
rods to an iron rod in the earth; thence
northeasterly six rods to an iron rod in the
earth near a cluster of alder bushes; thence
northwesterly on a iine para lei to first named
line thirteen and one-half rods to an iron rod
in the earth one-half rod southwesterly of
corner of John G. Sawyer’s land;
thence
southwesterly six rods to place of beginning,
containing eighty-one rods, more or less.
Gao. M. W a been.
Administrator.
May 18, 1904.

Subscribe for The American.
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The Tissue

Pa.per Man
By WILLIAM H. OSBORNE
Copyright.

1*B.

by T. C. McClure

-knocked gently upon Miss
The
Cnthorwood's door and handed In a
Mis* Catberwood looked at It
inn Id

yard.
and tossed it

to the floor.
"Oil. the tilckens!" she said frankly.
It will l>e seen nt once that, although
Miss Catberwood wns a young Indy of
beauty and charming personal characteristics. she had decided opinions
One of the
about various things.
things was Mr. Anthony Wadsworth,
who. as appeared, wns waiting below
for an audience with her.
“The dickens!” reiterated Miss Catberwond. "I suppose I shall have to see
him," Miss Catberwood'* mother happened to lie within earshot.
"Who Is It'/” she inquired. She was
Informed. "Dear me." said Miss Cntberwood’s mother, "why, Mr. Anthony
Wadsworth has always appeared to
nie to t>e a very proper young man.”
"That's Just the trouble, mother." returned Miss Catberwood. "He’s too
proper. Ile'a too conventional. He's a
tissue paper man."
"Dear me.” answered her mother,
"be—he doesn't look like a tissue paper

man."
"Oh. I know." petulantly responded
the young lady. "I know. He's just
about the proper weight and proper
height, and hia shoulders are just the
proper breadth. He's like a pattern—a
fashion plate. He's Just unbearable."
Miss
Catherwood's
who
mother,
could not quite reconcile her daughter's premises with her conclusion,
sighed. Her dnugbter swept out of the
room and went downstairs.
Mr. Anthony Wadsworth rose as she
entered and bowed In a quaint old
fashioned way. He wns flustered an-'
embarrassed, and there was good reason for it. for Mr. Anthony Wadsworth
pose ultimately became apparent. He
was there to propose to Miss Catherwood. and be proposed. He didn't do
it very well, and Mlsa Catberwood.
wbo bad had a proposal or two before. as she listened to lilm made mental comparisons that were unfavorable
to this particular suitor.
"Don't—don't give me your nnswer
tonight.” Implored Mr. Wadsworth, the
perspiration standing out uppn his
brow.
"Walt
wait until tomorrow
night. Take time.”
t
Miss Catberwood, who would hlhi^
preferred to end it at once, assented.
She said with nil the coldness she could
summon to her aid that she would
consider it; that she would wait until
tomorrow night
And she had a ran
She had nn engagement
son for It.
with Tommy Boggs for the next night,
and she Intended to write n short note
for Mr. Wadsworth to receive when
he came. Vhnt would be the end of
Sir. Wadsworth.
Tommy Boggs, a boisterous young
man whom she rather liked, was going
to do for her what no one had ever
done. He was going to take her down
to a big political rally In the Fourteenth ward—Bown where she could
She looked
see politics as It really is.
forward to It with pleasure. She liked
to learn about the real things that real
men did.
She started with. Tommy about 7
o’clock In the evening hi order to get
a choice seat In the ladies' quarters.
She left the fatal note with her mother. with Instructions to band It to Mr.
Wadsworth.
She told her mother
what It was.
Her mother, wbo was
a very tender hearted old lady, met
Mr. Wadsworth at the door—he'came
at 8 o’clock sharp—and Mr. Wadsworth was so downhearted when he
found that Miss Catberwood was out
that the old lady thought she would
keep the note to herself.
"I—i'll call tomorrow evening,” said
Mr. Wadsworth tremulously.
“She
probably forgot Inst night that she
had this—this engagement for tonight,
although— I'll call tomorrow night."
Down In the Fourteenth ward. In
Bailey's hall. Tommy Boggs and Mlsa
Catberwood were having the time of
their lives. The campaign was in full
blast Election was near at hand. Miss
Catberwood kept her eyes on the
speaker, and she listened to every
word he said.
"isn t he line?
she exclaimed to
Tommy. "It's just great to be a man
like that, a man who can sway men."
There was a burst of applause from
something more thau one-tlilrd of the
crowd ns the man upon the platform
paused In his speech at the proper
place. He was a paid campaign orator. and he was good at that. But there
was just a bit of dissatisfaction risible upon the faces of the crowd.
A
man near Miss Catberwood moved
about uneasily.
“Aw, -,” he said, “why don't they
trlug on the alderman? What the
the use o’ this?"
Another man nudged him. “The alderman,” he explained, “ain't a-goln’
to tie on hand tonight.”
As he spoke a stout man entered
from behind the scenes and
stepped up
toward the front of the stage.
He
was cheered loudly.
“That must lie the alderman,” whispered Miss Catberwood to Tommy
Boggs. But he wasn’t. He whispered
a moment to the
speaker, and the
Veaker nodded and shook his head.
w big man raised his
band.
*.adiea and gents,” he said, “we’d
expected to hare the alderman
us he.
tonight, but I’m glyin'
?ou stru.ght that’’—
—

•—

\jfor

interrupted by
jvashi!”
the

a

iiuwiaji,

hooray!" yelled

mighty yell.

K.
crowd. "What
yelled
Mu' us? Look behind you!”
&ig man turned, and everybody

uiii.uiiiij

uuumj,

the crowd. Miss Catliensood looked with the rest, and then
she gave a little gasp, for the man
that the whole crowd was looking and
yelling at was a young man attired in
a
full dress suit.
He was bowing,
with conventional stiffness, right aud
left, and he was none other than Mr.
Anthony Wadswortu.

oi.ii/ivilirj

n i.io.

was

brought

to

aside

set

tue

transfer

of

certain

from
the
Seat oast
property
Packing Co. to W. B. Dudley and the Seacoast Canning Co.
The hearing wrs at
Ellsworth on Feb. 26 1904, before ChiefJustice Wlawell on tr»e demurrers filed by

"Tony,

Tony, Tony. Tony!” yelled
the crowd. The big man stepped forward. "Mr. Tony Wadsworth," he'exclaimed by way of Introduction, and
Mr. Anpandemonium broke loose.
thony Wadsworth stepped forward a

respondents

various

In the

cause.

The chief-justice has just announced
decision, sustaining the demurrers.
The decree is as follows:
his

pare or two. “Ain't he corkin'?" said State of Maine. Washington ss. Supreme Judicial court. Charles P. Kemp in equity, vs. Seathe loquacious individual near Miss
coast Packing Co
at. als.
Catherwood, "and he always comes
DECREE.
here In a swallowtail suit. He knows
This cause came on to be beard on the 26th day
what’s what, he does."
Wadsworth nodded, and the crowd of February. A. I». 1904, upon the Mil and all the
demurrers which had been filed by the responbecame Instantly silent.
“I didn't Indents who had entered an appearance by coontend to lie here tonight." he explained, i
sel in said cause, and the tame was argued by
He hesitated. "The fact Is," he went counsel for said
complainant, and the several
had an engagement with my I counsel for said respondents who had filed
on. "1
girl, and she turned me dow/i. I didn't demurrers, and thereupon, upon consideration
have uuy other place to go. and I came thereof, as to all of said respondents who have
demurred as aforesaid, it-4s ordered, adjudged
here.”
This, in black and white, amounts to and decreed as follows, vl*.: That all said de.
murre.rs are sustained, and the bill dismissed aa
Hut it was the way that
nothing.
against said respondents who filed demurrers oa
Wadsworth said It that took. "Ha, ha,
aforesaid, with one bill of costs.
ha!"
roared
the crowd.
“Imagine
(Signed) Andrew P. Wiswell,
Tony's girl a-turnin' of him down. Go
Chief Justice of the supreme Judicial court

{

on,

Tony!”

heailng said

Mr. Anthony Wadsworth raised his
band high in the air and started in.
Suddenly he stopped. He was looking
directly Into the eyes of Miss Cutherwood herself.
He turned white aud
then turned red. Then he turned away
aud apparently forgot her. And then
he started In.
He started in as only
Alderman Anthony Wadsworth knew
how.
Miss Catherwood had thought
the campaign orator had talked ns no
other man eotfld talk. That was because she had never heard Mr. Anthony Wadsworth. With one hand in
his trousers pocket and the other lu
the air the alderman walked up and
down the stage, easting Into the very
faces of his audience humor, pathos,

cause.

Dated this llth
Tnis

day of May, A. D. 1904.

heard upon bill
and demurrers at the court house at Ellsworth
on the 26th day of February, A. D. 1904, ami
was then and there heard by me.
The following brief statement of the allega*
gallons of the bill Is sufficient to show the
The complainant, as
grounds of my decision
an owner of common and preferred stock of the
Seacoast Packing Co., a New Jersey corporation, brings this bill against that corpoiation
ami against WUHan. B. Dudley, a resident of
the State of New York.
cause was set

down

corporations ana numerous indior stockholders of the tieaoast company, are Joined as defendants.
The gravamen of the complaint is that the
Seacoast company, In pursuance of a vote of
Its directors and of Its stockholders, sold and
expletive, vituperation, sarcasm, con- conn yod to Dudley the principal jartof all Its
property and assets, the same being -Humted
Ami when he finished the crowd within the State of Maine, for a grossly inadequate
consideration, and for a sum less than
surged up to the pint form nnd literally wa*
offered lor the same propelt v; that such
overwhelmed him.
Miss Cntherwood,
sale was fraudulent us to this coutplalnMiit and
when It was all over, drew a sharp other
minority stockholders; that the fraud whs
breath. "To think," she walled to her- participated In
by the directors anti majority
self. “that 1 have refused such a man!" stock holders, and that the purpose of ;e dlieoThe next night Mr. Anthony Wads- ♦ors and stockliol lers In making this fraudulent
worth called upon her. She met him sale for a grossly load quale consideration whs
to acquire the same f.*r them-elves or for their
at the door. She was radiant.
“I—I've come to ask your pardon.” bene lit.
The relief sought by the bill Is that the conhe said contritely.
veyance and transfer of said real and personal
“For what?" she Inquired.
property to the defendant Dudlev be declared
"You—you haven't forgotten," he nul' and void, and a reconveyance thereof lie
stammered, “about— about my—my girl l ordoed by this court. I am of tlie opinion that
last night. I—I don't know why I said the demurrers must be su-taimd for the followIt. I felt reckless. 1 suppose."
lng reasons, very briefly stated.
It ts obvious that the complainant's right to
She laughed Joyously.
"That.'' she
^sald, "Is the only part of your speech any relief Is based solely upon the fact that he
last uiglit that I had forgotteu. It was Is jt stockholder In the Seacoast Packing Co.;
that the Injury which he alleges has been sus.
just sui>erh."
talced by himself and t»y other minority stockHe laughed. "Dear me," he answerholders has been wholly sustained by him and
iu
ed. "that’s nothing.
fellow
Every
them ns ► toekholders In that corporation, and
politics has to do that. That's not the j not at all as Individuals.
question.” be went on. “There’s some- I It Is equally clear that the wrong which he
thing else."
complains of was the corporate act of the Seacoast Packing Co., authorized by a vote of the
"W-what?" she Inquired timidly.
“I want to know." he continued, directors and a majority of the stockholders. In
“whether- whether my—my girl is go- making the sale and conveyance to Dudley'. In
j order to sustain the bill and make the decree*Ing to turn me down tonight? If ao asked for It 1m therefore
necessary for this court
I've got a meeting iu the Fifth district.
to Inquire Into, and tir make decrees In relation
The I toy a are waiting for me.”
to the Internal affairs and management of a
Miss Catberwood stepped toward him foreign corporation, organized under the lawn
nnd held out her hand.
can’t
"They
of, and having lts domicile In the state of New
have you." she answered gently. "An- Jersey.
Because of the Inability of the court to do
thony Wadsworth, alderman.”
this, and to enforce Its decree beyond the limits
of the state, and to make and enforce a decree
XnniftYhnl Stiriirialnir.
"John." remarked Mrs. Blfkins cold- which will do full and complete justice between
the parties, 1 am of the oplnlou that this court
ly at the breakfast table, “you were has not
jurisdiction of the cause, or that at least
saying some rather queer things In it should decline to take
jurisdiction for these
You mentioned reasons. I shall therefore tile a decree
your sleep last night.
sustain
something uhout Kittle nnd a full log the demurrers.
house and u showdown nnd a few
I have only considered thus briefly the objecother things along tbnt line.
What tion which goes to the maintenance of the bill
against all of the defendants. In my opinion
were you talking about?”
DM Mr. Blfkins tell bis wife that the demurrers of some or the defendants should
be sustained upon other grounds.
Kittle was the name of the woman
Andrew p. Wiswbll,
(Signed)
who cleaned out the office and tbnt he
Chief Juatice 3. J. Court.
otner

wo

viduals, UIrectors

i

j

j

probably dreaming about

full
house down at the show the other
night? The funny papers would have
But be did
you believe that be did.
was

a

not.

"I

probably dreaming of the
poker game 1 sat In that uight,” he replied without batting an eye. "1 lost
$y'.lo in that game, by the way, so I
can't let you have that $19.08 for that
new hat for a couple of weeks."
Did Mrs. Blfkins scream and burst
Into tears and call him a brute and go
right straight back to her mother? The
comic writers and the jokesmlths
would have you think she did.
But
she didn't.
"You must be a hum pokerlat, John,”
she said scornfully.
“1 don't believe
you know a straightup from a fourHush. I believe I could give you three
kings and heat you to tie- jack pot myself.
What did you think you were
doing—digging post holes or playing
pingpong?”—Smurt Set.
was

Fool

Hall

Fop

n

II

unhand.

Until early in the nineteenth century
It was a very ancient custom practiced
at Inverness, Scotland, for tbe spinsters
to meet the matrons in an annual game
of football. All the available women
took part, and the men surrounded the
players and urged on their sisters,
wives and sweethearts in their struggle. directing their efforts by word of
tnoutb and encouraging the exhausted
to struggle on and secure the prize.
The honors of these unusual combats,
strange to say, rested more often with
the married than the single, for the
men selected their wives from those
who showed most prowess and eudurHence all
tnoe on the football field.
the better players were mated and
frequently more than a match for the
less tough and skillful maidens, though
the latter fought like the knights of
old for the lady of their choice and to
the death, a strange reversal of positions, which doubtless had its compensating advantages when domestic
differences arose between a tyrannical
husband and his former footballing
consort

It

is

reported that the complainant
an appeal to the law court.
Counsel for the complainant were A.
W, King, of Ellsworth, and L. B. Deasy
of Bar Harbor. Hale & Hamlt.i, of Ellsworth, G. M. Hanson, of Calais, Hon. 11.
M. Heath, of Augusts, W. M. Bradley, of
of New
Portland, and E. 9. Hosmer,
York, represented various respondents.
will enter

Bad Fire at Bucksport.
Oue of tbe worst tires lu town for many
years broke out in tbe Buckley & Preb e

green-bouses

destroying

Thursday
morning,
the green-houses aud

on

three of

tbe Kobluson bouse
of about

caught from

a

to

roses.

be

concern, and
The loss to

about $3,500.

$100

on

was

Moses, and

J.

F.

«Jfc

Son.

It

was

was

tilled

only insurance

owned

by

leased

by

cleared

of

uot far from

$1,000.
$3,500, and

was

the estate of

F. li.
the

The stable

Googlns
contents,

was

Present

Memorial Day will be observed it) the
manner in Kllswortb by Wm. H. H.
Hice post, O. A. K. The following orders,
issued by the post commander, Melvin 8.
Smith, give in detail the programme for
the

day,

and

also

the

committees

Day Egypt,
Budapest,

ap-

Ellsworth, May

y, 1W-1.

J

)

Order No. 1.
I. In accordance with the rules and regulations of our order, and pursuant to general
orders No. 4,
headquarters G. A. R., department of Maine, Monday, May 30. will be
observed in Ellsworth as Memorial day.
II. It is earnestly requested that flags on
buildings and on the shipping be displayed at
half-mast during the day, and that all places
of business be closed between the hours of 1
o’clock p. m. and 5 o'clock p. m.
III. At 8 o’clock a. m. detachments from this
post will proceed to the several outlying cemeteries to decorate the graves! of soldiers and
sailors as follows:
At Woodbine and St. Joseph’s Catholic
cemeteries— E Bonsey, M S Smith, D L Fields
James A MuGown, H N Joy, C H
Irving Osgood and J L Cook.
At the Congregational church
Samuel J
Morrison and John B. Dean.
At North Ellsworth—Geo W Patten and A P

Grlndal!

—

Phillips.
At

W

A

Ellsworth Falls—C H Haynes, A W Ellis,
Richardson, D J Lyman, Alexander Star-

key.
Catholic cemetery on High street—John 8
Scott, John W. Armstrong.
Beechland and Riverside—Geo F Haskell,
John Malone.
North Hancock—A W Curtis, W F Connick.
Lamoine—D Y McFarland, Ira Hagan, A R

Deyereux.
Waltham—A W Qoogins.
Eastbrook—Lewis Bunker, E L
Otis—Chas Otis, W’ B Remick.
8urry—Simon Flood, Geo P
Hammond, Moses Moon.
West Ellsworth—G B Floyd,

Clough.
Clark, Chas
Sharrington

Trenton—H Marks, J H Smith.
W Black, E N Brimmer.
Miirtaville
The commander of each detachment will
report at once to the adjutant the number of
graves decorated.
IV. At 1 o’clock p. m., all the comrades will
assemble at Graml Army hall, where they will
form in column and march to the soldiers’
monument, where a service from the service
book will be held.
V. At the conclusion of the service at the
monument, the comrades will again form in
column and escort the orator of the day to
Hancock hall, where the memorial address
will be given by Sumner P. Mills, of Stonington.
At the close of the service the comrades will again form in line and return to
their hall and disband.
VI. All soldiers and sailors of the late
Spanish-American war. the Woman’s Relief
Corps, Hons of Veterans, all fraternal orders,
the mayor and members of the city government, the children of ithe public schools, and
citizens generally, are coidially invited to
take part in the observance of the day.
Melvin H. Smith,
Post Commander.
Iuvino Osgood,

Adjutant.
!t Is
Grand

the

all

that

of the

wish

Array

of the

of this

the citizens will interest
There

selves In the event.
in

of

members

Republic

which assistance

will

the

city

them-

are

many ways

be

thoroughly

appreciated.
the relief

The ladies of

corps

require

assistance, especially on Saturday, May
Ji>, in making wreaths and bouquets.
Let all who can spare a few dowers, send
them to tbo post room. The children who
bring violets and apple blossoms each

The Post

in the hearts

place

year have a very warm
of the comrades.

getting old; few

members are

are

weak
You

all the time, easily
nervous, and
irritable. Your cheeks
are tired

discouraged,

D P Rhode*
are
Hill Towns of Italy,
E R William*
Belgium. Its Cities, 2 vols Sir Geo O Trevelyan
Ireland Under English Rule 2 vol* T A Kmmei
Social History of Ancient Ireland, 2 vols
P W Joyce
History of United States, vols 3 and 4
and your
J F Rhodes
doctor says you are
American Revolution, 2 vols 8ir G O Trevelyan
a nervous
Opening of the Mississippi.
F A Ogg
orders
New England History in Ballads,
E E Hale
letters from England,
Mrs George Hanciotl
lleibcrt spencer, Autobiography of 2 vols.
F<»r more than fiO year9 I have used AVer's
I
Sarsaparilla in my famllv Ith a irrand tonic
Beniamin i’Israeli,
Wilfrid Meynell
at all times, and a wonderful nvtliclne (or Itn
Lucmla Borgia,
F Gregoroviu*
D. C. Holt. West Haven, Conn,
pure blood
Laura Bridgman,
Maud Howe
4. o. AYER CO.,
f 100 a buttle.
Homes and Their Decorations, Lillie B French
MIBMaMifiaMMaM*
I*
Lillie B Frcuch
My Old Maid’s Corner,
How to Get the Best Out of Books,
R Le Galllenne
Religions of Authority,
Auguste Sabatier
Music in Art,
Luna M Ennis
keep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
i'*«f
Pills.
one
pill each nifrht.
Great Masters,
Jonn Lafarge
II R llaweis
Parsifal,
Great Poets of Italy,
Oscar Kuhns
If W .Sedgwick
Essays on Great Writers,
APOTHECARl.
Dollars and Democracy, Sir Philip Burne-Jones
Maine.
Ellsworth,
Modern Socialism,
R C K Eusor
Works of Xenophon, vol I
Translated by H G Dakyns
JiauroatiB anti Strambom,*
Works of Horace.
Translated by C Smart
Four 8ocratio Dialogues of Plato,
B Jewett
Story of King Arthur and His Knights
Howard Pyle
The Outlook Fairy Book,
Laura Wlunlngtun
The Outlook Story Book,
Laura Wlnnington
Commencing May 1, 1904.
Odd Craft,
W W .Jacobs
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
In the VVasp’s Nest,
Cyrus T Brady
AM
PM
P M
In the War with Mexico,
Cyrus T Brady BAR HARBOR. 10 30 *3 38
8 H
My Friend Prospero,
Henry Harltnd Sorrento. 4 OB
4 30 ...•£•
Hamlin Garland Sulllvaa.
Hesper,
Mi Desert Ferry. 11 26 5 00 9 fft
The Heart of Rome,
F M Crawford
Waukeag 8 Fy... 11 26 5 07 9 IV
The Long Night,
»11 2.4 5 17 9 1#
Stanley J Weyman Hancock.
The ArabHSsadora,
fll 37 5 19 9 99
Henry .lames Franklin Road.
June
11 49 15 28 9 4ft
Wash’gton
Adventures of Klzabeth.
ELLSWORTH. 1166 5 36 9 0
Sir Mortimer,
Mary Johnston Ellsworth Falls. fl2 01 5 48 9 fll
Nicolin. rl2 16 5 56 tlO 01
Dr. L ivendar’s People.
Margaret Deland Green
Lake.
24 6 05 fl9 14
The People of the Abyss,
Jack London Lake House. fl2
fl2 321 f6 12 flO »
The Maids of Paradise,
R C Chambers Holden.
fl8 40 f6 20 10 SO
1 00 6 40 10 8ft
Mrs Burton Hirrlson Brewer June.
Sylvia’s Husband,
Bangor, Ex 8t.
1 07 6 47 10 W
1 10 6 50 11 01
BANGOR, MC.
AM
AH
“Why are you weeping?” they asked Portland. PM
5 35
1 05 4 1
the bride’s mother.
“You should look Boston.
5 57
906
711
**

to

j

Weak Nerves
A

C.

PARCHER,

......

...

on

the

have

bright

gained

“and lost

«

side.

a

son.”

Remember that you
“Yea,” she sobbed,

friend

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR*

HaRKADKN At Bar Harbor, May 15, to Mr
and Mrs Oscar Ilarraden, a son.
I1URLBERT— At Bar Harbor, May 6, to Mrand
Mrs Eugene Ilurlhert, a daughter.
ROBERTSON—At Sullivan, May 4, to Mrand
Mrs Johu Robertson, a son.
SILVER—At Stonlngton, May 11, to Mr and
Mrs Donald Allen Silver, a son.
^8\1 ALL— At Stonlngton, May 12, to Mrand Mrs
Vernon L Small, a son.
WOOD—At Salisbury Cove, May 8, to Mrand
Mrs Geoige Wood, a daughter.’
—

sorrento

..

Traiue
m, and
connect

fStop

m
a

signal

or

notice

to

and 6.13 p
m, 9.47 p Mk

Conductor.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaion and St. Jonn.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procun
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and GenM Manage*.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.

j

EASTERN

| Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.

DIED.
Ellsworth,

..

leaving EUrtworth 7.16 a
arriving Ellsworth 11 56
Washington Co R R.

on

AM

2>|

with

.. < >

Bridges.

PH
10 00 6 00
10 05 5 94
6 12 10 12 5 11
t6 32 tlO 34 15 34
f6 39 tlO 42 |5 17
6 47 f 10 50
5 4ft
56 flO 59
5 6ft
7 09 11 13 6 Oft
7 10 1118
6 13
6 2ft
7 80 fll 27
t7 88 11 87 6 II
>9
t7 46 11 46
7 49 11 48 6 43
7 56 11 56
6 1ft
8 20.
8 451
9
12 45
7 Si

AM
*6 00
6 05

BAR HARBOR.

MARRIED.
BOWDEN—CANOAGE—At Bluehlll. May 12.
by Rev C M G ILtrwood, Mrs Della B Bowden
to lleruert A landage, both of Bluet.l'l
HOLBROOK—M’KAY—At Bar llari...r, April
I80, l>7 Rev S L Han scorn. Miss Mi’.lr-d
broolc to Colon A1 McKay, both of Bar Harbor.
HUTCHINS—HOW A RD—At Bar Harbor. April
30, by Rev S L Hanicum, Miss Nellie Hutchins
to Alfred L Howard, both of Bar Harbor.
SMI'l H—WOOD-At Surry, May 14, by Rev J
I> MeGraw, Miss Julia M Smith, of Surry, to
Alfred C Wood, of Ellsworth.

...

9 it
12 m

10 45.

BANGOR.
Bangor. Ex St.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworih Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wa-h'gton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy.
M t Desert Ferry.
Sullivan...

BUTLER—At Sullivan, April 28, to Mrand Mrs
Ilarrv At Butler, a daughter.
CARTER-At Ellsworth, May 11, to Mr and
Mrs Vincent M Carter, a son.
COLLOMY—At Bluehill, May 14, to Mr and
Mrs Fred L Collomy, a son.
COUSINS—At Bluehlll, April 8, to Mrand Mrs
Eugene M Cousins, a son.
GRAY—At Stonlngton, May 14, to Mrand Mrs
IIolHs Alfonso Gray, a daughter.
fDorlce

AH

7 40

Portland.

BORN.

BRIDGES—At

PM

! Boston.

Evelyn J

Stackpole.

nerves

goes wrong.

blood is thin.
pale
Your
threatened with
this
breakdown. He
grand old family medicine.

)

Memorial Day.
HUAiiyoAktkks Wm. H. H. Rick Post,
No. ftft, Department op Maine, G. A. R.,

everything

Sarsaparilla

vicinity.

MemoriM] Services.
Hbadwpartkkh Wm. II. H. Rick Post.
No. 56, Department op Maine, Q. a. R„ )
}
Ellsworth. May 9, 1904.
Order No. 7.
The officers and comrades of this
post are
hereby required to meet in full uniform at
their hall on Sunday eveqiug. May 29, at 6.30
o’clock, preparatory to marching to Hancock
hall to llsteu to a memorial sermon by Rev. J.
P. Simonton, and such other services as
may
be connected therewith, at 7 o’clock.
The Woman’s Relief Corps, Hons of Veterans, and all honorably discharged soldiers
and sailors are invited to take part with the
post in all its memorial exercises.
By order of
Melvin 8. Smith,
Post Commander.
Irving Osgood, Adjutant.

When the

From Paris to New York by
A Pleasure Book of the
Grlndlewald,

pointed to visit the various cemeteries in
the

Ayers

Amelia B Edward*
F C Pen Held
F Berkeley Smlit
Land, If De Wlndl

Six
May

18,

Trips

a

Week.

Isaac E

BY UN—At Ellsworth, May 17, Owen Byrn,
aged 65 years, 3 months, 9 days.
COLLOMY—At Bluehlll, May 14, Infant son of
Mrand Mrs Fred L Collomy.
GRIN OLE—At Brooklln, May 10, Hester Friend
Griudle, aged 2 days.
GRCSS—At Stonlngton, May 5, Jacob Gross,
Commencing Monday, May 2, 1904, Steamer
aged 32 years, 9 months, 18 (lays.
F L W'li.teruotham, learn*
LEIGHTON—At Bar Harbor, May 7. Horace Mount Desert, Capt
Bar Harbor dallj, except Sunday, at t p m, far
Leighton, aged 57 years, 11 months, 2 days.
seal Harhoi, Northeast Harbor Southwest HarLIN8COTT— At West Hancock. May 10, Pris- hor, Slotlngton and Rockland tocoruect with
cilla, wife of W ill hi m U Liu scott.
I eioaa.er for lio ton.
MAXWELL—At Stonlngton, May 4, Homer
Edward Maxwell, aged 1 month, 20 days.
BBTUBNING.
MEANS-At Ellsworth, May 17, Mrs EverettS
Means.
From BoPton at 5 p m dally, except Sunday.
From Rockland at about fi.Su a m dally, ex*
M’FARLAND— At Trenton, May 16, Capt Allen
II Me Far laud, aged 7e years, 3 mouths, 11 days.
cept Monday.
All freight vis this line la insured ugainet
PHILLIPS—At Ellsworth, May 13, Mrs Mary
Art and marine rick.
\
E Phillips, aged 87 years, lo months, 2! days.
I
SINCLAIR—At Sullivan, May 13, Henry C
Sinclair, aged 74 years.
E. 8. J. Moksb, Agent, Bar Harbor.

I

arc

A.

aWirrttscmfnts.

II. Hanscom. G. P. A T.

A.

j

CALVIN Austin,
Vice-president
Gen’l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

:

EMM, BlMill & Ellsworiii Steamlrt Oi
r-.

n.

And

•>»

BANGOR

SPECIAL FROM

will

was

valued

fully insured.
Tbe tine work of tbe tire department
prevented what looked at one time like
a serious matter.
Help was asked of
Bangor, but the order was countermanded.
It is
understood
that
the
damaged property wilt be rebuilt at ouce.
was

Death of Seth N. Keut.
N. Kent, one of the oldest residents of Bucksport, died Thursday.
Mr. Kent was boru in Bucksport Center
Seth

in 1825, and had lived thirty-four years on
Main street. He was an active member of
tbe Methodist church.
He leaves oue daughter, Mrs. Flora
Chapman. The funeral was Saturday.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circ ulation of that paper
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pub
lisher may demand.
Without circulation
there can be no results, and without set
suits the money which the advertiser in
vests
is lost.
Leavenworth (Kansas
Times.
—

CEMETERIES.

usual

with

Buckley & Preble

except hay, grain, etc., aud the loss
at about

TO VISIT

pinks

each of tbe bouses.

Tbe stable

COM-

temporary heater
stable. Two

the

one

Tbe

POST

and they now are waiting for that last
call, taps, before their lights must be
extinguished.

a

bouscB contained the entire stock of
of the

THE

loss

stable, causing

the bouse next

BY

the years that remain to thorn to do
ail
work.
The
this, the grandest of
reveille has been sounded for them all,

$8,000.

The tire
in

ISSUED

MANDER-COMMITTEES APPOINTED

to t»e

<

List of Books Recently Received »l
Ellsworth Public Library.
The H-art of Japan,
C B Browne!
Handbook of Modern .Japan,
K w Clement
Evolution of the Japanese,
SLGulick
of
F II Skrlne
Expansion
Russia,
Ko-ea,
Angus Hamlllot:
Thousand Miles Up the Nile,

WILL BE OBSERVED AS USUAL
IN ELLSWORTH.
ORDERS

ftODerttacmnilB.

NKW BOOKS.

MEMORIAL DAY

Demurrers in K<|ulty Csse of Charles
I’. Kemp Sustained.
In the manor t«f diaries P. Kemp vs.
the Heacoast Packing Co., a bill in equity

the Festival Concert on Saturday Evening, June 4.
Word has been received from Col. F. E.

After

Bootbby, general
agent of

tbe

passenger and ticket
Central, that tbe

Washington Couuty railway will run a
special train on Saturday, June 4, the last

1
1

;

day of the music festival, to return to
Calais, leaving Bangor at 11 p. m.

!
■

It
wiw

touching scene. Tbe husband
sitting heavily against the wall, his
was

Lair

waa

a

his eyes

disheveled and

staring vacantly

They
dit-possessed!
effects scattered

plan;

a

few

faded
home—

were

without

a

There

were no

household

about;

backed up to claim
had been purchased
no

were

dreary waste beBobbing discon-

at the

fore him. The wife was
solately and toying with
flowers.

SPRING SCHEDULE.
Four Trips Weekly.

Maine

no

parlor

a
on

pitying throng

furniture

van

suite that

^♦0#O*C*O*O40#O#O*O*Q*0*;i

5

EDWIN M. MOORE,

•

dealer In all kinds of

$

2

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

C

FISH.

the installment

was

there to look

on-they were alone, homeless, forced to
move! Suddenly the man scratched his
head abstractedly and asked : “Say, Eve,
“The
wbat day of the month is this?”
first of May, Adam,” answered the weeping woman.
Tbe race horse once again Is here,
The betting man Is on the epot,
The race horse will be back next year,
It's 2 to 1 the man will not.

2

a.

$

Commencing Tuesday, April 12, 19n4, steamer
leave Rockland Tuesdays, Wednesday!,
Fridays and Saturdays upon arrival of steamer
from Boston, not belore ft.30 a m, as follows:
will

TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS for Dark HarSargent rille. Deer Isle. Sedgwick, and
Brooklin. returning same days from Brooklin
at 12 m, via above landings.
WEDNESDAYS
and
SATURDAYS
for
above landings, South brooksvllle, RluehllL
and Surry, stage to Ellsworth. Returning will
leave Ellsworth at 6.30 a m (stage to Surry).
Surry at 7.^0, Mondays and Thursdays for ali
above landings connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.
Eggemoggln—Will stop Mondays and on any
passage eastward upon notice to purser.
West Tremont—Will stop Thursdays.
Six trips a week schedule June 1 to Sept. M.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., April 9.1904.

bor,

2ttJ&crtisnnnitB.

0 Cod,
*

0

Haddock,

Halibut and Freah

Mackerel, Oysters. Clams, Scallops,
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

O Campbell * True Bid*., Bast Bud Bridge,
ELLSWORTH, MB.

TERMS

MODERATE.

Ladles attended at their

Mrs. C. I.
34 Franklin

Street,

own

homes II dealmd

WELCH,
EUnrortk,

It

c

i'i ancock

1

NEWS.
j COUNTY
County Neteu,

106

subscribers at

i«i

county:

Additional
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ail (he other paper* in the County combined do not rtacit »o many
I KE AMERICAN is nwi *htr only paper printed in
Bancorp county, and has never claimed to

other pagei

nee

Emily Atherton, of Bangor, it
{ visiting her nephew, Q. tt. Fuller.
Rev. Mr. Angel), of W’est Tremont
Mr*.

be, but it is (he only pa per (hat can jirop
Orly be called u t.ouN.’V puper; all the
at tbe Methodist church SunThe. circula- 1 preached
best are merely local paper*
day morning in exchange with the pastor
tion *>f 1’HK AMKKICA*, barring the Bar
I U v. Mr. Aldrich.
iiarboi ilevoid s summer list, is larger
Mn Jacob Mayo was among the passthan that c, ml the • UAer papers printed

j

I

>L N

<i i

!

E VV^t;

I i

X*

>tret
"■

«*

•»
...

i

pa^u.

i-ngera who took the Frauk Jones foi
Portland immediate'y after her collision
-vith the Lilac in the fog near Greening’*

’»

*

bit annual

on

way

Roweua Rebekahs are planning foi
a grand affair on June 2, having Invited
tbe Nokomis lodge, of Ellsworth, and
Unison lodge, of Bar Harbor, to visit
them at that date. The Bar Haroor lodge

va-

cation.
Miss

jM« ra

returned to

has

Hinckley

Jones port.

will work tbe

Miss Hannon, of Chicago, is at her cottage, Me s* Ltdu«Mis*. Maria Wo■•d, wbo spent tile win>er
In Dedham, Mhos., and Providence, It. I.,

Saturday
Tracy
a* a oelegate from the Jepbtba chapter to
the grand chapter O. E. S., which conMrs.
18-19.
vene* at
Biddeford May
Tracy will take advantage of the trip o
visit her son, Fred Handy, at Portland.

Bent, w ho spent the winter
Boston, is now the gucs« of Mrs Austin L. Parkt-r.
Miss Sarah

Capt.

in

bu\~

land,
•wood, for

opened

the

tune ball

team

Rev.

church

services

will be

painting is being done.
sewing

Tuesday by

The

circle

was

Mrs.

Grace

enterPease

Seagrave* saw-mill is to be moved

Mary Lurvey

Mrs.

is

visiting

her

daugh-

Northeast Harbor.

Wilbur Lurvey has moved to Northeast

and

Harbor for the

summer.

Fred Robbins and
ert

light,

are

Berjamln

wife, of Mount Des-

visiting
Gott

friends here.

has

Island where be Is

to Swan’*

gone

employed

at

mason

work.

Ralph Lurvey

has gone to New Hampshire where he is working m the stoue

EAST SULLIVAN.
present

quarries.

“His Last Chance”.

Walter

Simon Havey is entertaining her
sister from Waltham, Mass.
Mrs.

wife, of Brower,

are

at

Lurvey

wbete

noou

he

will

move

will

be

to Bomesvliie

employed

in the

Howard Robbins, of Rockland Break-

cottage putting it in readiness for I water light, has been spending a week
with bis family here.
Leslie Johnson, who has been an active
Mrs. L T. Dodge is home after spendworker until last winter, has been conug the winter with btr daughter, Mrs.
fined to the bouse for several mouths, and
K. P. Sawyer, et Seal Cove.
is now a great sufferer.
Mildred Monroe spent b few days at
The sto*.e of Hanna Bros, was recently
Northeast Harbor last week with her
burglarized. About f20 was captured. friend Mildred Stanley.
their

the

summer.

Mr. Hanna at

once

notified stores <ast and

west, bopiDg to prevent

a

similar loss to

others.

Gertrude Ordway left Saturday for
stay in Waltham, Mas-1. She
will be greatly missed, especially in the
Sunday morning service, having been a
faithful organist for several years.
Miss

an

indefinite

Henry Sinclair, formerly

of

Sprague’s

Falls, died at the home of his Bon Herbert,
Friday afternoon. Funeral services were
conducted by Rev. O. G. Barnard Sunday
afternoon.

Interment

was

at

Cherryfleld.

Sinclair had spent many years working in the mills in this locality and West
Gouldsboro. He bad been in failing
health about a year. He leaves one daughMr.

ter and four

May

sons.

H.

Sherman

McFarland

Phil Hatch has gone to Auburn to work.
Mi.-s

Josephine

Dunbar

home.

her

recent

in

Dunbar is recovering from

illness.

Mary Coombs is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mary Conner.
Burton vVardwell has been home from

Spruce

Head for

a few days’ visit.
G. Conner and daughter Annie
in Bangor Thursday on business.

were

Smith, who is employed in
Green, spent Sunday with his mother.
Mrs. Priscilla Linscott died May 10, after
a Bhort illness.
She was a good neighbor,
and a large circle of friends will miss her,
but most of all will she te missed in the

den to visit

Melvin

loving sympathy

and

kindness were ever tendered with a lavish
hand. Deepest sympathy is felt for the

gorrowing ones. Funeral services
held May 12, Rev. J. P. Si monton, of
worth, officiating.

a

new

cream

sep-

pleased.
Miss Annie Dunbar, who is teaching
Oriand, spent Saturday and Sunday

home.

where her

teaching

Miss

Esther Church, of Dexter, is the
guest of Mrs. Maria Durgain.
Miss

home

is

Bucks port.
Mrs. Samuel

were

Ells-

in
at

Wood

port,

family.
Sybil Bunker,

Miss

who has been

III,

sermon

home.
Ira

long time,
Bangor.

Web-ter, who has been ill
has gone to

Stoniogton,

H. Wood and Misa Shaw,
Harbor, were in town Saturday.

of

the

hospital

a

at

Augustus Bird, of Brockton, Mass.,
is the guest of her brother, Hosea B.
Ward well.
Mrs.

George A. Grindle left Satarday for New
Bedford, Mass., to join the yacht Priscilla,
Capt. L. B. Newton.

f

will

where

this

move

be

has

week

to

purchased

has

j
|

for

The Brooklln grangers held a poverty
A bakedparty in their bail recently.
bean sapper wan served.

Bar

been

Improved

in health.

No.

S.

|

Services in
were

union church

enjoyed,

and all

hope

he may

again.
Dr. F. L. Wood is home from Boston.
come

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Francis O. Peabody, of
Cambridge, Mass., are In town for a few

L
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(

Abbott

spent Sunday

m

i the

our

people

went to tbe

county

East Bluehill Saturday.

Emogene Carter went Monday to
where she expects to spend

Miss

Harbor,

Bar

summer.

J. C. Gray and daughter Eleanor,
| of Weal Sedgwick, were In town Friday,
calling on Mrs. R. A. Elwell.
Mrs.

Syivecter, of South Bluehill,

Ed.

Cbuntp* Xnr»

im

Rev. Joseph K.
East port, May 15.
J. H. Morrison,
town last week

on

The graduating
the Stetson

VETERAN

A

One

of

TEAC HER.

veteran
county’s
B. Hodgkins, a
native of Trenton, who has tsught continuously for thirty-seven year*. He has
just finished hi* eighty-sixth term. This
school

Hancock

teachers t* Kben

Kenduskeag.
principal of the high
at

was

Mr.

Hodgkins

is

school In that town

The

graduating exercise* were held at th»
Union church ou the evening of M«y 6,
and a ciasa of thirteen was graduated.

Following

whs

the programme:

Music.Mrs

Hpratt and Mr Waltet Oak man
Iter Mr Kinney
Prayer..
Salutatory.EloUr L Mayo
Essay, Influence of Beauty.... Resale L Pullen
Oration, G. Washington his views on Base Ball,
Bennie Nayson
Music.Outward Bound
Class History. Minnie Nay son
Essay, Value of Time.I^na M Barnes
Essay, Gratitude .Eda May Titus
Essay, Mind the Glory of Man, Millie E Sklllen
Music.
Commencement Hong
Class Prophecy
I. Arts Clark
Essay, War.Ethel M Cookton
Class Poem.Laura M Pullen
Essay, Education as a Safeguard,
Prank W Ames
Class Will.
ilaxel Green
Valedictory.Mae R Goss
Presentation of Diplomas

May 20.
Mrs. P. P. Hill has

at

Town Hill.
son was

born to Mr. and

Mrs.

Fred

Bucklin last week.
Harrison Kimball and wife returned
Saturday from Boston, where they have
betn the past two weeks.

The Southwest Harbor dramatic club
presented the drama, *‘A Noble Outcast,”
at Brown & Gilley’s ball Monday evening.
8.
May 16.

Eugene Eaton,

Frank

Eaton, William

Eaton and George Hendrick left last week
for
New York where they will join
yachts.
Eaton returned last week
East Booth hay, where she spent the
wiuter with her
daughter, Mrs. Dr.
Fernald.
Mrs. Ebeu W.

from

13.

E.

j

Hodgkins,

The funeral of James W. Douglass, who
May 5, was held Sunday morning,
Hev. C. L. Harwood, of Bluehill, officiating. Mr. Douglass was a man of sterling
He
character and was highly respected.
was sixty-six years of age.
He leaves a
wife, one son—Jay, and two daughters—
Mrs. Carrie Burkins and Mrs. Lottie Cardied

ter, who have tue

who has

spent the
winter in Ellsworth and Gouldeboro. has
Melvin and Homer Wilbur and Maynard
to EAst Biuehill

county grange.
Mrs. E. G. Burnham and

Saturday

to

Rab.

Jessie Leland is at home for

Mi»s

Arthur, of

Egypt. v.er« the jiuests of her father,
11. itemick, Suurduy tnd Sunday.

S.

George Jtllison has tone to Clifton to
a mill for Luther Penney.
Mrs.
is with her slater, Mrs.
S. 11.
Remtck.
Are.
May 16._

work in
J-Li-on

a

short

Benediction... Rev Mr Kinney
Mr.

Hodgkins

where he

ton.
ber.

May

is

oow

at home

iu

Tren-

Septem-

will remain until

8p*c.

16.

William Reed,

failing

Burns and

on

friends

wife, of West Eden,

Sunday.

J. H. Burr, in Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Angeline Ingraham fell down
and severely injured her hip.

tti

B
H

Richardson,

Roswell

father,

Samuel

spent Sunday

Lelaud,

who Is in

poor health.
May 16.

H.

_

in

for

summer.

Leland and wife

this

never

get precisely what

life,”

said

the

we

seamanship ot Capt. Bob, she would have
j foundered. But by timely assistance she
1 wss
brought safely Into Lord’s cove.
One
other mishap only marred the
p'raaure of the day’s outing; that was
when tbe sloop Hard Luck was oil tbe
po'nt of Negro Island, on tbe home
stretch.
Her mainmast weot by the
board, causing tbe sloop to drift on a
point of rocks, where she still remains.
The

landed safe,

crew

want

with

relatives in Steuben.
Daniel Southard, who has been visiting
relatives here, has returned to Calais.
There will be dances every Saturday
evening for a while at the opera house.
J. M. Gerrisb has opened an Ice-cream
parlor »u half of his store in the Tracy
block.
Mrs. A. B. Flint has opened her cottage.
The Rocks, and Is expected the last of this
month.

a

Capl.
yacht

many

Andrew Uerrtsh has gone to
up the gulf of St. Lawrence.

friends wl»U him

pilot
His

success.

The steam yacht Ladoga has returned
from Rockland, where she has,been getting ready for summer. She will remain
in the harbor until she is commissioned to
Bar Harbor.

right,” answered the cynic, “a
through the country are getting libraries when they would rather
have tbe cash.”
lot of towns

a&brrtisnncnts.

R.

Capt.

Mrs. C. A. Penney i« in Bangor with her
son Selwyn, who la ill with typhoid fever.

good

wet-

not
wit bio the

being

able lo

time allowed,

make tbe

were

The next race will come
wind and weather permitting.

M*y

ran

ruled out.
off May IS,

>8.

To mho N.

ABHVILLE.
Mrs. Marla Kobertson, who baa been
lit.

Is better.

Miss Bernice Smith spent
Saturday at
Harbor.

Bar

F. F. Hodgkins, who has bee a at Marlboro, la borne.

Belmont for the

season.

I. Hodgkins, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Helen Hodgkina, baa returned to Marlboro.
Mra. Eliza Hill bas sold her farm to
Elite Hanna, of East Sullivan.
Mr.
Hanna will take tbe farm In the fall.
Frank Smith and Ml.s Clara Cblloott, of
Mrs. Sarah

Sullivan

Center, were tbe goestr of Miss
Chilean's aunt, Mis. Eliza C. Hill, Sunday.
Tne schooner Susan Frances, which has
been In with a load of
freight tor East
Su liven, Asbvllie and West
Uouldsboro,
will sail to day for Kockland.
May 18.
|
homes ville.
J. Hail and wife are In town.
F. L. Bridge* and wife, of
Boston,

C.

rived

Hodgkins is home from
business trip to New York.

Fred Hnowr and w ife are
occupying Vm.
Bichard Holme*' cottage.
There mi • aale of Ice*cream lo the

library Saturday evening.
Uilman Hodgdon, who
fortune
hi*
to

on

right

May 9. to

hand

Olive Coolldge,

Franklin, spent

<

who

is

WEST BROORdVILLE.
will

b«

put

in

June 1.

Willis A. Grind le, of Haverhill,
Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mr».

George H. Tayley.
Dr. Eugene D. Tspley

sailed

from

New

May 14 for Loudon.
Schooner Clinton, Capt. Ed. Lord, is at
Was-oo’a wharf, from Kocklami with
merchandise for local merchants.
bebooner

CJold

Hunter, Capt.

Robert

ALWAYS

I Because it Cures.

^BROWN’S
i

teaching

Kyefleld precimt,
Saturday and Sunday at

Rev. R. Thom and wife, recently of
Shawnee, Ohio, are in town for a few
days. Mr. Thom has occupied the pulpit
of the Baptist church the last two Sundays.
H.
May 16.

commission

on

^SATISFIES
INSTANT
RELIEF

ii nui

it •top* all pafa a* ■
ai*ap|n>.i.t you
A speoc© fv*r
tad |Lj«i| I
trouble*. Neuralgia, the i.nppe. Headteh*.
■
Kef
timie«l
if
it fail* when
Money
■
as directed.
Ail d<*i#n -HI it. Prepared by ■
Xontsf Medicine Co^
Jtend for Testimonia'a.
Norway. Mata* H
one©

in

yacht Naied

mis-

a

home.

Dr. Farrow’s

the

fingers

badly they were obliged
amputated, is getting along finely.
16
May
H.

county grange at East BlueSaturday.

Misa

three

so

are

the grammar school

aaw

%

bad

be

Miss Florence Young ia teaching the
spring term at East l<amolne.

bill

ar-

Saturday.

illrtjrrtisramt*.

Charles

York

V

a

AH the boats, except tbe Orphan and

Pansy,

LAMOINE.

philosopher.

“That’s

save

ting.

attended the

George Richards, who has employment
at Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his
family.
Mrs. Pomroy, of Bayside, is with her

HANCOCK POINT.
Etta Che*tar, who has been In New York
aioce last fall, arrived home the 14th.

B
B

^B

jo»i>«*o\ a- co.
Saearr St.. Kaaion, Maaa.
a

Stephen Yvhtlakerand daughter Caasie
in Newport, where both have employment.
stairs
Mrs. Eiwood King and Miss Vera Berry

Hopkins spent last week with
uncle, Samuel Leland.

Waller

the

Sophie Baker spent Sunday

aged resident, is in

an

Miss L. H. Pray is with her aister, Mrs.

hts

Ml"*

health.

Eben
called

WINTER HARBOR.
Edna Hamilton la employed In C.
E. Qrover’s store.
MIm

May 16.

vacation.

“We
son

com-

INDIAN POINT.

with nis

returned.

went

sympathy of the

muuity.
May Id.

daughter, Mrs. Melville

MARLBORO.
Mrs. Sarah

Florence Heald, of Medford, Mass.,

Mrs.

with her two sons Mel bourn and Willie
arrived May 7. Mrs. Heald is caring for
Miss
L.
M.
purchased
i her mother who is seriously ill.

millinery stock.
Ray Kittredge and wife spent Sunday

Grlndle’s

H

Alfred Prebls It working for John If.
Tracy at tbe Point.
Capt. O. P. Bragdon, who Is In poor
health, Is abont tbe same.
Miss Prody Preble, who bas been having trouble with ber eyes, U better.
John H. Tracy, 3d, went last week to
Bar Harbor, where he la
employed at the
Music.Parting Hong

who

spent the winter In California, attended
• the grange Friday evening, and gave an
Norwood preached at
interesting sketch of bla trip.
M. A. Marks, of Brookline, Maas., and
of New York, was in
bla eiater, Mrs. Ella R. Lord, of Boston,
business.
are in town, called here by the Illness of
exercises of the A class
their mother, Mrs. S. M. Marks.

grammar school will be
held at the union church Friday evening,

B

the

i

other page*

i

days.

Ford

Mrs.

Several of

Prof, and Mrs.

May

Mr. and

SEDGWICK.

| Bluehill.
grange at

F. T. Wood and family, with Mrs. Allen
Kingsley, were at their old home Sunday.
The family will move here for the summer.
N.
May 16.

of

NORTH

May 16,

by Mr. Farnsworth, of Steuben,

much

be able to

the

I

B

u*ari externally, R
Inflammation whtgfc
-m.-MmuM*-*, Nearto

or

e'lcar,
moves

Sick-Room,w free.
i.

TRENTON.

Everett Snowman, of Penobscot, is
visiting her sinter, Mrs. Kolltus Gray, at
Kiye’s Point.

Stephen Cousins ia.home from Camden,
C., where he ban spent the winter,
7, Steuben, is home.
j He leaves Thursday for New York, where
wife
and
l>orls
Young,
Irving
daughter
he will be employed.
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
Orrin G.een, of Brooksvllle, is at the
in
Harbor.
Winter
Young’s parents
Phillips house, where be will be eraThe postoffice, which has been kept for
Arvard Nichols, of the tame
| ployed.
many years in S. L. Tracy's store, Capt.
place, is employed at the Lookout.
j
Tracy postmaster, has been moved to E.
URB Femmb
May 16.
K. Merritt’s.
conducted

tbe

Mrs.

j

who

Taken on
quickly r<

Is m!
of It.
a century of cur** id*- k
!»r1oe
All (Irn«x1fltk
three times a* much. **h-.
Copy of ••Treatment for Diiwesaa and care se

a

j
Walter Spurllng, who is working for 8.
W. B. Thompson’s yacht Aurora la In
Wood, spent Sunday at bis home in the harbor.
!
Captain Phillips is getting
Gonldsboro.
her ready for the season.
Eric Sviderboltz and wife, of Everett,
Mra. Isaac Mayo Is home from Portland,
Mass., arrived Saturday at their cottage where
she has been for medical treatment,
for the summer.
relatives in

f

1

MUNIMENT

employed.

G.

Mrs. Wyman Young,
spending a few dsys with

I

house.

J. B. Clarke spent Saturday and Sunday
at bis home in Steuben.

C.

B

<Johnsons

i

being made

Drew will preach a memorial
at the Baptist church, May 29.

E. J. Carter

Leonard Noyes spent Sunday with relatives here.

Banker, who has been working
Dunbar Bros., Sullivan, is home.

B

•st of all remedies Is

factory.

where be will be

!lronrhltlt,Ooagh«]^^^
^B

Rev. E. 8.

it

better.

E. K.

are

for

si

Hariie Freetbey went to New York
Friday to join bis yacht.
J. J. McDonnell has moved to Bath.
The family will leave Monday.
Capt. W. H. Freethy has gone to East-

with hi(

Sanday

spent

of all kinds

iAdrippe. Pleurisy, Pneumonia, Toolitis, and kindred Kliments, tlio great*

who has been very

Improvements

the sardine

on

attend the

Mrs. James Perkins, who went to Camner sister, Mias Cora Mixer, is
Mrs.

Extensive

con

LITTLE DEER ISLE.
Lurvey and Rufus Trundy have
George Harris returned from btonlngton
gone to Bangor, where Mr. Lurvey is em- Saturday.
ployed in Ayer’s lumber mill and Mr I
David Browu left Monday for New York
Trundy in a brickyard.
to join the steam yacht Ciemraont.
T.
May 16.
Capt. and Mrs. Stillman J. Eaton, of
R >ckland, visited relatives here this week.
NORTH CAST1NE.

arator with which she is much

spent Sunday at

a

O.veu

Mrs. Clara West has

WEST HANCOCK.

be

WEST GOULDS BORO.
J. D.

Mrs. W.

16.

Tola will

other pogo*

im

III, ia Improving.
R. W. Smith la grading the grounds of
the Foley cottage.

great
venieitce, and it is hoped that their ex
will
be
followed
other
by
ample
enterprls
ing fishermen.
16
G.
May

A

Seagraves saw-mill.

j

tents,

H. C. Stewart,

Mrs.

neces

_

Mary A. Carroll has gone to MarIsland to teach.

ter at

M.

soon

in the winter.

Miss
shall

and other

sary fishing gear, boxes and box materia
in summer, and as a place in which t<
pack and prepare their smelts for markei

to Bomesvliie.

eight of her fourteen grandchildren were
present, also the families of A. C. Osgood
and Mrs. Ada Littlefield. Many friends
wish Mrs. Osgood many happy returus of
the anniversary day.

John Holmes and

no

case

following Tuesday.
May 16._Sprat.

Monday evening, May 9, a party was
given Mrs. Augustus N. Osgood, it being
the seventy third anniversary of her

club will

tbe

The spacious music
busy scene for a few hours.
Business affairs were taken up after lunch,
and among other important items it was
voted to postpone indefinitely the rule
for serving refreshments, all feeling that
it brought too much work to tbe enterminer.
1 be very pleasant meeting adjourned to Mrs. Emily Freeman's on ibe

On

dramatic

have

room was a

position.

The

wife

work of

luterlor

County 4Vj*i
BROOK LIN.

much

at tbe Claremont.

Fred G. Havltn, of Boston, a former
boy, was promoted May 10, from
first lieutenant to captain of troop A,
battalion cavalry, Mass. V. M. (National
Lancers). Capt. Haviin bss been connected with the troop since 1893, piBSing
through all the grades to bis present

16.

tbat

The ladies’

Blnehlll

May

scarce-

during the pat-tor’s ab-

repairs

tained last

ing.

children

his

cargo.

Walker and

the

held white the

Biating of music, recitations and march-

five

unlucky

One of

leak when she had

A.

do

in

sence.

candy sale at the Beech
Hill fechooliiouse last
Friday evening.
The sum of f8 was realized. On Arbor
Day this school bad a fine exercise, con-

of her

a

hoped-for

Dean

will

ers

ice-cream and

Four

rather

was

gone to Auburndale, Mass., for his annual vacation. It is hoped that the paint-

E.helbert Nevin has gone abroad
for a short stay. She ex ects to return
in June and occupy her new cottage on
Mill island which is utsrtng completion.
MisB Irene Billings and her pupils held

birth.

tbe

minus

Mrs.

an

on

fishing grounds, aud with
an accident to tbe pumping gear, the crew
had hard work to gut her back to port,

the season.

academy

King

Merrill

vessels sprung
ly reached the

Lin-

played the
North Pcnobscota ai Mountain park Saturday afternoon, winning by a score of
16 to 4.
The

left here

early fishing venture.

in tils

hiLtleapy, of Cleve-

their cottage,

degree.

Mra. Linda

is home.

Misses Burra 1 and

storing

their smelt

aoBfnitnnrni*.

COUNTY NEWS.

vaca

For additional

Island.

BLLEiilLL.
fi'Hii

mucli-needed

a

George and Clark Cousins are butldinj
small store-bouse at their shore on thi
western side of the bay, to be used fo

---

Tbe

Rev. E.

enjoying

tion.
a

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

j

tlves and

I

|

Bilious?
Dizzy? Headache? Pain
back of your eyes? It’s your
liver! Use Ayer's Pills.
Want your maastaf.ke cr beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye
remedTcATARRH

50

cts.

of

druggists or R. P. Hall diCo Nashua,N.H

Soft and crooked bones mean Ladd, has arrived, aud has been ordered
I ;d feeding. Call the disease to proceed to Peoobscot.
Schooner Robert Pettis, Capt. William
Is sure to
rickets if you want to. The
Mrs. T. W. Fessenden has returned from
GIVE
Perkins, has arrived from the westward,
ftMfcvGjM R&IWW
W. A. Crabtree and son Arthur have
a visit to her parents, Rev. J.
H. Barker
-&ii
crowing •child must eat the and will go Into dock to be recaulked. SATISFACTION.
returned from Bangor where they nave
and wife, of Mattawamkeag.
will
do
brothers
the
been paint mg. They leave this week for
work.
food for growth.
Bones Tapley
right
ars m m
Mrs. Phebe Hatch has gone to Auburn Northeast Harbor to work.
must have bone food, blood
Gives Relid at one*.
YACHT RACE.
E.
May 16.
to visit her daughter Minnie. She will
It rlcan&es, Aooihn
must have blood food and so
The first yacht race of the season was and heal" the dlecaacd
visit relatives in Massachusetts before her
J; 09
CAPE ROSIER.
It cure*
nailed by the West Brooksvilie yacht club membrane.
return.
on through the listr
|~1BB
SOUTH SURRY.
raurrii
anti
driven
Hiram Blake is at Castine.
two
mites
14;
to
leeward
from
16.
May
course,
L.
May
away cold In the liend
Scott’s Emulsion is the right
Curtis Young visited friends here yesLewis Hatchings, of Ellsworth, is makNo. 1 buoy and return.
'Juried.‘ Ileal* a*nd || A W t C\i C D
terday.
NORTH LAMOINE.
treatment for soft bones in
ing Fairview ready for summer.
YACHTS KKTKKKD.
the
Mein-flHt I LVLlI
protects*
Lydia Young, who has been ill, is ImA.
B.
Holt
and
wife
Name.
brano.
lire tores the Senae* >f Taste and Smell.
children. Eittledoses every day
Capt.
spent Sunday
Mr». M. A. P'afce arzjved home May S,
Captaina.
Kull size, 50c., at druggist*’ or by mall; Trial
proving.
29
ft.
<
here.
Cutter,
Arles
Ladd
Orphan
for a short stay, having spent the winter
KT Y BROTH KUs, 56 War
•dze. 10c. by mailgive the stiffness and shape
»ft.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder, of Newton Center,
Newell Tarbox ren
Pansy
Rev. R. N. Thoms preached at the at Hartford, Conn.
8t., New York.
25 ft.
that
AJU
hones
should
Bob Te/box
have.
Mass., made a short visit to their summer echoolhouse Sunday.
healthy
Mrs. Lester BJake and son came home
23 ft.
Come On
John Jones
home here last week.
Bow legs become straight;
Edwin Doyle, of Sullivan, made a short last Saturday, having left her husband’s
18 ft.
Ha.nl Luck
Cecil karnham
ship at Philadelphia. Capt. Blake accom- loose
Jamt* C. Young baa moved home from visit to Ira
Cat
16
ft.
1st
kl
boat,
and
Otis Farnhara
Hagen's Sunday.
joints grow stronger
panied her as far as New York.
Mariaville, where be has been employed
1« ft.
Battle Ax
Ed. Farnham
Several of our grangers went to East
vluldren
troubled with worms,
firmness
comes
to
the
13.
sof*
B.
May
for the past year on the Morrison farm.
16 «•
and treated for something else. A few doeea of
Shark
Mel) Lord
Biuehill
to
atteud
Saturday
county
heads.
Tramp.
May 16.
All the boats took tbclr
SWAN’S
ISLAND.
grange.
departure from
Dr. worms
True’s
Elixir
if they exist. and prove valuexpel
Wrong food caused the No. 1 buoy at precisely 1.45 p. m., the will
Commissioner Walker is at work on the
Edward Jordan, who has been losing
able ton if there are no
8&c*»<if«i«*i*u.
SOUTH BROOK8VILLE.
wind
from
run
a
tut,
j.
r.
to.,
vubur...
the
38E
a
r
stiff
breeze. For the
roads.
trouble. Right food w ill cure it.
his mind for the past week, has grown
Mrs. 8. D. Coombs is gaining slowly.
first bait mile no boat gained a decided
The supper and sale held in the Epviolently insane, and is to be taken away
In
cases Scott’s
thousands
of
Mrs. Vesta Wescott is having her store
advantage. The Orphan gained slightly,
for treatment this morning.
worth League ball by the V. I. soeietj
lias proven to be the and rounded the stake boat
painted.
Thursday and Friday evenings was well Emulsion
3% minutes
May 16.
Y.
DU KING'S
attended. About $33 was netted.
food for soft bones in ahead of the Pansy,- making the run In
Mrs. Louise Bates still continues ill,
right
minutes.
SURRY.
83%
Miss Myra Herrick has the salutatory
though a trifle improved.
childhood.
this
I

always know and understand
rule,
I cannot always do the tasks He gives
In life’s hard school;
But f am learning with His help to solve
Them one by one,
And when I cannot understand, to say:
Thy will be done.
Sumac.
May 15.
cannot

The Master’s

Grindle lost a horse last
bought another of W. B.
Clement, of Penobscot.

Capt.

week.

M. W.

He

has

Hattie Martin Is keeping house for C.
while Mrs. Penney la in Han-

A. Penney,
ger.

^

4

'*

"

Worms?
are

(iiany

in

a

worm*.

“•'KJT

M. A. Blake visited Mrs. Coombs,
her sister, on her way from Boston last
Saturday.
spec.
May 13.
Mrs.

W. 8. Treworgy has been very.il
with pleurisy, but is improving.
Mrs.

Dr.

Emery and wife spent thi 1
last week in Bangor visiting rela

W. E.

most of

Lincoln McRae, the class prophecy, ant!
Send for free sample.
Miss VIra Joyce the valedictory in tbt
Swan’s Island grammar school graduaSCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists.
tlon exercises.
I 409-415 Pearl Street, New York.
50c. aud 11.00; all druggists.
May 16.
David*

time it was blowing a
By
etrong
gale, but none of the boats thought of
sail
until the Alt! was knocked
shortening
down by a sudden puff,
filling her cockpit,
and bat for the presence of mind and
good
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/for
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$ee

Mfstiiirmnl OmUv AVtns

week

John L. Goes wee lu town last
bosiotsw.
C. W. Brlwlgion ha# had hia
•bop enlarged.
grocer,
O. Candage,
a tine delivery outfit.

chased

oo

barber

Fred E. Webb and Fiorlau Small took
Mark degree In tbe H A. chapter at
Deer Isle recently.
tbe

Carter who be# purchased tbe
bouse recently occupied by Oscar Flye,
J.

move

noon.

a

J. C. Smith have purThere are
gasolene boat.

new

good

several

here

ones

canning factory Sedgwick, W.
Buckminster, manager, wm packed
tbe largest number of cases of clams put
up In oae day in this vicinity—lift cases.
and
IweklauJ
Hostou
parties have

opened

tbe

under

Securities

here

in

tbe

Go#s

of Uoion Deposit <%
This is something that baa

long been needed here.
May 16.

Mrs. E. T. Marshall and

son

Avery have

York last week.
from

ba* returned

business

a

trip

to

wn

hi* weir last week.

Whitmore, of Camden, is here
making improvements about h« cottage.
Herbert Black, of Little Deer Isle, la repairing Capi. Lafayette Thompson's

Argo.

Lumber was landed here recently for a
cottage which John Eaton la to build for
Mr. White, who has bought a lot of laod
from Mra. Mary J. Haskell.

Oapt. Nathan Lowe,
Ellen Baxter, reached
Bluebill Friday with

in

schooner
from Eatt

tbe

here

load

a

of

stone

bound to New York.
E.

16.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Frances Norton is in Castlne.
Miss

Angelins Robbins

bss goue to

Bos-

ton.

Joseph Bye,
and

will

Iborold, Ont.,

of

make

bis

is

here

with his

home

was

Sunday.
May 16.

over

M.

UOTr’S ISLAND.
Miss Alice

guest

Potter, of Bucksport,

is

the

E. N. Moore.

of Mr. and Mrs.

Tracy Eldridge and family, of
Itnd, are at the Eldridge cottage for
Mrs.

Orthe

week.

E. Uott is visiting at Mcreturning she intends to
visit at Siouiugton.
Pnebe

Kinley.

Before

Cushing, of Bucksport,
weak, and is at the Carter
with Capt. Cushing and their

Mrs. Charles
c

last

utage
Archie.

Capt.

Bowen,

of

Portland,

and

two

iu the

government employ,
are boarding at the
Lawson house at
Black Island, waiting for the sea to go
down
that they may set spindles on
Horseshoe and Grindstone ledges.
CHIPS,
May 16.
are

DEDHAM.
John Clement is
Norman.

visiting

his

brother

Bernice McLaughlin Is spending

Bangor.
Julia Gray,

a

few

weeks in
Mrs.
la

who has been

111,

very

gaining slowly.
Mrs. W. E.

Leacb, of Bucksport, visited

reialivea here last

week.

Bertha Burriil, after spending a
few weeks with relatives here, has returned to her home la Brewer.
Miss

Mrs. Emma Fogg, with her daughter
Ethel, visited her sister, Mrs. J. E. Turner, of Brewer, last week

May

B.

16.

AO

For

The Foolish Bears

In

by the Cleveland family.
Capt. Simoos, who occupies the rent
owned by C. C. Warren, has purchased

Aoinr)»l Story
Little Folks

_

Judkloa is to move into the
Jonathan Stinson's house,

Lewis

Gilmore, of Buckspo.t,
the guest of Miss Bernice Mason

son

Anthony.
Ouy Cleveland has stored his household
goods. Mrs. Cleveland leaves this week
tor Southwest Harbor.
rooms

Madge

others who

Mark

May

BUUdell, of North Biuehlll,
visited his grandparents, Guilford Blalsdeil and wile, Sunday.

a

caught 2,000 pounds of pol-

Hill

schooner

summer.

sou

Charles Wentworth, of Brewer,
guest at tbe Elite bouse Thursday.
lock in

James Davis Las moved to West Penobwh-re he wilt work during the

arrived

Rockland Monday.

George

last

scot,

visit

a

in Camden.
Samuel Lowe made

vacated

tbe

bouse of the late

Thomas Thurston,

and

will

July.

May

move

there In

G.

16.
_

BABB

HARBOR.

Mrs. E. C. Neal, of Mantel, called
friends here

on

Friday.

Ernest Moore bss bad
front of his house.

a

piazza built

on

the

Lewis

Benson,

Boston, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Harriet Benson.
of

Benjamtu Murpby
turned from

a

and

wife

have

re-

visit to Bar Harbor.

Capt. James Kelly, of Beal Cove, bas
bought the Alec White house, lie moved
here last week.

Herbert Condon and wife, wbo have
in Homervllie, Mass., have moved

been

They

here.

are

with

Mrs.

Condon’s

Mr.
parents, T. W. Jackson and wife.
Condon will be clerk in Hr. Watson's
store tbe

May

coming

summer.

There had boon a great time in the
Bear family deciding where to spend
the summer.
They at last decided to go to the
mountains and wrote to the hotel kept
by Mr. Monk for hoard.
“The terms are cheap.” said Mr.
Bear, “but 1 see they don’t take children. Whatever should we do about

Tiny?”
“Oh, leave that to me.” said the wife.
"There is no reason why they should
not take our baby. He i* so very good.
If we could get him in once, 1 know
they'd let him stay.”
“Yes. und it says.” continued Mr.
Bear, reading, “that no pets are allowed in the rooms, and you know we
have to take Mr. Dooley, the parrot,
with us."
“Oh, I'll ti\ nil »lint.” answered his
clever wife. “This is the plan: We will
put Tiny in your dress suit case and

i--

;

i

X. Y. Z.

16.

GOULDSBORO.
William Guptlll aud wife, of Winter
Harbor, called on relatives here Sunday.

Irving McDonald, who was severely Injured iu Dunbar’e steam mill last Monday, is Improving.
Enoch Newman aud wife, who run
Dunbar Brut.' boarding house, North Sullivau, spent Sunday at borne.
Mrs. Lizzie McCarrle has gone to Winterport to visit her daughter, Mrs. Edith
her
▲she, aud
granddaughter, Mrs.
Charles Gorrtvan.

Mrs. Amanda Liscomb and Mrs. Mary
of Bar Harbor, nave been spending a few days with relatives and friends

Moore,
here.

May

They

return

to-day.

16.

JEN.

I-J
"JUCK To THE WOODS!"
get him up to llic room, ami it will be
all right. Then, if we have to, we cun
hall at tlie hotel."
leave Dooley in
"No. youdoii i, thought Dooley, who
"If they don’t take me
was listening.
in their room, 1 will give the whole

thing away."
Well, (lie day "as set. ami after a
long journey they all reached iVionand went up to Mr. Monk’s hotel. Mr. Bear took the pen and registered. "Mr. ami Mrs. Bear.”
“Any children ;' asked the clerk.
answered Mr.
"None whatever.’’
Bear.
"Well, you can’t take that parrot upstairs,” said the clerk.
“Oil, no. of course not.” said Mr.
Bear sweetly. “We expect to leave him
towu

GREAT POND.

Friday

two

gentlemen

from

Boston
came for an outiug at
Camp Octagon.
John Haynes has rented his house to
Clyde Laugbiin.
Mr. Haynes will board
with them.
H. A. Bllllngton and son, of Bangor,
guests at the Great Pond house

were

Thursday night.
Friday Miss Garland

was

Sunday a party of four from Worcester,
Mass., were in town on their way to
Alligator for a week’s Ashing.
May 16.
j2.
BLUE HILL FALLS.
Miss Jennie Sylvester Is at Haven.

Capt. Daniel Conary, of Sunshine, was
In bis gasolene yacht
Friday.
Capt. and Mrs. Wallace left Saturday
for
a|few days’ stay at Milbridge.
•91
Mrs. J. W. Grlndle and eon, of Sargentrt.
vllle, are the guests of P. M. Friend and
_

vife.

May 10.

the porch
"Leave nothin’ on the porch!” yelled
Dooley. "Take that kid out of the
on

called to Amherst to conduct funeral services for
Lewis Robinson.

^

Many Beautiful Pavilions and Pretentious Buildings Show Forth the

Enterprise

American
Commonwealths.

bis

Mrs. Albert Luce, of Clinton, is tbe
guest of her aunt, Mrs. E# C Mason.
Mrs. Mary Gray and daughter Winnifred are visiting in Penobscot.

Misa

George Holden returned from New

Hardy

painted

has

Capt. W. E. Uott caught 300 pounds of
large pollock off Placentia one day last

gone to New York.

Amos

re-

season.

W.

NOKTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs.

bis

Harvey Hopkins went to New York
a position on a yacht.

block

name

Co.

from

week to take

Mini

At the

oank

Sbbtrtiacnuntg.

THE STATES AT
THE WORLD'S FAIR.

hotihe

now.

A.

a

recovering

Hines*.

Arthur

Wlil Welch and

chased

ALL

of

All Weary Housewives!

|To

who are

»

Substitute.

bag.”
"Shut up!” yelled Tiny from inside.
It was all spoiled. The secret was
out.
Mrs. Bear took Tiny out of the
hag. while the clerk leaned over the
counter and grinned.
“Back to the woods!" yelled the parrot.

"What did I tell you?" said Mr. Bear
sadly. "It pays best to list honest.”
"I think so too.”-Pittsburg Dispatch.
contract, but
behave in e very
uncivil manner after the contract baa
been duly signed end sealed.

Marriage may be a
some people certetnly

civil

dust-raising

by using

“American Queen,"

|

To make the very best soap, simpl#

dissolve a can of Banner Lye in call
water, melt 5 % lbs. of grease, pour tbm
Lye water in the grease. Stir and
aside to set
,,

HISS ELL,,

Pall
■

$3.50
$3 25
$3.00
$2.50

■

“Ideal,"
“Grand Rapids," Nickel,
“

“

Japan,

,

A. M.
•

ARNO W. KINO,

$50,000.00

•Surplus,
$45,000.

WE
AND

INVITE

$4 to 20 per
Annum.

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King,
J. A. Peters,
E. H. Oreely.

$630,000.00
£

Vaults,

Directors:
A. P. Wiswell,

Deposits,
I

|

Safe Deposit

Cashier

■

THE

ACCOUNTS

OF

Savings Dept.

CORPORATIONS,

The

—

|

only COUNTY paper.
ANCIENT ENGLISH INNS.

Some

Been In Extntenee
a
Thonound Years.

Have

\>urly

Pf»

.-

---i

Setilion

ago.
Its

lor

“GLAP

.size

TO

SEE YOU

BACK."

seashore, and he was strolling
along with his valise in hand when be
tlio

met Mr.

course

about

penny!”

“Aud another to collect the doctor’s
Mil."
cried Mr. Hag. "I haven't
“Whet

a

copper!"

I cess they'll "-'fid you to
Hut
declared Mr. Caterpillar.
will have one consolation—you
good time while you were away

“Then

jail,"
you
had

n

spending your money. Goodby."
“Pon't
“Hold on!" cried Mr. Bug.
leave me!"
"Oh. yes. 1 must," said Mr. Caterpil"i've got to take the money 1
lar.
saved by staying at home this year and
pay my doctor and grocer aud landlord.”—Atlanta Constitution.
The best talkers are those who koow
up.
A blind beggar depends altogether on
bis sense of touch.
when to shut

Stockholders In a fire-insurance
pany have money to burn.

com-

He

Wished

He

Could Do

It.

merchant who had u store in a
small country town fell in with a comic
“I
actor on a train and said to him:
do not see how it is that you are able
to think of such funny things to say on
the stage, and all of a sudden too. 1
just wish I could (lo it. It would bo Invaluable to me in my business.”—Success.
\

Diplomat.

what nge Uo you consider women
the most charming?” asked the inqulsitive female of more or less uncertain
“At

age.
“At

tlie age of the woman who asks
the question,” answered the man, who
a

diplomat.
Too

Much

Praiae.

attended a dinner given by a
witty woman and ate ravenously.
“The greatest praise I can bestow on
your dinner,” he said, “is to eat heart“But your praise amounts to
ily.”
flattery,” the woman replied.—Atchison
Globe.
A

man

Trur OeniuM.

Poet

—

You

remember

that

little

thought 1 set to verse? Well, 1 made
$5 on that. Orittiek -Indeed? You’re
quite a financier. It Isn’t everybody

who can make money on what he borrows.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Exposure to a sudden climatic change produces cold In the head and catarrh Is apt to fol
low. Provided with Ely’s Gream Balm you arc
armed against Nasal Catarrh. Price 50 cents at
Druggists or Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street,
New York, will mall It. The Balm cures with
out

pain, does not irritate

or

cause

sneezing

dyspepsia It keeps his It spreads Itself over an Irritated and angry sur
wife’s mind pretty well occupied.
face, relieving immediately the painful InflamThere’s no limit to a women’s capacity mation, eleanses and cures. Gream Bala
the
other
sex.
tor forgiving pereouBiOf
quickly cures the cold.
If

a

man

has

[iussoij), of Tremont,
WHEREAS
cock, and State
Maine,

A

was

OF FOKKCKOSUKK.
Albirta M. Gray (now Magcounty of Hanof
by her mortgage
deed dated September 18, a. d. 1894. and recorded in Hancock county, Maine, registry of
deeds, book ^90, page 461. conveyed to Samuel
Moore, of said Tremont, the undersigned, a
certain lot of land with the buildings thereon
located at Southwest Harbor, in said Tremont. and described as follows:
Beginning
at a point in the east line of land of Aivah E.
Foss: thence easterly to the east line of land
to
deeded
Ezekiel B. Jackson by Katy Smith;
thence following said east line south 52* east
eighty and one-half (80*8); feet to a stake iu
line of land formerly owned by Albert Bartlett: thence by ^iid land south M° west eight
(8) rods and twenty-three (23) links to a stake;
• hence north 45h>* west four (4)
rods to place
of beginning, containing thirty-seven (37)
square rods, more or less, being the same lot
with all rights of ways and privileges as conveyed to me by Ezekiel B. Jackson by dee#
dated Feb’y 20, a. d. 1891, and recorded in book
289. page 152, to which reference is given; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure c f said mortgage.
Tremont, Me., April 30, 1904
6amcel Moons.
Geo. R. Fuller, attorney.
NOTICK

present name is derived from an
encounter which King James I. is said
to have had with a tinker at the door
of the inn. The tinker’s conversation
so pleased the king that he made the
mender of kettles “a knight, with five
hundred a year.’*—London Mail.

Caterpillar.

he had a great deal to say
the many sights lie saw and the
many things he (lid, and lie entertained
Mr. Caterpillar for fully seven minutes
In this manner.
“Well." said Mr. Caterpillar, "you eel
talnly did have a good time, judging
1 would have
from what you say.
liked to have been along with you
But did you hear the news?”
“No.” replied Mr. Hug.
“There’s a man at your house to collect the rent."
“Oh, myl” cried Mr. Bug. “I haven’t
a cent!”
“And another to collect the grocers
hill.”
“Wow!" irk'd Mr. Bug. “I haven’t n

Of

.Mrtux Vj.

Hound and about London and its
extending suburbs there may sttll
be seen inns and taverns of great age
uud interesting associations.
The Angel inn, Hlghgate Hill, dates
back to the time of the reformation. |
Originally It was called the Salutation ;
Inn. It is built entirely of wood.
Another famous Inn is the Bald Faced
Stag at Edgware. Nobody knows when
it was originally built, and It would
seem as though each successive proprisuoscrioer tiereoy gives nonce tb2
rjVitr.
X he has been duly appointed adminisetor has endeavored to place his mark
trator
of
the estate
of
John
Carroll,
on its architectural aspect, for many
late of Sedgwick, in the county of Hancock,
parts of it have evidently at different deceased, and given bonds ae the law direots.
All
having demands against the esIn the stables, It tatepersons
times been rebuilt.
of said deceased are desired to present
is alleged, Lick Turpin had his horse’s the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are
to make payment imshoes turned, so as to make his pursu- mediately. requested John H. Brebnahan.
ers imagine he had gone in an opposite
May 3. 1904.
direction.
MlldE subscriber hereby gives notice ihat
he has been duly appointed administraX
Among the very oldest of suburban tor
of the estate of Juliet C). Simp-on. late
are
London inns
the Plough, at Kings- of Sullivan, in the county of Hancock,
and given bonds as the law direots.
bury Green, and the King James and deceased,
All persons having demands against the esTinker inn, at Enfield. The first is said tate of said deceased are desired to present
to be 8o0 years old, and the latter was the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHenry J. Simpson.
reputed to have been first built as an mediately.
V-*v 3 'W0J.
under
another
name
Inn and
992 years
ever

“Glad to Bee you buck!” exclaimed
Mr. Caterpillar when he met Mr. Hug
“Have a good time?”
on the street.
“Fine, tine!” replied Mr. Bug, smiling.
You see, Mr. Bug had Just returned
from his vacation, which he spent at

ur

Hancock bs.:—Court of County Commissioners, April Term, A. D. 1904.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition; order that the County
Commissioners meet at the Carrying Place
Bridge, in said Hancock, on Tuesday, the
Seventh day of June, A. D. 1904, at 8 30 o’clock
A. M.. and thence proceed to view the route
mentioned in said petition, immediately after
which view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses will be had at some convenient place
in the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
and this order thereon,
upon the
lerk of the Town of
Hancock, a like
copy upon O. W. Foss, one of the petitioners, and by posting up attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places iu said
town
before the
thirty days at least
Ui~ie
appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon, three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
the County of Hancock, the first publication
to be thirty days at least before the time of
said view, that all persons and corporations
interested may attend and be heard if they
think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
r’lrrV
Atto-t: Tottv P tr*-,

£

Ellsworth American

To the Honorable Board of County Commissioners for Hancock County, Maine.
undersigned respectfully submit that
X common convenience and necessity requires an alteration and new location in part
of the present highway leading from the village of Hancock to the city of Ellsworth, in
said Countv of Hancock: said new location to
follow a course the center
of which is
thus described: Beginning at a point in the
center of the travelled road of the
County
leading from Hancock to Ellsworth, which
said poiut is IN) feet from the center of the
Carrying Piece Bridge measured along the
center of the Count v road leading from said
Carrying Place Bridge to the City of Ellsworth; thence runring South 61 d< grees East
128 feet; thence South 38 degrees and 30 minutes Ea«t 104 feet; thence South 53 degrees
East 71 feet: thence South 73 decrees and 30
minutes East 108 feet; thence Bouth 33 degrees
East 300 feet to a point in the center of the
t ravelled way of suit! County road on the East
side of the Carrying Place Bridge.
The above described line is the center line
of said proposed road and said line passes
over land of County way for the approximate
distance of 232 feet and over land of Luman
B. Stratton for the approximate distance of
642 feet; total length ot new location. 772 feet,.
Vour petitioners ask that the old County
way oe discontinued, that a new highway be
located between ihe termini, and substantially over the route and location described
above.
WHEREFORE your petitioners pray that
due notice be given and proceedi gH be taken
as required by law and that sa d highway be
located as aforesaid
Dated at Hancock, April 21,1904
O. W. Foss
and Seven Others.
oiAiri

FIRMS

INDIVIDUALS.

Works, Philadelphia
Richardson A Co., Boston, MiMfe

rpHE

|

Vice-President

HENRY W. CUSHMAN.

Every Package

ILqjal Cotters.

ELLSWORTH

ANDREW P. WISWELL, President

on

The Penn Chemical
Charles

ITi FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Iof ELLSWORTH, MAINE.j
Capital,

Directions

j

*

Banner Lye is pulverized. The cat
may be opened and closed at will, pep
mitting the use of a small quantity at a
time. It is just the article needed to
It will clean paint
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften water*
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipot*
Write for booklet "Uses cf Bansmt

Lye”—free.

Hopkins

1887-1904.

■

sources.

BANNER LYE

back-breaking I

“Cyco” Hearing

a

Soap-Making
with

forty brooms.
Note our prices:

—

the famous old I.a Itabida Miss- 1
Connecticut presents a replica of the
Sigourney residence at Hartford, home
of the poetess Lydia Huntley Sigourney in her time. Tills building is said
to be the finest specimen of
purely
colonial
architecture now standing.
The New Kentucky Home, from the
Blue Grass State, is a handsome clubhouse that would make some of the
mansions
along Fifth avenue. New
York city, look insignificant.
Beauvoir, the quaint old house which Jefferson Davis owned and occupied for
many years, is reproduced by Mississippi. Its wide veraudas or gall.i a
give It a most inviting appearance.
Washington's headquarters at Morristown. N. J., are reproduced by New
Virginia contributes Month
Jersey.
cello, the borne of Thomas Jefferson.
The state of Washington contribute!
a structure of unique design.
it b
five
called
atone*
the
Wigwam,
high, built of wood from Washiuator
The building Is octagonal,
forests.
with gigantic diagonal timbers rising
from the ground and meeting in an
apex ninety feet In the air. above
which is built an observatory, from
which a splendid view of the ExposiAn elevator will
tion may he bad.
carry visitors to the observatory.
New York, Pennsylvania. Ohio, Arkansas, Colorado, West Virginia. In
dlana, Wisconsin, Texas and many
other states are represented by buildings which cannot fall to arouse adThe Texas building is in
miration.
the shape of a five pointed star an
appropriate idea for the big Lone
Iowa has a magnificent
Star State.
mansion, with classic porticoes and a
central tower containing an observatory chamber. Kansas, Indian Territory and Oklahoma each uphold the
growing reputation of the southwest
for enterprise and fertility of re-

that

corn

the tinest carpet sweeper made.
It will brighten and preserve your
carpets and make sw.-eping a pleasure
instead of a drudgery. It will outlast

thing apart. The houses in this new
city are of various styles of architecture. Some ore palatial In size and appearance, while others look merely cozy
and Inviting
Never before have so
many notable and historic buildings

interesting structures. California,
hisiance, has reproduced in exact

using

broom to sweep their
carpets, we say, avoid this useless
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

A beautiful city has grown up among
the trees on the World’s Fair grounds
c.t St. Louis.
It has nothing to do with
the Immense exhibit palaces, but is a

been constructed in one group. This
new city might be called the City of
the States, for the houses included in it
are the state buildings at the Fair.
The city is not compact, but somewhat straggling, as befits the pictur
Yet there Is
esquoness of the view.
nothing suggestive of a Strlngtownon-tlie-Pike about this city, for the
grounds surrounding each of the houses |
are beautified with gardens typical of !
the state represented.
All the states are to be represented
at the World’s Fair.
This means n
great deal, a shining triumph for the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, and
furnishes another Illustration of the
fact that this Exposition’s completeness is the marvel of the nge.
Fifty-one states, territories and possessions of the United States have
taken the steps necessary to participate in the World’s Fair on an important scale.
Iiut two states were still
outside the fold at the last report, and
iu each of these was a well defined
movement in favor of being represented at the Fair with buildings and exhibits. New Hampshire, the old home
state, and Delaware are the states referred to. In New Hampshire a fund
for participation is being raised privately by patriotic citizens, so that iu
the event of legislative inuctlou this
commonwealth may bo represented.
The states anti territories are ex
pending over $7,000,000 in their efforts
to show off to best advantage at the
Exposition. This is a million and a
third more than was expended at the
Chicago exposition by tbe states. In
addition to tliis. large cities in many
states will have municipal exhibits, the
funds for which are not Included in
these figures.
The municipal exhibit
Idea is eufirply novel. From a number
of the states there will be prominent
county exhibits provided by special ap I
propitiation of county funds.
This City of the States presents a
picture of surpassing beauty. Nature
has done much to aid in tbe creation
of tbe picture. Never before bus any
exposition been nble to grant such advantageous sites tor state buildings.
Tbe buildings are situated on a plateau
about seventy-five feet higher titan tbe
level ground to tlie north upon which
stand the main exhibit palaces. There
are hills ami ravines here and there,
enabling tbe landscapists to lay out a
most delightful pattern of rouds nnd
terraces and lawns.
Tlie smallest of the state buildings is
that of Arizona, which stands near the
southeastern entrance to tlie grounds.
One of tlie largest is that of Missouri,
from the dome of which It Is said that
perhaps the very finest view of the
Exposition may be enjoyed. This
building is a palace In tbe Itttliun renaissance architecture, built at a cost
of $10o.OOO. Near by is the reproduction of tlie Cnbildo at New Orleans n
which the Louisiana Purchase transfer
ceremonies
took
Louisian s
place
state building.
Ohio lias a clubhouse
of highly ornate design. In the nrebitcclure or tne !■ reneh renaissance,
ilii
noia is prominent with a most
; etentlous structure, with wide verandas
*nd a commanding cupola.
A description of each of the state
buildings, with any detail, would tn re
Ilian till a newspaper page. It is
y
possible here to hint at some of the

jStfMitfeemuu*.

Easy and Quickl

Miss

weeks.

will

Mason I*

Merlon Whittaker

The new boat fur tbe Bar Harbor and
Hock la mi route la expected lu about two

here

P.

cent

Arthur Waite, who Is employed
ton. will move there this week.

E.

papet

Maggie Robertson returned from
has pur- | Rock land .Saturday.
T. F. Mason and daughter Bernice were
In Brooklin Saturday.
In Boa-

the

A.

8

from Boston.

Is home

tlhet

EA8T OKLAND.

STONING fON.

Gertrude Cootbha

m»

Notice of First Meeting of Creditor*.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. Hancock county.
In the matter of
Tn Bankruptcy.
Charles K. Sinclair,

Bankrupt,

j)

To the creditors of Charles E. Sinclair, of
Ellswo th, in the county of Hancock aud
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
\yoik K is hereby given that on the 7th
day of May. a. d. 1904. the said
Charles E. Sinclair was
duly adjudicated
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of bis
creditor* vill be held at my office, at 39 Mahi
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 28th day of
May, a. d. 1904, at 10 o’clock in the f- renoun,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
he bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated May 14, 1964.

firove

Smallt

Can Dock*

It has been often asked whether or
Some hunters
not ducks can smell.
pte from their evverlences instances
ghat seem to show ducks can smell;
lathers say that ducks cannot. Now the
would say that ducks, owing
their habit, have no need to smell
This rule is not
d hence cannot.
^fallible, but generally holds good.
*Any wild thing with such eyes as
have does not need to smell. Naa disre seems to h'ave given birds
discerning
eye and animals a
A fox will look straight at a
e.
man and not see him, even when only
he does not
p few feet away, provided
■mell him or the man does not move.
duck will not only see a man stand-

Eturallst
Cicka

Cning

x
ing perfectly still at a long distance,
notice
regardless of the wind, but will

of Its
sny change In the landmarks
haunts or feeding grounds.—Outing.
A Cane

of

Mistaken

Identity.

Residents of a certain part of Spruce
street have often seen two charming
so
old ladies, twin sisters who look
to
much alike that no one ever bottlers
distinguish between them, coming out
from one of the houses. The fact that
they lKttb dress almost alike makes it
Otlll harder to toll them apart. Some
well
one who knows the old ladies very
relates that Ann. while making a hurried departure' for one of the big deput on Su
partment stores last week, In
walking
pan's bonnet by mistake.
^through the store she came suddenly
In front of a full length mirror and

stepped back in astonishment, saying.
“Why. Sue. 1 didn't know you were
coming down town this morning!"—
Philadelphia Telegraph.
Eating:

Tired.

When

Every one should know that to eat
▼hen tired is to place upon the digestive organs a burden which they are
▼holly unable to bear. When the body
fs in a state of fatigue the digestive
organs are unable to perform their
natural functions. The glands of the
stomach will not form gastric juice,
the saliva is deficient in quantity' and
the whole digestive apparatus is incapable of doing efficient work. When
exhausted one should rest before eating. If a faint or sinking sensation Is
experienced relief may be obtained by
drinking a glass of hot water or diluted fruit juice of some kind.
Echo.

An Ednratrd

curious thing;
•but, according to the statements of a
Frenchman at a watering place in the
Pyrenees, one echo on the FraneoBpanish frontier is so far from ordinary tjaat it must have started In Amer“As soon as you have spoken.*’
ica.
•aid the Frenchman, who had secured
an audience of wide eyed tourists, “you
hear distinctly the voice leap from
rock to rock, from precipice to precipice, and as soon as it has passed the
frontier it assumes the Spanish tongue.
But, yea; 1 have beard it often!”
An

ordinary echo

is

a

No woman who Is unable to support
herself has any business with a handsome
husband.

atjocrusrmnua.

The Cause

Many

of

Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing in this
country most dangerous because so deceptive.
Mary sudden
cum 11
aeaxns are causea
ey
E§ it heart disease,
heart
pneumonia.
'=& failure or apoplexy
are often the result
of kidney disease. If
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the
-=

—

kidney-poisoned
blood will attack the
vital

kidneys

organs

cr

me

Ihemseives break down and waste
away cell by cel!.
Bladder troubles most always result from
a derangement of the
kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
can make no mistake
by taking Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
bladder remedy.
It corrects inability to hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go often during the day, and to get up many
times during the night.
The mild and the
extraordinary effect cf Swamp-Rest is soon
tealized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar
sized bottles. You may
have a sampic bottle of t
this wonderful new discover’.' and a book that
tells all about it. both Hom* of Swamp-Root,
tent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention
leading this generous offer in this naner.
Don’t make any mistake, but remember the
name, Swamp Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Binghamton, N. Y-, on every
bottle.

C.

A.

PARCHER.

APOTHECABY.
Ellsworth,

Maine

Maij Churchill Emmett

The Talented Actress Finds the
“L. F.” Medicine Indispensable

“VUHILE In your city

some

time ago I

bought several bottles of the True
*L. F.* Atwood's Bittersat your store and
found that It greatly benefited me. I
I send you my
get
route and several addressed stamped entell
me
Please
where
I can provelopes.
cure the medicine when I reach New
York. 1 am anxious In the matter, for it
did me more good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several botMary Churchill
tles right away.**
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind" Co.
wish

to

some more.

—

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
Other Mediolne Can Take Ite Place

atbfrtiBfmmt*.

A WOMAN’S REASON THE UNIVERSAL
[Original.]
There was enough of incident concentrated In the wedding day of I>r.
Dmitri 'UrbanJeff and Katharine Tonskoi, two young Russians of the midUrdle class, for a whole lifetime.
bad returned from bis medical
itudies in Paris with a light heart, for
Katharine was expecting him. and they
were to be married soon after his ar
rival.
He found domesticated in the home
of Katharine's father Count Alexievech, who had some months previous
appeared in the village near by and
who had brought a letter of Introduc- j
For what he came!
tion to Tonskoi.
and how long he proposed to stay he
Dmitri, when be
gave no information.
found the young man so intimate with
the family of his sweetheart, was trou j
bled, but he soon made the discovery
that Katharine did not like the count,
and this reassured him. Why she did
guest was a puz
zle, for the doctor could see plainly
that the count seemed to desire her faWhen Dmitri asked Katharine
vor.
for a reason for her prejudice she gave
him no better one than that Alexievech
Dmitri laughed at!
was “cross eyed.”
tills feminine reason and thought no
more about the matter.
The morning of the wedding day
brought a shock to the community. A
dozen persons in the vicinity were arrested. and the most harrowing feature was t at the young doctor, who
was to have been married in the even
ing. was among them. The prisoners
instead of being given a trial were hurried off to Siberia. Count Alexievech
not

fancy

appeared

her father’s

to pe as

inuigvolunteered to

surpnseu

anu

nant us any one and
start at once for St. Petersburg, where
he claimed to have Influence, to pro

the doctor's release. Dmitri was
in his gratitude and begged
the count to strain every nerve to free
him before it should !>e too iate. Katharine could only cling to her lover, despairing of ever seeing him again.
After her lover s departure she passed
a few hours in an agony of despair.
Then suddenly a desperate resolve took
possession of her. She distrusted the
count’s promise. Shortly previous to
the wedding day he had left her father’s house and taken rooms in the
village. Katharine ordered a drosky
and drove to his rooms. Instead of
sending for him to come down she ran
upstairs and knocked at bis door. She
found him walking the floor.
‘‘Why are you not on the way to St.
Petersburg?" she asked.
“i was too late for the 10 o’clock
train. There is no other till tomorrow."
“There is a train on the other road st
4 this afternoon.
You have only to
drive five miles to It to catch It”
"Eh? Are you sure? I don’t believe
there is time.”
"There is time. Come. I have a
drosky below. I will drive you myself.”
The count began to busy himself
with preparation, making a great deal
of fuss while doing very little. Katharine saw his revolver lying on a table.
“You will need this." she said, taking
it up and thrusting it in a pocket of
her dress. "Come, we have no time to
cure

earnest

The Achievements of Individuals and Nations Faithfully Recorded by This

Encyclopedia

of

Society.

“The wisdom of ail ages is Done too
In this
great for the world's work."
single sniient sentence, uttered in his
famous address at Buffalo In SeptemPresident McKinley deber.
1901.
scribed the object uud tbe result of

2

modern universal exposition la a
collection of tbe wisdom ami achievements of the world, for the inspection
of the world, for the study of its experts. by which they may make comparisons and deduction and develop
plans for future improvements and
progress. Such a universal exposition
might well be called an encyclopedia
it constitutes a classified,
of society,
compact. Indexed compendium of the
achievements and ideas of society In

in

a

letter from the Commercial

Hotel,

Minneapolis, Minn., writes:

J

The Pentna Medicine t'o., Oolnrabns, Ohio.
Gentlemen: "For two month* my physician experimented
with me trying to cure a hard cold which settled In my stomach,
causing inflammation and catarrh. I then mode up my mind
he was simply nnatde to help me, ami reading some of tha
flattering testimonials as to the value of IV run a in snch cases,
I thought I would try it.
“It was six weeks la-fore I could eat a meal without unpleasant
effect#, but I have now been well for six months, and I give all
the credit to

J
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;
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\
<

j

Mrs. I-cone Ilolehan,

<

<

A

lVruna.”-—jtj^^^x-oncpolciunu
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all phases of It* activity, extending to
the most mat-rial as well as the most
It offers Illustrations coverrefined.
ing the full field of social performance,
from the production of the shoes on
our
feet and the pavement beneath
them to a presentation of the rarest
and most delicate creatlous of the j
brains and hands of men In what are j
called the fine arts of civilization.
1 UlVCrsai

lie

<ti

cu.

infil-

will be socb a social encyclopedia in the most comprehensive
and accurate sense. It will give to the
world In revised and complete details
“a living picture of the artistic and industrial development at which mankind has arrived” ami will actually
provide ‘‘a new starting point from,
which all men may direct future exertions.” It will present for the inspection of specialists in all lines of Industrial and social endeavor ami for the
public uu assembly of the best which
the world has done and has to show in
industry, art and science, and. what
is very important, it will offer these
achievements of society, these trophies
of civilization, in a highly selected, accurately classified array.
The creators of the St. Louis Exposition have had the experience of all
previous great expositions by which to
plan and effect its high organization.
The continuous and rej>ented burden of
the message of experience handed
down by all expositions has been more
perfect, more effective classification
and arrangement of exhibits.
The classification of the Bt. Louis
Exposition has been prepared to pre
sent a sequential synopsis of the developments that have marked man’s
On Its bases wiU be asprogress.
sembled the most highly organized exposition the world has yet seep.
The St Louis classification is divided
into 16 departments. 144 groups and
807 classes. These grand departments
in their order will record wbat man
has accomplished at this time with his
faculties, industry and skill aud Unnatural resources at his command It.
the environment in which be has been
ls in

1901

placed.

At tbe head or tbe Exposition clan
siflcatlon bos been placed Education,
through which man enters social life.
Second conics Art. showing tbe condi
tion of his culture and development.
Liberal Arts and Applied Sciences are
plait si third, to Indicate tbe result of
As they were passing through a
wood Katharine complained that her his education and culture. Illustrate Ills
his inventive
fingers were numb and asked the count tastes and demonstrate
genius, scientific attainment and artisto take the reins. He had no sooner
These three departdone so than he felt something hard tic expression.
battle Ttml
pressed against his neck and heard the ments equip him for the
prepare him for the enjoyments of life.
click of a pistol.
“Fiend," said Katharine, "I know all. Tbe raw material departments. Agrl
You are one of the chiefs of police and culture. Horticulture. Mining and Forhave been ferreting out this plot. You estry, show how man conserves the
forces of nature to his uses. The De
have implicated Dmitri to get him
partment of Manufactures will show
out of the way the better to get me
what he has done with them; the Deinto your clutches. I hate you. and I
partment of Machinery tbe tools he
am going to kill you.”
has used. The Department of Trans"Katharine’.
For heaven's sake, of
portation will show how he overcomes
what are you accusing me?”
“Write an order for the release of distances and secures access to all
parts of the world. The Department
Dmitri or I fire.”
of Electricity will Indieste the great
om a
uaat* m > auiuumjr.
forces lie has discovered and utilized to
"Write.”
The count, who had by this time convoy power and intelligence. And so
caught a gl ance of the girl's desperate through the several departments to
Anthropology. In which man studies
face, took out his notebook, tore out
man; anil to Social Economy, which
a leaf, wrote the order and gave it to
will Illustrate the development of the
her.
"Drop the reins and get out of the human race, how it has overcome the
drosky.” she said. He obeyed, and difficulties of civilization and solved
Katharine, whipping up the horse, was problems in which society la Involved.
Last is placed physical enlture. in
soon out of sight.
She knew that the route the prison- which man. his intelligence bavins
reached the supreme point, is able to
ers had taken was the one she was on.
their conductor Intending to take them treat himself as an animal, realizing
that bis Intellectual and moral constion the train she had proposed to the
count to take.
She soon overtook the tutions require a sound physical body
to prompt them to the proper perforin
party, produced the order, which was
respected, her lover got Into the drosky once of their function.
Education Is the keynote of the Uniand they drove homeward. When apEach deproaching the village they saw the versal Exposition of 1904.
count ahead of them.
He was walking partment of the world’s labor and development will be represented at St.
with his head bent down on his breast.
When they came up to him he looked Louis, classified ami installed in sucli
that all engaged or Interested
up as though in a dream. Dmitri got manner
in such branch of activity may come
out of the drosky and demanded satisfaction for the wrong that had been and see. examine, study and go away
done him. The count looked at Kath- advised. Each of the separate section*
arine with a hopeless expression, ask- of the Exposition will be an equivalent
ed her to give Dmitri the revolver of—or, rather, will be m actuality a
and bared his breast
Dmitri turned comprehensive and most effective obIn—tbe line of Industrial
away, got into the drosky and, without ject lesson
and social achievement and progress
a word from him or Katharine to the
which its presents.
count, drove on.

expected.

Robs One of

expositions.

Alexievecb. cramming some brushes
into a bag, accompanied her downstairs.
They got into the drosky. Katharine
seized the reins and drove away as
fast as the horse would carry them.

When the bride and groom were
alone together Dmitri asked:
“Katharine, how did you know the
man was the cause of my arrest?”
"I didn't like the squint in bis eyes,”
was her confident reply.
BELLE C. WAKKEN.

Strength Like Spring
Catarrh—Spring Fever is Spring Catarrh.

Nothing

nr FREUKUICK J. V. SKIFF, Ulrtrlof RihIbllM, World's Fakir.
or

spare.”

At the hour that had been announced
for the wedding the bride and groom
were ready, and. as the news of Dmitri’s release had spread like wildfire,
the guests were assembled. T^he ceremony passed as quietly as had been

'!0W TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN ESCAPED
SPRING CATARRH BY USE OF PE-RU-NA.

EXPOSITION

Cost of Seeing the World’e Fair.
From any point within 300 miles of
St. Louis a person may travel to the
World’s Fair this year, view the wonders of the Exposition for three Caye
and expend the same money he would
pay In any other year for train fare
alone. This Is an absolute fact.
The Western Passenger Association
has agreed on a ten day excursion rate.
250 miles or more from St Louis, for
one and one-fifth fare for the round

trip.

i*

Mrs. L,eone Dolehan.
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Miss Helen Whitman,
Avr., Milwaukee, Wi»., writes:
“There is nothing like Peruna for
that tir<-d feeling, which gives you no
ambition for work or play. After a prolonged illness, aliout a year ago I felt
nuable to regain my health, but four
bottles of Peruna made a wonderful
change and restored me to perfect health, j
As long as you keep your blood In a
good condition you are all right, and j
Peruna seems to lill the veins with pure,
healthful blood. ! thoroughly endorse
It.”—Miss Helen Whitman.
How to Get Strong Nerves.
First, repair the injury already done
to your nerves. The way to do Oils Is to
do exactly as di.l Mr. Hal. P. Denton,
Chief Department Publicity and PromoUon of National Export Exposition.
He writes: “Toward the latter part:
of August I found myself in a very
much run-down coudltion. My family
physician said T had nervous prostration and recommended a sea voyage. I
gradually grew worse. A kind friend
whom I had known in Ohio recommended Peruna. Though skeptical, I
finally yielded to his advice. After
using one bottle I was much Improved
and with the fifth bottle came complete
recovery. I am in perfect health today
and owe everything to Peruna.”—Hal.
P. Denton.

1

•

’most

A Spring Tonic.
everybody needs a

tonic

in

3

Miss Helen Whitman.

M
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spring. Something to brace the nerves,
invigorate the brain, and cleanse the

Catarrh lit Sprfoft.
The spring Is the best time to tniat
blood. That Peruna will do this is be- catarrh. Nature renews herself every
yond all question. Everyone who ha* spring. The system is rejuvenated by
tried it has had the same experience a- spring weather. This renders nuxlb
Mrs. 1). W. Timberlake, of Lynchburg, clncs more effective. A short course of
Va.. who, in a recent letter, made use of Peruna, assisted hf»the balmy air of
the following words: 4‘ I always take a spring, will cure old, stubborn caw s of
dose of Peruna after business hours, as catarrh that have resisted treatment for
it is a great thing for the nerves. Then* years. Everybody frhbuld have a
copy
is no better spring tonic, and I have of pr. Hartman's latest book on catarrh*
used about all of them.”—Mra. D. W.! Address The Peruna Medicine Co., On*
the TLn berl axe.
I lu m bus. Ohm.

Q. A. PARCH ER,

Apothecary, Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

THE 8VRC.EOV8 PROBE.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

Fred Uunton was home from Bar Harbor last Sunday.

bora to Vincent Carter and
wife May 11.
Miss Ethel Haney, who haa been In Ban* j
Herbert L. Higgins, ot Lynn, Mass., la
It frequently happens that the doctor haa occasion to probe u wound or a gor fur several months, haa returned.
spending a (ew days wltb relatives here.
sore.
The ladies’ sewing circle met at the
Fred Burnett and Allen Phillips, ot
Notice him when he does it. lie church Tuesday afternoon and gave it a ! Brewer, spent Sonday with relatives here.
He
his
case
of
instruments.
opens
thorough cleaning.
Alfred DeWitt, wife and son
Clarence,
takes out a long, slender silver or hard j A. W. Kills and wife returned
Tuesday; of Brewer, spent Sunday with Mr. Derubber rod which is from six to ten I from
Monroe, where they have been for ! Wltl’s brother Lyman.
Inches long, with a smooth, round end
several days with Mr. Ktlla’a relatives.
The Willing Workers will have an enSome of them are as small as a darn
Miss Alice Brown, who baa been at tertainment and sale at the hall
May 28.
a
us
niedle.
others
ure
us
large
ing
home for two weeks, returned to Augusta Proceeds will go for a steel
celling for the
pencil.
Mias Brown la a graduate nurse church.
Watch the doctor closely when he Tuesday.
of the Augusta hospital, having finished
The North Ellsworth farmers' club met
takes this probe and attempts to use it
her three-yeers’ course in March.
In Agricultural ball Saturday
If he does not take the precaution to
evening and
elected the following officers for one year:
cleuu it stop him. Don't allow him to
Francis McOown, president; John L.
touch your scire with it He has been
Kivervlew Loral L'uion.
using it on some one else and may poiThe next quarterly rally of the Klver- j Oooglos, secretary; Alvtn E. Maddocks,
son you if you allow him to use it
view local union of C. E. and E. L. to be I treasurer; H. F. Maddocks, J. H. McOown,
Call his attention to the fact that he held in Frankliu M. E. church, Wednes- J. A. Staples, C. W. Sweeney and E. B.
boils an Instrument when he operates day, May 25, is expected to te a rally of Wyman, trustees. These are the same
on any one. and he should also boil his
exceptional interest and helpfulness to ! officers that made the fair a great success
last fall. After a long business meeting
prolie before he uses It on you either the young people.
for a sore or wound. Make him do it.
The
morning discussion, led by the all partook of a nice supper prepared by
Tell him you will furnish him with hot preaident. on the “Need of the Hour”; tbe farmers’ wives and daughters. The
water, and he can dip it in it and clean “Motives” or “Knowledge”,
Is full of track was plowed last fall, and as soon as
It dries will be put In shape for trotting.
it carefully before he uses It.
interesting suggestions.
It is ecpeeled there will be a trot and
Otherwise he will use it on you and
The open discussion In the afternoon on
ou tbe fair grounds
July d.
slip It back In hi- surgical case and “Young People’s Work”, introduced by deuce
In this way the four pastors, will
use It on the next person.
prove a feast of good
WEST ELLSWORTH.
he scatters Infectious dirt.—Medical things, while the address of the
evening
Talk.
by the well-known and popular speaker
Elwln Trueworthy Is boarding wltb Mr.
to young people, Dr. W. J. Yates, of Ban- and Mrs. Walter
Bonsey.
ytTiEN BEES.
gor, will prove a fitting climax to a day of
Miss Helen Smith, of Surry, Is at work
helpful Christian enthusiasm.
for Mrs. Eliza Stackpole.
Woml*rf«il T rovlwiou of Jfatare by
All young people’s societies are reWhich Tl»«*> Are Made.
Eugene Brsnn and family, of Bar Harquested to send as many representatives
visited O. B. Floyd Sunday.
A marvelous phase of bee life is the as
possible and reports of the society bor,
power which they possess to raise work. Following is the
Emery Bonsey and wife went to Trenprogramme:
queen*, or mother bees, from eggs or 10 30 Devotional her
ton Saturday to work at the C. Young
vice,
place.
very young brood that would in the
Sullivan Epworth League
course
worker*
ordinary
produce
Mrs. Kate DeBeck and eon visited her
Address of Welcome,
which are neuters, or undeveloped feFranklin Epworth League
brothers, S. P. aud J. A. Stackpole, last
11 00 Open discussion, conducted by the Presi- week.
male*.
dent
If by any chance a queen Is killed ot
Miss Lutle Floyd arrived borne from
The need of the hour ••MoSubject
lost the whole colony would perish
York Thursday. She left her sister, Mrs.
tives'’ or “Knowledge”
were it not for tills wonderful proPialsted, much improved.
Dinner
vision of nature.
Much perturbed at
Mrs. Amanda Meatier, who has been
2 00 Devotional Service,
first at their loss, the bees after some
Mt Desert Ferry Christian Endeavor seriously HI, la slowly recovering. Her
hours settle down und deliberately
daughter Persia will spend the summer
2 80 Reports and Business
wltb her.
build a pear shaped structure known
Collection
as a queen cell.
This is much larger 3 90 Topic of the Day: Young
Tbe Baptist Missionary, Mr. Hunt,
People’s Work
than an ordinary cell, rough, irreguThe Work.. ..............Rev C E Petersen preached at tbe church Sunday
morning
The Worker.RevO G Barnard and evening.
lar and strong.
The Sunday school Is
The Working.Rev A E Cranston flourishing. Mrs. Jennie Avery is superIn this the selected egg*, or larvie,
4 80 Open Discussion
intendent.
are lavishly supplied with “royal Jelly,” which Is highly stimulative and 7 00 Supper
Praise Service ...Franklin Young People
LAKEWOOD.
In which the baby queen literally floats
A nnouncetnents
during her period of growth. The reMiss Lettle Moore went to Hull's Cove
Collection
sult Is that certain organs and ova
Address by Rev W J Yales, Ft» D, of Sunday where she baa employment.
ries which remain dormant In a work
Bangor
Miss May French, of Orono, syho has
er
bee are perfected, and the new
Subject: ‘•Getting on In the World**
been spending a few days with relativea
Benediction
queen hatches out In about fifteen
here returned Saturday.
days, or six days sooner than the
An
Ice-cream sociable
under
tbe
workers.—London Answers.
No married woman haa much use for a management ot the ladlee’ aewlng circle
was
last Baturday evening. It was
Adeertieere in THE AMERICAN art pet dog unless she haa found marriage a well given
attended.
The proceeds will be adrank failure.
capturing the trade.
dad to the cemetery Improvement fund.
See TlwiI
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